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District i   - commissioner michael cryans 
District ii  - commissioner raymonD Burton 
District iii - commissioner martha richarDs

rafton County  

ommissioners
Districts I, II & III have each chosen people whom 
they feel have made a large impact within the 
County.  

It is with great honor that this Annual Report is 
dedicated to them 
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oberta just marked her 
10th year with Grafton 

county senior citizens council 
(Gcscc).  she joined the agency 
as Director of marketing & 
Development in 1999 and was 
appointed executive Director in 
2003.

Gcscc provides a wide range of 
programs and services through a 

network of eight senior centers, an 
in-home care program providing chore assistance & companionship, and 
sponsorship of the Grafton county servicelink resource center and 
rsVP & the Volunteer center.  Gcscc serves more that half of the over-
60 population in Grafton county annually.  a tireless advocate for seniors, 
roberta is a frequent presence at senior center events, town & county 
budget hearings and rotary and other community outreach events.

in addition to her work with Gcscc, roberta currently serves as President 
of the nh coalition of aging services and has been part of the coalition 
since 2003.  she participates in the external stakeholders council for the 
Department of health and human services, has been involved with the 
nh transit association and the nh Governor’s commission on 
transportation since 2004, and was a member of the leadership new 
hampshire class of 2006.  in 2007 she received the Dartmouth hitchcock 
medical center (Dhmc) community health leadership award.  

Grafton county and its senior citizens are very fortunate to have roberta 
as their advocate and it is our honor to commend her.

Roberta Berner



Jason Morrill
M

 

orrill construction was 
started in 1970 by James 

morrill with a small dump truck and 
loader.  the focus of the business at 
that time was private work; mostly 
residential site work and gravel 
deliveries.  the business grew through 
the 1970’s; adding a few more pieces 
of equipment and by 1980 it employed 
up to ten employees.  there was a shift 

in focus in the early 80’s from private to public work, and in 1982 morrill 
started his first project for the State of Vermont on Route 5 in Newbury.  The 
move to public work continued through the 80’s and 90’s and today 
approximately 90% of the work is either state or municipal.  
     Jason morrill began working with the company in 1989 and worked summers 
and many weekends throughout his time in school graduating from st. 
Johnsbury academy in 1991.  he then attended the thompson school of 
applied science at unh with a two year degree in construction technology, 
and then went on for his bachelor’s degree in Business administration from 
John Brown university in siloam springs arkansas where he met his wife, 
michelle.  they were married in 1999 and moved to her home in Belize, 
central america where they lived and worked for two years. in 2001 the 
couple moved back to north haverhill and both went to work for morrill 
Construction with Michelle in the office taking care of accounts receivable and 
Jason as operations manager.  
      the company currently employs about sixty people during the peak of the 
season.  There are generally four to five different projects going on at any 
given time, starting in early april and continuing until after thanksgiving, 
with a focus on heavy highway and utility construction. the work is strictly in 
Vermont and new hampshire, for departments of transportation as well as 
cities and towns.  
    though most of the time has been taken up managing the business, Jason 
and michelle morrill continue to support local high school sports, the local 
4-h chapter, the north haverhill Fair, and the north haverhill Fire Department’s 
annual auction.  Jason and michelle live in north haverhill with their daughter 
leah.



D’Acres
D      acres of new hampshire 

was created to preserve the 
heritage of land owned by the Gray/
trought Families in Dorchester, nh.  
Given the failures of corporate 
agriculture, the realities of climate 
change, and short-sighted policies 
resulting in a loss of farmland and 
suburban sprawl, efforts were begun 
in the early 1990s to use this 

Dorchester farmstead as a shared educational enterprise that would serve the 
community. 
  Joshua trought, executive Director of D acres, is a prior recipient of the 
Dorchester Grange “citizen of the year” award, as well as the union leader’s 
“40 under 40”.  involved in many community service activities, Josh currently 
serves on the Dorchester conservation commission and as the Dorchester 
representative to the Pemi Valley solid Waste council.   over the last ten years, 
he has developed and implemented the vision of D acres of new hampshire, 
committed to educating others in environmental stewardship of land and forests 
within a framework of community shared decision-making.  Josh’s commitment 
to social justice and sustainable living has led to his ongoing efforts to share his 
knowledge and skill in underserved areas such as south america. 
  Dr. elizabeth trought, PhD is a Founder of D acres and has recently moved 
to become a full time resident of Dorchester, nh after living over 30 years in 
north carolina.  Professionally she has served as a staff nurse, head nurse, 
supervisor, Director of education, Vice- President for Patient services and 
faculty for Bs, ms and PhD students.  an active community volunteer, elizabeth 
has served a variety of nonprofit organizations including the United Way, The 
Pitt county health education Foundation, the sierra club, operation sunshine, 
and the Pamlico-tar river Foundation.  an active long-term member of the 
league of Women Voters, she has served as President and Voter service chair 
of the Pitt county league and is currently a member of the upper Valley 
league.  
  Founded on the idea of service to the land and community, D’acres seeks to 
appropriately use the natural resources at hand to provide for the comfort and 
well being of the inhabitants, while also serving as a valuable part of creating a 
sustainable rural system.  Find more information at www.dacres.org

Joshua and Elizabeth Trought
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COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2009

the Grafton county commissioners are pleased to present the following 
reports and financial statements for the period of July 01, 2008 – June 

30, 2009. the Grafton county commissioners share these reports with 
you, our citizens, so that you may have a glimpse at the happenings of 
your county Government. 

Financially, fiscal year 2009 was a very good year for the County.   Total 
revenues exceeded budget projections by $1.9m. the total revenue 
received for the fiscal year was $33,344,910. Expenses were below budget 
estimates by $1.5M. The total expended was $31,410,396 with $18,801,280 
being raised in county taxes.  the budget process for Fy 2010 was no less 
challenging than previous years. In fact, it was quite a bit more difficult 
given the status of the economy. the county commissioners sent out a 
mandate to their department heads in January, 2009 that they were to 
submit level funded budgets for the up coming fiscal year. This is an 
incredibly difficult task given increases that are beyond the control of the 
departments. the commissioners wanted to produce a budget that spared 
the taxpayers but at the same time did not cut the county work force. the 
county accomplished this, the budget decreased by 1.19% while the 
amount to be raised by taxes decreased 6.62%.  the county is receiving 
FmaP funds (Federal medicaid assistant Percentage) which is an increase 
in funds attributable to the american recovery and reinvestment act. 
This did provide assistance with the fiscal year 2010 budget, but is only a 
one-time shot of funds and will not be there in the future. this will cause 
a gap in future years. In addition Departments made many sacrifices to 
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deliver level funded or reduced budgets as requested by the commissioners. 
revenues increased slightly. 

The Department of Corrections continued to be a major focus during fiscal 
year 2009. the project was on-hold for much of the year as a lawsuit was 
filed in March, 2008 regarding the vote that was taken by the Delegation 
to authorize the bond for the project. that lawsuit went to trial in late 
summer and continued into late september. a decision was issued by the 
superior court in november. the decision stated that the county had 
violated RSA 91-A in two incidents, but that the deficiencies were not 
significant enough to overturn the Delegation vote that was taken to 
authorize the bond for the new facility. the plaintiffs were awarded a small 
portion of their attorney’s fees by the superior court. in april, 2009 the 
Plaintiffs appealed this decision to the nh supreme court where the case 
remains pending as of this writing. 

in the meantime, the county has moved forward on the design of the 
facility. in February, 2009 a decision was made by the Board of 
commissioners to reduce the size of the facility. this was responsive to 
letters they had received from numerous communities and due to the strain 
of the economic times. The re-designed facility is 150 beds and 
approximately 92,000 square feet of occupied space. it is also being 
developed with a geo-thermal heating and cooling source. the estimated 
project cost for the redesigned facility is $36,000,000. the county is still 
calculating impacts to the communities that this reduced facility will 
have. 

another major project that was investigated during the year was alternative 
energy.  commissioner richards chaired an alternative energy committee 
that met and conducted a feasibility study (with the assistance of the 
Biomass energy resource center, montpelier, Vt) to determine what the 
best method of alternative energy there was for the Grafton county 
complex. the study concluded that a wood-chip biomass central plant for 
the complex to be the best method. almost immediate savings in oil costs 
and its associated issues would be realized. since that time the county has 
been investigating grants, loans and other funding sources to secure $2.5 
million funding for this project. at this time we continue to look for 
funding. 

the county continues to participate in the prescription drug discount 
program that is presented to the county through the national association 



of counties and sponsored by caremark. there is no cost to the county or 
to the citizens. the program is a discount program that reduces the cost of 
prescription drugs on the average of 20% for those who have no prescription 
drug coverage. Grafton County residents had saved a total of $267,575.37 
on prescription drugs since the county began offering the program in 
September, 2006. Getting enrolled in the program is simple – just place a 
call to the Commissioners’ Office and request a card, the only information 
needed is your name and address and we will mail you a card. these cards 
are also available at any participating pharmacy. 

the nh association of counties annual conference was held at the mount 
Washington Hotel on October 5th to 8th . During the conference at the 
annual Banquet, Grafton county corrections medical coordinator auralie 
achilles was recognized as the county corrections medical employee of 
the year; Farm manager Don Kimball, sgt. Dale Paronto and admin asst. 
Brenda Paronto were recognized with the county team award for their 
work on the Grafton county Farm stand; Former human resource 
Director Joanne mann was recognized as the county human resource 
Director of the year; health information manager tammy robbins was 
recognized as the county nursing home employee of the year and 
executive Director Julie clough was recognized as county administrator 
of the year.  also recognized was former executive Director evelyn smith, 
who was presented with the edna mcKenna Public service award. 
congratulations on a job well done, we are very proud of you!

Fiscal year 2009 brought some changes to the county family. treasurer 
Carol Elliott was defeated in the election and finished her term in December, 
2008. in January, 2009, the county welcomed treasurer Vanessa sievers.  
In addition to the changes in elected officials, the County had a number of 
long-term employees retire during fiscal year 2009.  We wish the best to all 
of them.

the Grafton county Drug court program continues to be a success. 
Participation has grown to nearly 20 and to date a total of three (3) 
participants have graduated from the program. 

the Barbara B. hill Fun (d) continues to be available for children who are 
less fortunate to experience fun activities. During the past year the fund 
has given scholarships to many children throughout the county. anyone 
wishing to make a donation can do so through the commissioners’ 
Office. 
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We, as county commissioners, are pleased with the progress that has been 
made at the county this year and we look forward to the many 
accomplishments that are to come. our mission and focus is to continue to 
provide good quality service to the residents of Grafton county while 
maintaining a stable tax rate. 

the Grafton county commissioners hold regular weekly meetings on 
Tuesday’s at 9:00 AM, at the County Administrative Building at 3855 
Dartmouth college highway in north haverhill, with periodic tours of the 
nursing home, Department of corrections, county Farm and courthouse.  
the commissioners also attend monthly meetings of the Grafton county 
executive committee. all meetings are public. Please call the 
Commissioners’ Office to confirm date, time and schedule. For further 
information and links to other departments please visit our website at 
www.graftoncounty.nh.us. 

in closing, the commissioners continue to be proud of the accomplishments 
and successes of county Government. We realize that these accomplishments 
would not be possible without the dedication and hard work of our four 
hundred twenty five (425) employees and the countless number of 
volunteers. We would like to recognize and thank all of our employees 
and the many volunteers that do such a fantastic job.  

respectfully submitted,

michael J. cryans, chair (District1)
martha B. richards, Vice-chair (District 3)
raymond s. Burton, clerk (District 2)
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GraFton county 
electeD anD aPPointeD oFFicials

January 1, 2009- June 30, 2009 

commissioners
  michael J. cryans, District #1
  raymond s. Burton, District #2
  martha B. richards, District #3 
eXecutiVe Director
  Julie l. clough, north haverhill
treasurer
  Vanessa V. sievers, hanover 
county attorney
  Ricardo St. Hilaire, Enfield
county sheriFF
  Douglas Dutile, no. haverhill 
reGister oF DeeDs
  William sharp, lebanon
clerK oF court
  robert B. muh, littleton
JuDGe oF ProBate
  Gary W. Boyle, littleton
reGister oF ProBate
  rebecca Wyman, Woodsville 
aDministrator, nursinG home
  eileen Bolander, Bradford, Vt
suPerintenDent, corrections
  Glenn libby, Piermont
manaGer, county Farm
  Donald Kimball, no. haverhill
suPerintenDent, maintenance
  James oakes, north haverhill 
human resources Director
  Joanne K. mann, Woodsville 
inFormation technoloGy manaGer 
                          Brent ruggles
meDical Director
  Frederick Kelsey
auDitors
  mason & rich Professional association, concord 
 6



GraFton county DeleGation
                        Jan. 1, 2009 ~ June 30, 2009
District #1
           *Brien Ward littleton
             lyle Bulis, littleton 
District #2
            Kathleen taylor, Franconia
District #3
           *edmond Gionet, lincoln
           *sue Ford, easton
District #4
 robert matheson, no. Woodstock
District #5 
              rick ladd, haverhill
              Paul ingbretson, Pike
District #6
           *James aguiar, campton 
           *carol Freidrich
District #7
 suzanne smith, hebron
             mary cooney, Plymouth
District #8
           *Burton Williams, Bristol
 margie maybeck 
           *Phil Preston, ashland
District #9
             Bernard Benn, hanover
 Beatriz Pastor-Bodmer, lyme
 sharon l. nordgren, hanover
             David Pierce, etna
District #10
          * Suzanne Laliberte, Enfield Center
          * catherine mulholland, Grafton
 chuck townsend, canaan
District #11
            susan almy, lebanon
            Gene anderson (resigned) then /andrew White, lebanon
           Franklin Gould, lebanon
            anna harding, lebanon

* Denotes executive committee         
7



GRAFTON COUNTY BUDGET
July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009

eXPenDitures:

administration & treasurer $391,493.00
county attorney $649,228.00
Victim/Witness advocate $138,989.00
VAWA Grant $91,513.00
child advocacy Grant $0.00
Drug court $168,181.00
Medical Referee $50,000.00
Delegation Expenses $7,500.00
Register of Deeds $606,875.00
human resources $67,836.00
information technology $187,994.00
Sheriff's Department $1,252,249.00
Dispatch $923,650.00
courthouse maintenance (allocated to Depts) $0.00
Court System Maintenance Allocation $257,965.00
Human Services $6,968,572.00
GCEDC $50,000.00
extension $316,684.00
Social Svc $588,050.00
Interest $510,227.00
Payment on Bonds & Notes $181,250.00
capital outlay $1,172,479.00
Wage/Benefit Adjustment $251,529.00
Contingency $85,000.00
unemployment $10,000.00
Nursing Home $13,528,449.00
Jail $3,865,366.00
Farm $533,415.00
Conservation Dist $58,251.00
North Country $1,350.00

 TOTAL EXPENSES $32,914,095.00
LESS REVENUE $12,587,815.00
LESS SURPLUS TO REDUCE TAXES $1,525,000.00
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY TAXES $18,801,280.00

8



GRAFTON COUNTY BUDGET
 July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009

reVenue:

County Nursing Home $9,068,152.00
county Jail $171,800.00
county Farm $486,882.00
Building rental $304,800.00
register of Deeds $989,000.00
6% alternative Program $238,017.00
Sheriff's Dept Fees $390,854.00
Sheriff's Dispatch & Misc $570,510.00
extension svc $8,000.00
Misc Revenue $44,500.00
interest earned $200,300.00
Federal in Lieu of Taxes $50,000.00
Victim/Witness Advocate $25,000.00
attorney's Fees $30,000.00
abandon Property $10,000.00
capital revenue $0.00

$12,587,815.00
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catherine mulholland $1,626.10
Burton Williams $1,271.24
Philip Preston $1,144.50
suzanne laliberte $1,097.42
edmond Gionet $919.80
James aguiar $887.02
Carol Friedrich $586.85
Susan Almy $571.51
Brien Ward $496.62
susan Ford $496.62
Mary Cooney $356.20
Anna Harding $319.50
Lyle Bulis $275.28
Margie Maybeck $253.88
Franklin Gould $247.00
Gene Andersen $243.05
David Pierce $242.05
suzanne smith $214.33
Bernard Benn $183.56
chuck townsend $174.02
Vernon Dingman III $158.50
carole estes $143.60
Pete e. solomon $143.60
Paul Ingbretson $123.05
Rick Ladd $123.05
Martha McLeod $114.35
Kathleen taylor $104.48
andy White $87.70
sid lovett $87.01
lee hammond $78.24
robert matheson $63.61
Stephanie Eaton $57.18
Beatriz Pastor-Bodmer $50.30
Gregory m. sorg $44.89
ruth Bleyler $23.40
Supplies $58.00
miscellaneous $386.61

$13,454.12

DELEGATION EXPENSES
July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009
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GRAFTON COUNTY TREASURER
Vanessa V. Sievers

annual report Fiscal year 2009

in the fiscal year 2009, Grafton County collected a total of  $18,801,280  
from the towns and one city in the county. the money was used to pay the 

debt owed from the previous year and the remainder was invested in 
certificates of deposits and money market accounts in banks around the 
county. Banks were chosen through a bidding process that was open to all 
banks in the county. an emphasis was placed on the rates, security of the 
bank, and distributing the money around the county. 

in addition to the tax revenue investments, the register of Deeds equipment 
account was moved to laconia savings Bank for ease of access. the money 
was in a municipal checking account earning .04% to a cD and money 
market account earning 2.3% and 1.2% in interest respectively. the sheriff’s 
Dispatch capital reserves was renewed in a 2.37% cD. 

it has been a pleasure serving Grafton county. For more information, please 
visit graftontreasurer.us. on the site there is up-to-date information including 
proposal documents and information on current investments and borrowing. 
For questions or concerns there is also a contact form on the website. 

respectfully, 

Vanessa sievers
Grafton county treasurer 
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GRAFTON COUNTY ATTORNEY
Ricardo A. St. Hilaire

annual report Fiscal year 2009

the Office of the Grafton County Attorney promotes public safety and 
pursues justice through the courts.  county attorney rick st. hilaire 

served a fourth term and continued to employ an experienced group of 
attorneys.  elevated to the post of Deputy county attorney was longtime 
prosecuting attorney lara saffo.  Former Plymouth area Prosecutor Paul 
Fitzgerald was recruited to join the office.  They handle all courtroom 
work along with assistant county attorneys James Vara and nancy Gray.  
Office Administrator Alison Farina, Administrative Assistant Christine 
ash, and legal secretaries ruth maffei and Dawn Burleson continue to 
serve as staff to the office.

Prosecuting felony cases is the primary function of the county attorney’s 
office.  The greatest portion of attorney and staff time is focused on 
litigation, and the office is equipped to meet this challenge.  During the 
fiscal year, the office opened 530 case files and represented the citizens of 
Grafton county in 2201 scheduled court appearances.  additionally, there 
were 160 cases reopened for post-conviction hearings, including probation 
violations.  arrest warrants were requested for 111 fugitive defendants 
during the fiscal year.

the special services investigator, Wayne Fortier, played an instrumental 
role in developing cases for prosecution and in freshening cold case files.

The Office of Victim/Witness Assistance remains one of the County 
attorney’s most critical programs, helping to promote the Victim’s Bill of 
Rights and providing information to crime victims.  That office is 
coordinated by carin Kniskern and assisted by sabra carroll.

A highlight of the fiscal year was the two year anniversary of the Grafton 
county Drug court sentencing Program.  attorney General Kelly ayotte 
awarded grant money to the drug court to hire a case manager. the two-
year drug court program is open to non-violent adult offenders with a 
history of addiction who face drug-related criminal charges that would 
likely result in a term of incarceration at the county jail.
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The Office of the Grafton County Attorney accomplished several more 
tasks during the year, including:

• The attainment of federal funds to finance the Office of Victim/
Witness assistance and to subsidize the costs of a prosecutor’s position to 
focus on domestic violence cases.

• the expansion of the successful operation of the Grafton/sullivan 
child advocacy center at Dartmouth hitchcock medical center to include 
a new office in Littleton.  That office was constructed and furbished with 
help form the community, including local police and businesses.

• the completion of several groundbreaking court cases that help 
law enforcement effectively respond to criminal activity in the county.  
Citizens of Grafton County know first-hand why CQ Press named New 
hampshire, for the second year in a row, the safest state in the country in 
its march 2009 report.

• the education of religious leaders about domestic and sexual 
violence through programs outlining the attorney general’s Faith 
communities: Domestic Violence Protocols.

The Grafton County Attorney’s Office thanks the County Delegation and 
Grafton county commissioners michael cryans, raymond Burton, and 
martha richards.  their backing, coupled with support from area law 
enforcement and private citizens, help make Grafton county a safe and 
peaceful place to live and work.

respectfully submitted,
 

ricardo a. st. hilaire
Grafton county attorney
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GRAFTON COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT
                             Sheriff Douglas R. Dutile 
                         annual report Fiscal year 2009
 

to the honorable Grafton county commissioners, 
Grafton county Delegation and citizens of Grafton 

county:  

it is an honor to present the annual report of the Grafton 
county sheriff’s Department for Fiscal year 2009. the 

Department is in the final stages of the National Accreditation Process.  
We are in line to be nationally recognized at the fall conference which is 
being held in salt lake city utah, hosted by the commission for the 
accreditation for law enforcement agencies (calea).  

our mobile communications/command trailer has proven to be a huge 
asset as it has been deployed on numerous occasions providing back-up 
dispatch and field support operations for first responders at events.  We 
are very proud of this state of the art piece of equipment. 
  
as you can see in the following activities report, our work-load contin-
ues to increase each year. i am not sure if this is due to the poor econom-
ic climate or a steady upward trend in this field.  Our increase in work-
load directly affects our revenue, which is also up.  
We noted a large increase in Prisoner transportation as well as civil 
activity.  this would explain a decrease in assists rendered to Police 
Departments due to our time being consumed by the aforementioned 
activities.  our “criminal Warrants open”, are also affected by this lack 
of time.  

All Sheriff’s Department Members, Court Officers,  Communications 
Personnel, Special Deputies and Office Staff are very dedicated and 
committed in providing the highest quality of service to our citizens of 
Grafton county. this is a “team eFFort”. i would like to express 
sincere appreciation to my entire staff for their loyalty, support and 
dedication.  

once again, i would like to thank Julie l. clough, executive Director for 
her assistance that she has rendered to my Department along with the 
other county Department heads. i would also like to thank the three (3) 
county commissioners and the county Delegation for all of their 
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support and interest in the operations of the sheriff’s Department. 
 
 
 i look forward to your continued support and working relationship.  
remember, we remain faithful in, “Protecting Property and serving the 
People”.
 
 
respectfully submitted
 
 
Douglas r. Dutile
Grafton county sheriff
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GRAFTON COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT
activities report  July 1, 2008 ~ June 30, 2009

   
                             Fy2008           Fy2009
civil activity

     Civil Process Served:                                          3,954               4,247
     Civil Service Fee Revenue:                           $158,660         $164,784

Prisoner transports

adult and Juvenile Prisoners transported to
      Courts and Treatment Facilities:                        3,657               3,952
 
extraditions
Fugitives returned to Grafton County:                      51                    57

Returned from:  South Carolina, New York
Connecticut, Vermont, Massachusetts, Ohio 
Rhode Island, Maine, New Mexico, Mississippi,
Florida, Virginia and California.

criminal investigations

      General investigations conducted:                         74                    82
      investigations at the Grafton county 
             house of corrections:                                      69                    72
      Investigations – No crime found:                            11                    12

Warrant Status – Criminal & Civil

      criminal warrant arrest:                                          34                    36
      Criminal warrant recalled:                                      36                    25
      criminal warrants open:                                        113                  298
      civil warrant arrest:                                                68                    49
      civil warrants recalled:                                         108                    76
      civil warrants open:                                                68                    96 
 
u.s. Forest service Patrol enforcement
 
   arrests made while patrolling:                                   89                    70
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                  Fy2008          Fy2009 
u.s. Forest service Patrol enforcement cont. 
                                                             
citations issued

      Warnings:                                                                 33                   66
      summonses                                                              28                   22 
 
 

GRAFTON COUNTY COMMUNICATIONS CENTER

 Calls for service received at the center:                 54,155            51,905
      agencies Dispatched for:
                  22 Police Departments
                  25 Fire Departments
                  14 emergency medical squads

Persons entering the Court House:                         47,124             45,210

Persons held in temporary detention 
           at the sheriff’s Department:                          1,010               1,042        

assists rendered to Police Departments:                     298                 184
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GRAFTON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
Nancy Bishop

annual report Fiscal year 2009

to the honorable commissioners of Grafton county:

in Fy 2009 we begin to see the changes created by the passage of hB2 in 
2008.  our statutory responsibilities under rsa 167:18-a are  limited to 
long term care services in two areas, nursing Facility care (inc) and 
home and community Based care -elderly and chronically ill (hcBc-
eci) with a cap on total expenditures.  

 Nursing Facility Services (INC) – The county exposure                                   
increases from 25% to 50% of the Medicaid rate for 
             eligible persons in private and public nursing homes. 

 Home and Community Based Care (HCBC) –  The 
             county  exposure increases from 25% to 50% of the  
             medicaid rate for eligible services provided to persons 
             who are eligible for nursing home care, but choose to 
             remain in their own home or community residence.
 
Grafton County’s cap for FY09 is $6,537,717.  This amount was further 
offset by estate recoveries in the amount of $40,143.09.  (Please refer to 
the following page for a breakdown of the expenses by town).

in closing, i would like to acknowledge lisa Pierson for her dedication 
and assistance during this fiscal year.  As an additional consequence of 
HB2, Lisa’s position was eliminated at the end of the fiscal year.

respectfully submitted,

nancy J. Bishop
human services administrator



)

) )

CATAGORICAL EXPENSES BY TOWN  FY 2009

cases INC cases HCBC TOTALS
2      (405,553.00             * (405,553.00)

ALEXANDRIA 5      67,466.44              2             8,147.46        75,613.90
ASHLAND 12     180,605.62             7             32,391.97       212,997.59
BATH 6      78,354.65              1             3,523.92        81,878.57
BENTON -    -                       -          -                -
BETHLEHEM 11     114,759.74             9             78,631.54       193,391.28
BRIDGEWATER 1      20,355.84              2             10,209.77       30,565.61
BRISTOL 19     225,185.28             15           53,706.82       278,892.10
CAMPTON 8      135,943.27             12           47,534.12       183,477.39
CANAAN 8      108,682.42             11           64,922.00       173,604.42
DORCHESTER 1      9,970.39                1             1,134.50        11,104.89
EASTON 1      19,536.66              -          -                19,536.66
ELLSWORTH -    -                       -          -                -
ENFIELD 14     156,441.99             12           51,484.20       207,926.19
FRANCONIA 10     119,016.33             2             6,440.97        125,457.30
GRAFTON 6      80,979.93              13           86,059.24       167,039.17
GROTON -    -                       1             1,303.54        1,303.54
HANOVER 35     413,972.99             3             19,776.95       433,749.94
HAVERHILL 48     530,967.62             33           208,064.23     739,031.85
HEBRON 1      8,205.04                -          -                8,205.04
HOLDERNESS 6      100,613.10             4             26,237.38       126,850.48
LANDAFF 3      31,764.30              4             48,408.00       80,172.30
LEBANON 78     990,304.86             40           249,387.02     1,239,691.88
LINCOLN 6      73,908.71              6             60,360.10       134,268.81
LISBON 10     192,436.77             10           45,559.64       237,996.41
LITTLETON 51     663,523.51             37           165,961.86     829,485.37
LIVERMORE -    -                       -          -                -
LYMAN -    -                       -          -                -
LYME 5      86,793.00              1             8,121.41        94,914.41
MONROE 7      111,045.26             3             18,554.39       129,599.65
ORANGE 1      18,582.42              -          -                18,582.42
ORFORD 8      84,797.44              3             2,191.95        86,989.39
PIERMONT 2      27,912.66              5             16,312.60       44,225.26
PLYMOUTH 17     249,286.23             19           108,109.93     357,396.16
RUMNEY 12     126,266.75             5             23,239.84       149,506.59
SUGAR HILL 3      51,591.02              -          -                51,591.02
THORNTON 7      97,868.60              8             40,944.46       138,813.06
WARREN 6      95,498.75              3             16,807.03       112,305.78
WATERVILLE -    -                       1             8,865.77        8,865.77
WENTWORTH 5      53,644.13              2             3,051.21        56,695.34
WOODSTOCK 7      104,232.07             1             8,188.21        112,420.28
TOTAL 422   5,024,960.79          276          1,523,632.03   6,548,592.82

(31,498.16             ** (50,210.98      **
4,993,462.63          1,473,421.05   6,466,883.68

Notes:  * Statutory Credit under RSA 167:18-a, this amount is not calculated by individual client.

** The amounts represented in these two columns are overstated by $31,498.16 & $50,210.98 respectively
due to the switchover to a capped payment for long term care services which our software program
is not designed to handle at the present time.

Also included in the totals are any Estate Recoveries received during the fiscal year, which reduce the overall
expenses.

KEY:
INC Nursing Facility Services – Medicaid Rate Payments
HCBC Home and Community Based Care – Medicaid Services Payments
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GRAFTON COUNTY HUMAN RESOURCES
Karen J. Clough, Interim Director
annual report Fiscal year 2009

to the Grafton county commissioners, Grafton county Delegation 
and the citizens of Grafton county:

it is my privilege, as the interim Director, to submit the annual report of 
the human resources Department.  

While we have experienced some changes within the human resources 
Department this year with the retirement of the previous director and the 
reduction in staff, we have continued to manage the wages, benefits, 
personnel information and application of the policies and procedures for 
our employees with little to no interruption.  

one of the more important responsibilities of  our department is the 
ongoing administration and maintenance of our benefit program. The 
cost of providing these benefits is substantial. We currently employ 
approximately 276 full-time employees and 157 part–time employees. 
We have worked diligently to make employees aware of all the benefits 
available to them through the orientation process, annual benefits fair and 
onsite visits from vendors.

With the health insurance being the most costly of those benefits, we 
looked at many different options this year. the end result was a slight 
change to our prescription plan which allowed us to remain with mat-
thew thornton and at the same time experience a decrease of .7% to our 
rates. We currently have 221 employees who carry their health insurance 
through Grafton county and 102 retirees who also carry their coverage 
through the county.  the county continues to pay 80% of the cost of 
insurance for those non-bargaining unit employees hired after July 01, 
2003 and bargaining unit employees hired after september 7, 2003 and 
86% for those employees hired prior to the above noted dates. 

it is the desire of the human resources Department to encourage a high 
level of employee morale through recognition programs and we have 
been working on a variety of proposed programs which we hope to 
implement in the upcoming year. 
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We have spent a great deal of time in the past year keeping up with the 
ever changing laws and regulations such as the new america recovery 
and reinvestment act coBra subsidy, Family medical leave act 
changes, and amendments to americans with Disabilities act just to 
name a few. the human resources staff  have been regularly attending 
educational meetings on all public sector employment laws and updates. 

We continue to receive reimbursement through the medicare Part D 
subsidy program.  We currently have 2 applications approved and have 
received payments totaling $73,673.37 for the time period of october 1, 
2009-september 30, 2009.  

We are very fortunate at Grafton county to have many dedicated em-
ployees who contribute daily to the successful deliverance of the diverse 
services provided by the county. thank you to the Board of commission-
ers, Delegation and the taxpayers of Grafton county for their continued 
support.  all our services are achieved through a team work philosophy. 

respectfully submitted,

Karen clough
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REGISTER OF DEEDS
William A “Bill” Sharp

annual report Fiscal year 2009

the Registry of Deeds is pleased to report significant Progress and 
improvement at the registry of  Deeds during this SECOND term since 

taking office January 3, 2007. AND  now being sworn in January 7, 2009.   We 
have saved Grafton county several $1,000’s of dollars by looking at each item 
and it’s function to become cost effective.  this report is in outline form so as to 
show as much progress and many improvements as we can.  all done in the 
effort to save Grafton county tax payer money.  We have reviewed each and 
every function of this office and stand by established protocol.  We continue to 
act in the friendly business like manner which is a part of the sharP DeeDs 
Office.  Every person is treated fairly with the same efficient friendly treatment. 
We have endeavored to keep the best of the past, be updated, and prepared for 
the future.  Essentially the Deeds  function in Grafton county is at the sharp 
cutting edge for a new century.  here are some notes and improvements made 
during this process:

PROMOTION:  Beth Wyman was promoted to Deputy register beginning in 
July.  With quality years of service to the Deeds Department, Beth was deserving 
of the up-grade keeping the daily books straight and supervising the indexing 
operation.  Besides being a nice person to greet at the counter.

BOOKKEEPING:
 computerized accounting:  every Deeds customer has an account number and 
an accurate record which interfaces with the recording system.  in addition, a 
master record of each month’s activity now appears on a  spread sheet. these 
accounts are tied into the ‘on line Billing system’ -  so that accurate bills are 
printed each month reflecting the recording activity and on line printing of each 
account. customers may pay on account and are expected to remain current.

OFF  SITE PRINTING:  now brings in some $7,000.00 per month.  as well, 
the New Accounts bring in an addition $25,000 revenue annually;

FRONT END RECORDING:
automatic tax stamps and receipts are produced at the front desk upon recording 
and a deposit strip is produced: ready for the days check deposits. less noise, 
eliminating extra steps, removing the cash register.  
L CHIP – The New Land Preservation Project is running smoothly without 
complication whatever.

 
 



BANKING:
We have established the deeds banking accounts to produce the most interest on 
deposit -Keeping county Funds as long as is possible with earnings of an extra 
$500-$1000 per month.

DEEDS ON LINE:
the Deeds images are available to established customers who have an account 
and who have paid an annual maintenance fee of $50.  The fee is for one (1) year 
service & entitles the user full used of the web site.  http://www.nhdeeds.com    all 
basic deeds research can be done on line & documents viewed by account holders 
with a password.

VIRTUAL DEEDS:     
For the future:  ‘Virtual Deeds recording’ is the process whereby Deeds and 
Documents may be recorded from an off premise site electronically. Fees are 
automatically transferred to the county Deed’s bank account and receipt is made, 
all procedures verified, a visual inspection done, with every aspect of the Recording 
Protocol in compliance with regulations.

A COPY OF YOUR  DEED:
Besides here at the registry 8am-4pm, a copy of your deed may now be obtained 
thru any of our on line customers.

REDACTION:  
We have essentially eliminated the argument about sensitive numbers and 
information.   to date, we have only had three (3) requests for a redaction.  the 
net effect is that our information is easily available to those who are in the need to 
know.  A ‘Request for Redaction’ form is available at this office or from  the web 
site.  such request will be acted upon promptly.

CUSTOMER RECORDS:
‘Deeds customers’ have an account number with full information.  accounts 
receivable & payable are now on one easy to access ledger. Billing is now simple 
to administer.

OPEN HOUSE & VISITORS:
The deeds office is always open to visitors 8am-4pm on regular work days.  A 
friendly call ahead will assure that Bill or one of the staff will show you around 
and offer you a cup of coffee.  the Grafton county clerks and tax collectors held 
their Spring meeting at the Deeds office -  and enjoyed an Open House Tour of the 
registry.

PRESERVATION OF OLD DOCUMENTS:
Visitors and customers will notice the beautifully preserved map of  Grafton 
county on their way into the work room.  on the table in front of them one may 
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see the first of  Four (4) New Books starting with the first record of the county: a 
Deed Dated 1772.  there are some 370 additional brown paper wrapped books 
which need to be treated in similar manner: Deacidified & Sealed in plastic, 
respectfully Bound for 100+ years of preservation.  an expensive project worthy 
of attention.  the First 8 Books of the county are complete and in the registers’ 
Office.

BULLETIN BOARDS & WORK AREA:
We call the work area the Vault:  now containing 10 brand new viewing stations 
connected into our new Deeds records online system.  one may view, research 
and print any document by book and page right here - or - use a personal account 
and work at home or office.  All charges are posted to an appropriate account 
which is expected to be kept current.

TITLE SEARCH: ON LINE for EVERYONE at 
www.nhdeeds.com.  Done more easily with no extra travel expense.  

BUDGET:
We have developed the lowest Deeds operational Budget in several years. 

VENDOR:
our faithful reliance on connor and connor has brought us this far in our quest 
to be at the cutting edge of preservation technology.   Joseph J. marotti co. of 
milton, Vermont has taken the lead for our preservation of old maps and 
documents.  a beautifully framed county map may be seen on the way to the 
vault.   
 
EQUIPMENT: 
Purchasing, rather than leasing, over the next 4 years we will save this 
department $134,000. this will save some $33,600 per year.  now one can play 
with the numbers and the liars will figure.  But, these figures do not lie. By 
owning rather than leasing we are protecting the budget.  our new it person,  
Brent ruggles is doing a fantastic job in advising us and bringing us up-to-date.
The purchase of our new  i7300 Kodak results in the clear printing of old film 
plans & documents. owning retrieval stations and scanning stations saves the 
county annually.  this is not an accident.  this comes from carefully reviewing 
the cost and benefit of each aspect of  the operation.

SUMMARY:
Essentially what we have done in the deeds office is to look at each and every 
step in our operation. We reviewed and updated every protocol.  including the 
bookkeeping; how documents are received and recorded; the process of 
preserving and making ‘online service’ work easily; how we can save the county 
money; but, and at the same time do our work efficiently and effectively. 
We have gone on-line so the public can more easily access our records.  this 
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service has been very well received by the public.  the fees we have collected so 
far for the on-line  service have nearly offset our increased fees from Conner & 
Conner.  We expect that the service will pay for itself in collected fees.  the on-
line service will also reduce our supply costs.  We are using less paper and toner 
in our printers.  in a couple of months we should be able to have reasonably 
accurate figures on just how much we will save each year.  At the end of the year 
we will assess our progress and determine what our future needs are and in what 
direction we wish to go in our pursuit to modernize the registry and make it run 
more efficiently and less costly.

the Budget;   the expenses;    the Friendly experienced thoughtful staff;   
the Protocols;   the Bookkeeping;   the Preservation Projects;   the new 
equipment;   the on line service;   the cutting edge technology;    and every 
other function of an up-to-date smooth running & efficiently administered  
Office.

We are not doing things the same way  just ‘Because we have always done it 
that way’! We are not allowing old budget methods to stand in the way of 
saving county money.  We are looking for every way to explore each coming 
development to see if that method would improve our operation.

 so that in spite of ourselves, we must say that Deeds is at it’s best game!

With contributions from the staff:
Beth Wyman – Deputy Register , Nancy Clement,  Mary DeRosia, George 
morris, and Brenda Dodge 

respectfully submitted,
 
 
 
hon.  William a. ‘Bill’ sharp - register



GRAFTON COUNTY IT DEPARTMENT 
Brent Ruggles  

annual report Fiscal year 2009

2008-09 was a busy year for the Grafton county it Department 
completing several projects across the campus for the 08-09 year. Barry 

Page, of littleton nh,  joined the department as a part time Pc tech 
support\lan specialist to assist me with projects and help augment our 
customer service to the departments and staff at the campus.

Projects comPleted this year include

Registration of an official Grafton County domain name  
co.grafton.nh.us to meet standardized municipal domain naming 
convention standard.
installation of new common backup software across all networks, to 
include daily off-site removal of backup media at all networks.
setup of new centralized data center room to meet goal of network 
consolidation across the campus and provide central location for core 
network servers and switching gear.
installation of new charter Fiber optic internet 3mB symmetrical, 
over 1500 feet of 6 strand cable was run thru the Nursing Home to the 
new network operations center. the t1 from unh was turned off and 
the result provided the campus a new internet circuit with twice the 
speed providing bandwidth for new services such as the new email 
server, vpn connections and future web site and future tcpip services 
such as VoiP phone system and video court arraignment. cost 
Reduction - The new circuit costs 65% of what we were paying for the 
t1. 
installation and Deployment of central in house email server to be used 
by all departments, including training of staff from all 10 departments. 
system additionally supports groupware features such as shared 
contacts, calendering, tasks, reservations for rooms and or equipment 
to help increase departmental efficiency and inter department 
communication as well as to have a single email domain for the county 
campus and departments.
merged and migrated existing departmental email stores and accounts 
over to the new campus email server.
installation and management of secured VPn between sheriffs 
department and littleton PD.
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replacement of 40 aging Pc’s with hP small form factor and meet 
goal of standardization of all the campus Pc systems to Windows XP 
Professional a common platform.
standardization of common desktop load for new systems
Further deployment of Sun Micosystems Open Office on the above 
new 40 systems saving the taxpayers $10.720 vs. purchasing ms 
Office.
completion of major health care software update at the nursing home 
server and 52 PC systems.
Purchased a common standardized enterprise anti Virus and security 
software package and deployed across all departments. 
research and obtained report on what the average it costs nationally 
for municipal government agencies, available on request. this 
information to help establish a realistic and fair baseline for it 
expenditures at the campus.
Installation and setup of 5 centralized core Network Servers to be used 
for forthcoming network domain consolidation 2009-10

Projects - forward

installation of central network backbone and layer 3 network 
switching to be shared by all departments to facilitate
network Domain consolidation Project to establish a common 
network that is easier to manage and reduction in the number of servers 
and networks at the campus.
research into VoiP phone systems and use or Pri lines to help reduce 
cost.
new WeB site to provide centralized information and contact 
information for all the Gc departments.

in closing i look forward to continue in providing excellent it support and 
services for all the departments, employees and citizens of Grafton county. 
if anyone has any questions regarding information technology at the 
campus please feel free to contact me at my contact information provided 
below.

respectfully submitted,

Brent ruggles
it manager
bruggles@co.grafton.nh.us
























GRAFTON COUNTY MAINTENANCE
James C. Oakes

annual report  Fiscal year 2009

in addition to meeting the day-to-day operational and maintenance 
demands of the complex, my staff did a great job simultaneously 

overcoming numerous other challenges.   these challenges encompassed 
execution of numerous capital projects, identifying and correcting various 
life safety deficiencies and implementing numerous initiatives to improve 
operability, increase efficiency and enhance self-sufficiency.

this year we completed our greatest number of capital outlay projects ever 
in 1-year.  some these projects are as follows:

Water Storage Tank – Last fall the department contracted the design and 
construction of a 360,000-gallon water storage 
tank and 1,450 linear feet of water main 
connected to Woodsville’s water system.  once 
on line, the new tank greatly enhanced fire-
fighting capabilities by more than tripling the 
complex’s hydrant water pressures and flows.

Access Road Rerouting & Repair – In order to gain year-round access to 
the new water tank, the department contracted to have the existing access 
road to the shooting range and farm fields widened, graded and drainage 
added.  in the process, the lower road was rerouted from the crest of the 
hill to its current location behind the farm stand to eliminate unsafe access 
onto route 10.  

Silage Bunker, Aprons & Drainage – At the beginning of FY09, the 
department contracted the construction of a new silage bunker, asphalt 
aprons and improved drainage scheme around the bunkers.  Prior to this 
work, the farm routinely lost a lot of its silage each year to spoilage due to 
poor drainage in its limited storage area.

Maintenance/ Farm Building – Acting as 
general contractor (Gc) and owner’s 
representative, the department oversaw the 
design and construction of this new building.  
We bid the project out in seven packages and 
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completed it on schedule and within budget.  By performing Gc duties, 
the department saved the county close to $500,000.

Administration Roof Repair – Last fall the department contracted the 
replacement of 1,200 slate tiles, the repair of copper roof sections and the 
installation of snow rails over all exterior doorways.  The work fixed 
numerous problematic leaks and eliminated an avalanche hazard from 
snow and ice cascading off the roof over the building’s entrances.

in addition to the many capital projects, the time spent identifying and 
correcting numerous life safety deficiencies in various buildings was 
equally challenging. 

Nursing Home – A 4-year inspection of fire dampers revealed numerous 
missing, inaccessible and improperly installed dampers.  after engaging 
design & construction team members, the responsible parties took 
ownership of the problems and resolved all deficiencies at no cost to the 
county. Similarly, a follow up inspection of a fire alarm contractor’s work 
revealed the contractor failed to ever test the shut down features of air 
handling equipment during duct smoke detector testing.  on subsequent 
testing, three units failed to shut down as required. an investigation 
revealed they were not wired to contract specification.  The responsible 
contractor corrected the deficiency at no cost to the county.  Of equal 
significance in terms of eliminating fire hazards, we contracted the cleaning 
of all exhaust ductwork to remove heavy deposits of dust and lint built up 
from years of use.  

1930 Administration Building – Just as the Nursing Home, the 
Administration Building had the same issue with fire dampers. The 
responsible parties also took ownership and corrected all deficiencies at no 
cost to the county.  A follow up inspection of a fire alarm contractor ‘s 
work revealed the contractor hadn’t been testing the elevator shunt trip 
breaker, a safety feature that kills power to the elevator prior to activating 
sprinklers in the elevator shaft.  investigation revealed the contract 
documents for the building renovation overlooked specifying the 
installation of this feature, thus it was never installed.  We immediately 
contracted this work out and eliminated the deficiency.

Department of Corrections (DOC) – The fire damper findings in other 
buildings prompted us to inspect the dampers in the remaining buildings.  
our inspection revealed a number of corroded and broken dampers in the 
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Doc.  We promptly ordered replacement dampers and installed them 
ourselves and eliminated the deficiencies. 

other challenges included implementing ways to improve operability, 
increase operational efficiency and enhance self-sufficiency.  

in terms of improved operability, my department completed a major 
renovation of the beauty parlor at the nursing home.  Prior to this work, 
the beautician complained of back and neck problems stemming from poor 
ergonomics.  the changes made not only remedied her problem but also 
improved storage and flow within this area.  In response to the DOC’s 
request to improve security and mitigate inmate unrest, we contracted the 
installation of exterior security lighting on the north elevation of their 
building in addition to adding timed lights in the recreation yard facilitating 
use of the yard by inmates after dark.

as part of commissioner richard’s alternative energy committee, the 
department supported energy resource solutions, inc. in completing a 
complex-wide energy audit to evaluate current practices and seek additional 
ways to increase operational efficiency.  As a result, we have implemented 
numerous conservation measures in addition to investing in various energy 
saving technologies.  in the nursing home we’ve installed an ozone 
injection system that has reduced domestic hot water usage in the laundry 
by 38% and is estimated to save the county over $20,000 a year in fuel 
savings based on current pricing.  throughout the complex we continued 
to install lighting controls and more energy efficient lighting to help reduce 
electrical costs.  Many of the offices in the Administration Building lacked 
sufficient fin tube to adequately recover from temperature setbacks, thus 
preventing us from being able to utilize existing energy conservation 
hVac management system software to reduce heating loads during 
unoccupied hours. To fix this problem, we installed additional fin tube in 
all the problem areas of the building and are now utilizing the software as 
intended.  in the Doc, contractors and department staff plumbed in and 
extended electrical coverage to the Woman’s housing area for washers 
and dryers so the inmates could wash their own clothing, thus reducing 
DOC operational cost and making the DOC more self-sufficient.

Throughout the fiscal year, the department has implemented other ways to 
improve self-sufficiency.  My assistant and I both attended NH DES 
sponsored C1A Water Operator training and became certified to operate 
our new water tank and meet new state laws regulating Privately owned 
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redistribution systems.  related to this, the department initiated a hydro 
geological study of the county owned property to determine the feasibility 
and cost effectiveness of developing our own municipal water wells.  the 
hydro geologist’s report identified three potential well field locations in 
addition to confirming the cost effectiveness of developing and maintaining 
the system if the county decides to develop its own water source at some 
later date.  Finally, two staff members attended the new england Water 
Works Association sponsored training and became state certified to inspect 
and test back flow prevention devices.  This greatly reduced contracting 
cost and provides the ability to inspect these important devices in-house at 
any time to ensure pollutants are not getting by these devices and entering 
our domestic water supply at the county.

In closing, I want to thank my staff for the terrific job they did taking care 
of the operational and maintenance demands of the complex in addition to 
conquering the many challenges we’ve faced this past fiscal year.  I also 
want to thank the Grafton county executive Director, county 
commissioners and county Delegation for their trust and support of our 
department, facilitating the operation and upkeep of the complex. 

respectfully submitted

James c. oakes
maintenance superintendent
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 Kathleen E. Jablonski

annual report Fiscal year 2009

university of new hampshire cooperative extension has been grateful 
for the support of Grafton county citizens, communities, county 

commissioners and the county Delegation in continuing our mission to 
provide new hampshire citizens with research-based education and 
information, to enhance their ability to make informed decisions that 
strengthen youth, families and communities, sustain natural resources, and 
improve the economy.

staff members Deborah maes, consumer and Family resources educator, 
arianne Fosdick, Volunteer management Program assistant, robin Peters, 
nutrition connections, Kathleen Jablonski, 4-h youth Development were 
joined in november, 2008, and march, 2009, respectively, by new staff 
members David Falkenham, 
Forestry resources educator, and 
heather Bryant, agricultural 
resources educator.  the new 
educators have actively stepped 
into their roles to provide 
educational programming for the 
citizens of Grafton county and 
new hampshire.  

agricultural resources programs 
focused on commercial farmers and 
growers and outreach to the growing number of home gardeners in the 
county. information on how to monitor and respond to this years late blight 
outbreak in potatoes and tomatoes was shared using visits, phone calls, 
and the news media and website. twilight meetings were held, one in 
collaboration with coos county on organic vegetable production and the 
other in Alexandria on tree fruit integrated pest management.  The office 
was used as a site for growers to participate in a series of webinars on 
strawberry production. a six part gardening workshop series was hosted at 
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the county complex and a local nursery.  

The Family and Consumer Resources program certified thirty-nine food 
service workers (90%) who attended serVsaFe classes and passed the 
national certification program.
other food service workers around the county attended a two-hour food 
safety program held in a number of locations.

To help citizens deal with the current financial crisis, a two hour session 
entitled managing money in tough times was offered in four county 
locations reaching over sixty residents.  In addition, financial education 
information was shared with local libraries, county employees, local media 
outlets, and was incorporated into educational displays.

child care workers were able to participate in the Better Kid care Video-
conference series developed by Penn state university using recorded 
materials and handouts mailed directly to their centers.  

highlights of the work done in Forestry resources program included:  
conducting thirty-five site visits with private landowners discussing the 
health and wise stewardship of over eight thousand acres of private land.  
these visits simultaneously support new hampshire’s private landowner 
base, the forest products industry, and the nh licensed consulting 
foresters.

six natural resource education programs were organized in collaboration 
with other agencies attracting over two hundred attendees. topics ranged 
from selling timber and wildlife management to current use education.

the city of lebanon, working with unhce staff, held two city-wide 
information meetings to provide public input as they worked on updating 
their master Plan. 

the extension Forestry program has continued to provide educational 
programs and woodlot management advice to private landowners, forestry 
professionals, municipal officials and the County Farm Advisory 
committee.

4-h youth Development programs continue to support the one hundred 
and twenty-two volunteer leaders and over two hundred and thirty youth 
in Grafton county.  eighteen county-wide 4-h events were held with 
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support from volunteer committees and judges. Grafton county was 
fortunate to have two national 4-h award winners:   alexandra Patch, of 
lebanon, represented new hampshire at the national Dairy conference 
and hannah Walker, of north haverhill,  represented our state at national 
4-h congress.  

a $30,000 Jc Penney afterschool grant enhanced the unhce and a+ 
program collaboration and increased programming and volunteer recruitment 
activities.  Because of this grant, one hundred twenty additional youth in 
campton, rumney and Plymouth were able to receive afterschool 
programming.  outreach to this and two other county based afterschool 
programs helped to reach over 350 additional youth with 4-H curricula.

an on-line orientation system for newly screened 4-h volunteers was 
implemented, extending the ability of the 4-h staff to reach more volunteers. 
statewide work in 4-h afterschool curriculum development, 4-h volunteer 
training, and updating materials for the traditional 4-h club program 
continues to be ongoing.

the state unhce Dairy specialist, michal lunak, is housed in Grafton 
county.  his work this year included coordinating a farm business 
QuickBooks course in Concord for ten participants. 

additional funding from united states Department of agriculture’s risk 
management agency for risk management programs was obtained for 2008-
2009. speakers from the nh alternative energy association and nh 
electric cooperative addressed photovoltaic, wind and geo energy 
production, tips for saving energy on farms, as well as grants available for 
producers to develop alternative energy production on farms.

applications of genomics in dairy cattle breeding and sexed semen were 
discussed at the nh Dairy management conference held in West lebanon 
and Groveton, by this year’s featured speaker from Virginia Polytechnic 
institute and state university.  

an ongoing cooperation with an agricultural engineer from new york 
helped to assess building challenges on dairy farms throughout the state. 

a series of workshops addressing livestock issues were held. speakers from 
tufts university focused on small grain production. Pasture walks were 
conducted throughout the state to demonstrate best practices to farmers and 
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other interested consumers.  

as a collaborative effort with other agencies serving Grafton county, the 
staff staged the conservation Field Day at the north haverhill Fairgrounds 
in May, reaching fifth grade youth from all over the county.  Working with 
youth and their teachers increases the public’s understanding of agriculture 
and local food production. 

amanda nadeau, a unh student and Piermont native, served as summer 
assistant this year.  she completed work for both the 4-h youth Development 
and agricultural resources programs, including assisting with the 
demonstration garden and gardening workshop series, and the 4-h portions 
of north haverhill Fair.

nutrition connections programming continues to serve the population 
receiving food stamps and those meeting low income guidelines.  nutrition 
education programs have been held in conjunction with the Grafton county 
academy program, Friendship house and many agencies throughout the 
county. robin Peters has been instrumental in bringing nh Food Bank 
programs into Grafton county.

respectfully submitted 
Kathleen e. Jablonski,  
m.ed., extension educator,  
4-h youth Development 

 
 
Be sure to visit our website:  http://extension.unh.edu  for up to date 
information.
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                 GRAFTON COUNTY NURSING HOME
Eileen Bolander 

annual report Fiscal year 2009

Grafton county nursing home (Gcnh) continues to excel in all 
areas of long-term care performance. this year we received a 

federal rating of 5 stars. This new rating system looks at the overall 
performance of the nursing home: survey results, staffing and quality 
measures. A rating of 5 stars places the home in the top 10% of all 
nursing homes in the united states. 

in august, we were surveyed for regulatory compliance and fared very 
well.  Given the increasing regulatory environment and budget con-
straints a very good survey is a remarkable achievement.  this survey 
represented a year long look back at the care the nursing home provided 
during that time.  it clearly showed just how caring and hard-working the 
staff is each and every day. in fact, the surveyors stated that Gcnh 
provides very good care.

We continued to try to enhance the quality of life of our residents.  last 
year we won the prestigious QOL Award for our efforts in this area. This 
past year we have focused on staff empowerment and resident empower-
ment.  residents, families and staff have played keys roles as decision 
makers in creating an environment that is resident directed.  this year, 
although named as a finalist, for a Quality of Life Award we were unable 
to sustain our culture change initiative due to budgetary cuts and budget-
ary constraints and therefore will not win an award for this past year.

our census continues above budget. the nursing home continues to 
enjoy a reputation that fosters a waiting list for admissions.  Prospective 
residents and their families always comment on our excellent reputation 
as a reason to want to come to Gcnh.

Staffing has been fairly constant throughout the year with no major 
concerns for maintaining appropriate staffing levels. We are considered 
an employer of choice.  many staff members continue their educational 
endeavors in health care careers and this benefits us all.

each department at the nursing home makes unique and vital contribu-
tions to the reputation of the home.  on-going training and education, 
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striving to be exceptional and seeking out forward thinking opportunities 
is important to our employees. 

We are blessed to have many committed volunteers who unselfishly give 
so much of their time.  the home association, created especially to 
enhance the lives of our residents, has helped make so many things 
possible. their contributions support many ongoing programs and events.
this past year marge Page was named our Volunteer of the year for all 
her efforts on behalf of our residents.

employee recognition is important at Gcnh. 
angie ricker was named Gcnh’s licensed 
nursing assistant of the year and honored at a 
special event where Governor John lynch was 
a special guest speaker.  

 
tammy robbins, 
health information 
manager, was selected 
as county nursing home employee of the year 
and was presented her award at the annual new 
hampshire association of counties’ conference 
last Fall. 

in closing, it is a privilege to care for our elders 
at Gcnh.  We appreciate the ongoing support 

we receive from the Grafton county commissioners, the families and 
friends of our residents, volunteers, local organizations, church groups 
and the Grafton county employees who every day contribute their time, 
effort and skills to assure that our residents receive the excellent care 
they deserve.

respectfully submitted by:

eileen Bolander
administrator
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DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Glenn P. Libby
annual report Fiscal year 2009 

to the citizens of Grafton county, the county 
commissioners and Grafton county Delegation 

members:

i present the following report for Fiscal year 2009 on 
behalf of the Grafton county Department of corrections 

and community corrections.

The facility averaged 102 inmates per day for a total of 37,159 inmate days 
– the average per day cost to house an inmate was $84.12.  The population 
continues to strain the physical plant and many operational problems were 
encountered and overcome.  the correctional and maintenance staff 
worked extremely hard to maintain security while providing a safe 
environment for staff, volunteers, and the inmate population.   many 
housing units were over capacity and proper inmate classification remains 
extremely difficult, a number of inmates were housed in non-traditional 
housing areas with other offenders who are at risk.  in addition, secure 
transports of pre-trial inmates for medical appointments, mental health 
evaluations, and substance abuse evaluations have increased due to staffing 
shortages at the sheriffs Department.  these transports have strained 
operations due to safety and security issues. 

the medical complexities regarding inmate health continues to be a 
challenge, especially given the deplorable physical conditions of the 
current facility.  medical coordinator auralie achilles, rn michelle 
howland, rn Brenda minot, lPn lisa Junge and lPn lorna Boutin are 
an excellent team of professional nurses that work hard with our contracted 
health provider little rivers health care of Wells river, Vermont under 
the supervision of Dr. stephen Generoux and arnP marlene Bristol. 

substance abuse treatment programs in the facility thrived under the 
leadership of substance abuse coordinator William o’malley.  Working 
with contracted counselors from headrest and independent counselor 
Karen mcnamara.
  
Inmate Programs continue to excel – our GED program has expanded 
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under the direction of Kenn Stransky and close to fifty (50) inmates earned 
their GeD during this reporting period. the thresholds and Decisions 
program continues with our great partnership with Jan Kinder and the 
awesome volunteers from the Grafton county rsVP program.  

community corrections

community corrections personnel supervised a total of 26 participants in 
the Grafton county Drug court utilizing 3842 supervision hours, while 
performing 784 supervision checks, collecting 741 urine samples, and 
traveling 38,902 miles.  of the 26 individuals who began Drug court 9 
have been terminated.

the electronic monitoring Program averaged of 10 inmates per day in 
community supervision resulting in 3664 inmate days spent in the 
community and not in confinement.  Eleven (6) inmates participated in the 
Daily Work release Program.  community corrections supervision 
personnel made 487 supervision checks, collected 429 urine samples and 
traveled 21,622 miles in support of these programs.  

Operation Impact continues to grow.  This past year saw 5,749 North 
country students participate in the program. (411 participated in 27 
presentations at the facility and 5338 participated in presentations in the 
community)  

our community Work Project program continued to excel under the 
leadership of sgt. Dale Paronto and corporal Dan Webster.  inmates 
worked 4222 hours in the community and projects were completed in 
ashland, Bath, Bristol, Woodsville, north haverhill, Dorchester, Plymouth, 
Wentworth, hebron, and Glencliff.  extensive assistance was provided to 
several agencies in littleton as well as the state operated Glencliff home 
for the elderly.  the program allows inmates to give something back to the 
community while building self esteem and discipline.  

the budget process continues to be frustrating regarding the expansion of 
community corrections services – outside of the board of commissioners 
little political support is received so that we can increase the placement of 
appropriate offenders in the community instead of jail.  lt. thomas elliott 
and sgt. christopher larson are commended for their tireless efforts 
especially in the areas of Drug court and electronic monitoring.
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the correctional staff once again performed their respective duties with 
professionalism and patience.  the physical plant continues to deteriorate 
and living and working conditions in some areas of the facility are 
deplorable.  safety for everyone that has to live and work in the facility 
continues to be a concern.  With difficult issues such as MRSA, hepatitis 
C, and the H1N1 virus it is a miracle that no significant issues have arisen. 
inmates with mental health issues have seemed to stabilize.  this 
combination creates complex inmate management situations which require 
good communication skills, dedication, and compassion especially since 
there are no appropriate housing areas for these individuals.  i feel 
extremely fortunate to have an outstanding group of both full and part time 
officers.  It takes special people to do this job and Grafton County is 
fortunate to have more than a few.  thank you staff.  a special thanks to 
captain roland lafond, lt. christopher Kendall and sergeants Vannamee, 
locke and clark who have provided excellent leadership during the past 
year, thank you all for your support and loyalty.

Grafton county continues to be extremely fortunate to have a group of 
commissioners who promote teamwork and cooperation.  We are also 
very fortunate to have an outstanding working relationship with county, 
state and local law enforcement agencies.  to everyone, especially our 
outstanding volunteers, support staff, counselors, visitors, and other 
county employees we say, thank you.

respectfully submitted,

Glenn P. libby, superintendent



GRAFTON COUNTY FARM
Donald Kimball 

annual report Fiscal year 2009 

to the citizens of Grafton county, the county commissioners and Grafton 
county Delegation members: 

i present the following report for Fiscal year 2009 on behalf of the Grafton 
county Farm.

Fiscal year 2009 was another challenging year for the farm.  milk prices 
dipped to new lows of $10.00 per hundred – it’s difficult to create revenue 
when overall milk prices are so low.  the quality of our milk continues to be 
outstanding.  
hay and feed crops were decent and we generated more grass to reduce feed 
costs.  the addition of the 3rd feed bunker is a big improvement.  Fuel, feed, 
fertilizer, and maintenance costs were much higher than expected.  Firewood 
production was limited and basically left to jail staff to complete. the econo-
my played a major role in increasing expenses.

the vegetable crops were decent; sweet corn, pumpkins, and potato’s were 
excellent.  the Farmstand did exceptionally well and generated $47,836.32 
in sales.  We planted ten (10) tons of potato’s for Fy10 and early indications 
are that despite a problem with the blight the quality of the crop will be excel-
lent although the yield will be down.

Grafton county’s 4-h Day, Pumpkin day, sheep shearing Day, conservation 
Day and Family day are always very popular occasions at the county Farm.

in submitting this report i would like to thank my herdsman russell Kenis-
ton and assistant herdsman Gerb aldrich for their hard work, the Jail staff 
who assist us with inmate labor, the Farm advisory committee, executive 
Director Julie clough and the Board of commissioners for their support.  i 
would also like to thank our neighbors, especially howard hatch for their 
ideas and assistance.

respectfully submitted,

Donald Kimball
Farm manager
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GRAFTON COUNTY CONSERVATION DISTRICT
Calvin Perkins, Chairman

annual report Fiscal year 2009

Grafton county conservation District (GccD) has been helping 
landowners make informed natural resource decisions in Grafton 

county since 1946.  conservation districts are a political subdivision of 
the State of New Hampshire, RSA 432:12, with a 170 C 1 non-profit status 
under the irs tax code.   Districts are a partnership of federal, state and 
local agencies interested in the wise use of natural resources.  District 
supervisors are appointed by the state conservation committee, serve 
without pay, and develop an annual plan of work based on local concerns.   
the District assists agricultural producers, forest landowners, schools and 
towns in conserving our natural resources and implementing Best 
management Practices (BmPs) through education, workshops and tours. 
GccD is co-located with the usDa natural resources conservation 
service (nrcs), providing technical assistance to county landowners.  
GccD works closely with many other partners including usDa Farm 
service agency (Fsa) and unh cooperative extension (unh ce).  
Dedicated volunteers assist the District each year with the conservation 
Plant sale and the north haverhill Fair.  GccD is fortunate to have the 
support of the Grafton county commissioners and county Delegates who 
generously provide funding for the Office Administrator.  Services and 
events provided by GccD include:

• conservation Plant sale: annual fundraising program offering 
plants for landscaping, conservation buffers, wildlife food source. Windy 
ridge orchard donates space. 

• Planting and Pruning Workshop: Demonstrations and planting 
discussion by Dick Fabrizio, associate supervisor and Windy ridge 
orchard owner, and retired unh ce Forest resources educator, nory 
Parr. 

• annual meeting: held at the happy hour restaurant, the District 
recognized tony morse, Goose lane Farm, as cooperator of the year and 
ehrhard Frost, Full circle Forestry, as Forest steward of the year. tony 
Morse spoke about local geologic influences on farming and forestry. 

• trout stocking program: new hampshire raised, disease free 
rainbow and brook trout for pond owners in may. 
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• Pond clinic:  ray lobdell, natural resource consultant, and Dean 
Bascom, nrcs District conservationist, discussed pond uses and types, 
site selection, pond design, construction, permitting, pond ecology and 
water quality.   

• annual Fall tour of conservation Practices: Despite wintry 
weather, we made site visits selected to highlight local resource conservation 
practices and concerns.  Our first stop was a tour of the Woodsville Water 
Treatment Plant, which serves about 1,500 people drawing surface water 
from the ammonoosuc river.  next we stopped in swiftwater on the Wild 
ammonoosuc river to discuss effects of gold dredging on water quality, 
aquatic life, the streambed and river banks.  We then visited landaff 
creamery on mill Brook road, landaff.  Dairy farmers Doug and Debby 
erb became interested in cheese making as a way to make their dairy farm 
more sustainable.  Doug is now a Certified Cheese-maker and they are 
selling farmstead landaff cheese.  our last stop was mill Brook Farm, 
owned by harry and Becky mcGovern.   Working with nrcs, they 
received cost-share assistance through the Environmental Quality 
Incentives Program (EQIP).  The McGovern’s have installed a waste 
storage facility, a heavy use area, waterline, and fencing. they are now in 
the process of expanding their grazing area, installing fencing and a pasture 
watering system, and preparing a rotational grazing plan.  

• Education: Awarded two $250 Jim Page Conservation 
scholarships for summer conservation camp.  Winners were: calsea 
Bryer and Jaden Dalton.  assisted with nhacD soil Judging contest 
and contributed to nh envirothon.  Dig it! the secrets of soil was the 
theme of the spring conservation poster contest.  Kassidy Patione, 
haverhill  cooperative middle school, won First Place. 

• landowner and community assistance:  soils information, using 
area soil survey of Grafton county or digitized arcmap Gis program.  
soil Potential index calculations for nh current use program.  historical 
aerial photos 1930’s -1990’s, Wetland inventory and Fema maps.

respectfully submitted,

 
calvin Perkins, chairman
respectfully submitted,
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in september of 2006, Grafton county introduced the 
Prescription Discount card for all Grafton county residents.  

the card can be used for Prescription medications by any 
resident who does not have any prescription coverage and is 

accecpted at 
most all the 
pharmacies in 
the area, 
including 
Vermont.   
the card is a 
no cost, no 
enrollment 
benefit that 
can also be 
used for pet 
medications 
that are 
purchased at a 
participating 
pharmacy.   
 
cards can be 
found at your 
local town 
hall, pharmacy 
or by calling 
the county at  
603-787-6941

Grafton County Prescription  
Discount Card
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The New Fiscal Year begins with 
the opening of the Farmstand in                   
                                            July
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visit the Farm and the County 
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                                       October 2008 ~ 
New Hampshire Association of Counties Conference  

Grafton County employees win  
                               numerous  

                                               awards

Congratulations

Winners!

Julie Clough
Joanne Mann
Nancy Bishop

Aurilee Achilles
Tammy Robbins
Brenda Paronto
Donald Kimball

Dale Paronto
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with 
Pumpkin 

Day...
HOLIDAY   SPIRITS
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     and Christmas



Employees gave generously to  
    the Food Drive during the 

Holiday Season

Some of the County Correction Road Crew who  
help to keep the town roads clean of litter
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New Maintenance/Farm Building  
has its ribbon cutting ceremony 
with all the parties that were 
involved.



 
 
 

MEETINGS  
OF THE 

GRAFTON 
COUNTY  
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Employees gave generously to  
    the Food Drive during the 

Holiday Season

Some of the County Correction Road Crew who  
help to keep the town roads clean of litter
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New Maintenance/Farm Building  
has its ribbon cutting ceremony 
with all the parties that were 
involved.



 
 
 

MEETINGS  
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eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday July 21, 2008

Present: representatives mulholland, aguiar, Dingman, Gionet, laliberte, 
Preston and Friedrich. commissioners Burton and richards, executive Director 
clough and secretary Jeri martino.

eXcuseD:  representative Williams and commissioner cryans

chair mulholland called the meeting to order at 10:20 am.

rep. Preston moved to accept the minutes from may 19, 2008, which was 
seconded by rep. aguiar.  corrections/amendments were made.  all were in 
favor.

rep. Preston moved to accept the minutes from June 2, 2008, which was 
seconded by rep. laliberte.  corrections/amendments were made.  rep. 
Dingman and almy abstained, all others were in favor.

rep. Preston moved to accept the minutes from June 9, 2008, which was 
seconded by rep. laliberte.  corrections/amendments were made.  rep. 
Dingman and almy abstained, all others were in favor.

rep. laliberte moved to accept the minutes from June 16, 2008, which was 
seconded by rep. aguiar.  corrections/amendments were made.  rep. Dingman 
abstained, all others were in favor.

rep. Preston moved to accept the minutes from June 23, 2008, which was 
seconded by rep. Dingman.  corrections/amendments were made.  rep. 
laliberte and aguiar abstained, all others were in favor.

rep. aguiar moved to accept the minutes from June 30, 2008, which was 
seconded by rep. laliberte.  corrections/amendments were made.  all were in 
favor.

Financial report

Director Clough said that they finished the year in good shape and went over the 
variance report saying that the Farm, county attorney and other were below 
revenue and that that in expenses, the medical referee, nursing home, Farm, 
capital outlay and other are all over expended.
this leaves an “unaudited” undesignated fund balance of $2.4m at the end of 
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June.

rep. almy asked if twelve hs bills were paid and Director clough said that they 
were not, nor will be as the state has said that the July bill is for June’s services 
so there will be no June bill.  rep. mulholland asked if that will make it worse 
off next year and Director clough said no because of the guaranteed cap. 

rep. Preston asked what caused the over expense of the capital outlay and 
Director clough said that there was more expended for the jail project in Fy08 
than anticipated, which included architectural bills which would have come out 
of the bond.  

rep. mulholland asked about the level of the undesignated fund balance and 
Director Clough said she wasn’t sure of the exact number but it would be 5-8% 
as agreed upon .

rep. laliberte asked if the expenses are more than the revenues, will that draw 
down the current undesignated fund balance to which Director clough said yes.

Director clough said that on a good note, the medicaid rate which was thought 
to decrease will actually be increasing by almost $1.

rep. Gionet asked Director clough about checking on the statute which says 
that you can use 10% of a dept. budget in an emergency.  

rep. almy said that appropriation control shows that the jail was over-spent by 
$463K and that seems like a pretty important issue that was coming down before 
the end of the year.  rep. mulholland asked what was the time frame for that 
happening and Director clough said that a bill for the month of april came in at 
$385K from SMRT.  Rep. Dingman said that he had asked about money for the 
jail prior to this and Director clough said that the money was appropriated by 
not expended.  Director clough said that there has been $1.8m spent on the jail 
so for (to date)

rep. aguiar asked where the money for the legal fees is being kept and Director 
clough said that is in contingency/outside counsel.  

rep. Friedrich asked if it was safe to assume that another $1m will conclude the 
construction documents and Director clough said that they may not want to 
finish them right now because it will depend on what might need to change.  She 
said that site and detention equipment are complete and out to bid and the rest is 
on hold.  
rep. Friedrich asked who will make the decision on the re-design.  commis-
sioner richards said that they’ll have to see what needs to be done and commis-
sioner Burton said that it will come back to the Board.  
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commissioner richards asked if the executive committee would like the minutes 
from the alternative energy meetings which they said yes to.

rep. almy said that the minutes from the vote in concord on the salaries for the 
elected officials should also be approved and Director Clough agreed but the 
minutes were not available at the time.

rep. mulholland asked when the county will need to start borrowing and Director 
clough said next month.

11:32 am commissioner Burton was excused.

rep. aguiar moved to approve the appropriation transfers, which was seconded by 
rep. laliberte.  

there were some discussions about over expenditures.  it was noted that the union 
had accepted the 2.5% cola increase which was added in the budget.

Director clough said that the appropriation transfer for last year was about $1.4m 
and this year it is $1.8m but they are fortunate enough even to be able to do it.

When the vote came down for the appropriation transfers, all were in favor.

the next meeting will be held on september 22, 2008

rep. aguiar said that it is a violation of statutes to pay longevity to elected 
officials.  
he also wanted it noted that according to the statutes any building construction 
over $10K is supposed to be approved by the Delegation and right now there is a 
$750K building being constructed without the approval of the Delegation and that 
even though rep. Williams has asked for an explanation of what the building was 
to be used for at a prior meeting, he wasn’t given any answers.  rep. aguiar said it 
was not his intent to be a rubber stamp for the county.  

Being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 12:10 Pm.

respectfully submitted,

____________________
susan almy, clerk

•••
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Grafton County Delegation Ratification of the Elected Officials Salaries
Grafton county ~ unh conference room 
north haverhill, nh
monday July 21, 2008

Present:   reps. mulholland, almy, Dingman, Gionet, laliberte, Preston, 
aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, ingbretson, Benn, solomon, hammond, harding, 
estes, mcleod, and Bulis.  commissioners richards and Burton, executive 
Director Julie clough and sec. martino

eXcuseD:  reps. Williams, Pierce, matheson, Bleyler, nordgren, andersen, 
sorg, lovett and eaton.

chair mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:08 am

the roll call was taken and it was determined that a quorum was present.

rep. mulholland thanked everyone for coming and informed them that the 
reason for this meeting was to ratify the vote that was taken by the delegation in 
Concord on May 21, 2008, which was to decide on elected officials salaries for 
2009 – 2010 at Grafton County.  It was noted that the meeting of the 21st may 
not have been properly warned so it would now be ratified after proper warning. 

rep. laliberte resolved to ratify the action taken by the delegation on may 21, 
2008, whereby the salaries of the county attorney, high sheriff, register of 
Deeds and treasurer shall be increased by 2.3% for county year 2009, in line 
with the consumer price index, and the commissioners’ salaries shall remain at 
the 2008 level, which was seconded by rep. Dingman.

Discussion:

Rep. Ingbretson asked why this vote had to be ratified and Director Clough said 
that a right-to-know request was received and it suggested that there was 
insufficient time given to the public about the meeting.  

rep. Bulis asked what the proper notice would be and Director clough said that 
it depends on the meeting:
 commissioner meetings are 24 hours in advance, posted in two 
appropriate locations, with the website being deemed appropriate. 
 Delegation (not in session) written notice from the clerk to each 
representative  and printed in a paper of general circulation within the county 7 
days prior to the meeting. and when in session, twice in the house calendar, 7 
days in advance.
 executive committee is the same as the delegation.
Director clough said that the county is working on polishing up the procedures.
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rep. Benn asked if in session, is it proper to notice it once in the calendar and 
once elsewhere and Director clough said she thought it was but would double 
check.

rep. Gionet said that the town of lincoln was unhappy because they didn’t get 
their notice on the budget hearing until 10:00 am that day.

rep. harding asked what went wrong this time and Director clough said that 
she only saw it once in the house calendar and that they just wanted to make 
sure that it was done properly. 

rep. ingbretson asked if there was some kind of threat regarding the may 21st 
meeting that brought them in today to ratify and Director clough said there was 
no threat but doing things as they should be.  

rep. hammond asked if this questioning of proper procedure was coming from 
the same group that has brought the lawsuit against the county regarding the jail 
vote and Director clough said that it was.

rep. harding said that in her opinion, the delegation is acting on good faith and 
said she felt there was “menacing” behavior going with this group working 
against the county.

rep. ingbretson asked why then, didn’t the delegation just take a re-vote on the 
jail project and Director clough said after much consideration and pondering, it 
was determined that the lawsuit, which had already been served at the time, 
would not necessarily have “gone away”, plus there was concern that a re-vote 
may not have had the same results as the first.

rep. almy said that the old county statutes, which have been interpreted in 
different ways by different counties, could prove a very dangerous situation 
without the proper understanding.  rep. hammond suggested that Director 
clough get some direction from nhaco and then disseminate the rules asaP.  
rep. almy agreed that it would be of help to work on them but didn’t think it 
wouldn’t likely happen very quickly.

rep. mcleod said that she thought it important to get as much information out 
to the people as soon as possible in regards to the right-to-know law and to 
respond to all requests for public information as it is there for the public. 
rep. solomon asked if it wasn’t also the county’s responsibility to put out all 
information regarding warnings and rep. mulholland said that we’re all learning 
from the experience.

rep. aguiar said that he felt it was also important to discuss the salaries of the 
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elected officials in the way of receiving longevity pay and that longevity should not 
be added on to the salary.  He said that he could not find where the money is noted 
in the budget.  
rep. ingbretson said that it was an important topic that he would like to discuss but 
that it might be better to do so at a different time.  rep. aguiar said that he thought 
it should be now.  

rep. Gionet asked if it would be appropriate to make an amendment to the current 
motion that retired people (elected officials) should not receive longevity and 
Director clough reminded everyone that the budget has already been approved, 
adding that only full time elected officials receive longevity.  
rep. aguiar asked if part-time employees receive longevity and Director clough 
replied that that they do but only after reaching the aggregate time.

rep. aguiar questioned why all the longevity pay is not listed in the budget when it 
is for the Farm manager.  Director clough said that department heads present their 
own budgets and some of them put it in there and some do not.

rep. aguiar asked what is the sheriff is receiving for longevity and Director clough 
said that she wasn’t sure off the top of her head but thought it was around $1040.
rep. Friedrich said that it would be helpful to know how much the sheriff is 
making as an elected official and then how much is noted in the budget.

rep. Bulis asked if there was any other retired employee who has returned to work 
who is receiving longevity pay in the county and Director clough said no one other 
than the sheriff.

Rep. Benn stated the delegation should just take care of the ratification right now 
and look at the budget again next year.  

rep. Dingman voiced his concern about being dragged into the current lawsuit and 
said that if the rest of the delegation feels “put upon” they are not.

rep. Gionet asked to hear the amendment to the resolution which was moved and 
then written by rep. Preston.  rep. almy read the amendment as follows:

to resolve to ratify the action taken by the delegation on may 21, 2008, whereby 
the salaries of the county attorney, high sheriff, register of Deeds and treasurers 
shall be increased by 2.3% for county year 2009, in line with the consumer price 
index, and that the elected officials shall be ineligible for longevity pay, and the 
commissioners’ salaries shall remain at the 2008 level. 

rep. Gionet seconded the motion.  

rep. almy suggested that the topic of eligibility for longevity pay be considered 
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before the next budget is fixed for elected officials.
rep. aguiar said that this is about who holds the purse strings around here and 
not just about the sheriff.  

rep. harding said that there needs to be a more thoughtful discussion about this 
but it’s not a decision that should be made today.  

rep. aguiar said just because the delegation has passed a budget doesn’t mean 
that the money has to be spent, which rep. mulholland conceded to, saying you 
could spend less, but not more than.

rep. Bulis said that he supported the amendment.

rep. harding questioned the legality of what they were considering and ques-
tioned whether or not there was a signed contract, stating concern for the law.  
rep. Gionet said that he saw commissioner richards shaking her head and so 
asked her if there was a signed contract with the sheriff, to which she answered 
no and asked Director Clough for confirmation, which she agreed with.

the vote was taken on the amended resolution.  nine were opposed (reps. 
mulholland, almy, Dingman, laliberte, Benn, solomon, hammond, harding, 
estes) and eight were in favor (reps. Gionet, Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, 
mcleod, cooney, ingbretson and Bulis) 
amended resolution failed.  

Rep. Gionet then stated that he wanted the minutes to reflect the representative’s 
name and the way they voted when one was taken so that people reading the 
minutes could see which way the rep. voted.  rep. Bulis agreed with that and 
added that there should not just be a piece of paper at the end of the minutes to 
show the vote, but stated right there with the vote.  others agreed and Director 
clough said it would be done that way.  

rep. harding said that she would like to formally request that an investigation of 
the longevity of elected officials be done so that the delegation goes into next 
year’s budget cycle with some information.

Rep. Solomon asked if in fact ratification of the vote meant that you take a re-
vote of the original vote and those who voted one way should vote the same and 
said to go into another direction is not proper.

a vote on the original resolution was taken.  16 were in favor (reps. mulhol-
land, almy, Dingman, Gionet, laliberte, Preston, Friedrich, cooney, ingbretson, 
Benn, solomon, hammond, harding, estes, mcleod, and Bulis) 1 opposed 
(rep. aguiar)
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rep. Benn said that he didn’t think that they should be taking on other issues as the 
meeting called was to take care of one specific piece of business and to do any-
thing else would be something that wasn’t warned.  

rep. solomon said that he did not get his question answered regarding whether or 
not those who voted on the 21st of may were in fact expected to vote the same in 
this ratification.  Rep. Mulholland said that they had done that and the vote has 
now passed as it did in concord. 
rep. aguiar said that he voted against the salary in concord because he thought it 
was petty to have reduced the COLA to 2.3% rather than 2.5%.  

rep. mcleod asked if it wouldn’t be proper to see where the policies are now and 
Director clough said that the policies regarding longevity are in the employee 
manual which is set by the commissioners.  

rep. aguiar said that the whole concept of longevity is in question as it doesn’t 
show in the budget and Director clough said that could certainly be taken care of 
for next year.  

rep. harding said that she would like to see it carved out for the next budget 
suggesting that it is now likely folded into the salary line.  Director clough said 
that it is folded into the salary line but is not calculated into the rate of pay as a 
lump sum.
rep. aguiar said he would like it broken out.

rep. estes asked why it wasn’t an issue until today and rep. Friedrich said that 
rep. aguiar had brought up the topic many times.

rep. harding said that now there is a plan to move ahead.

rep. ingbretson said that he disputes rep. aguiar’s reason of pettiness, saying that 
a 2.3% COLA in this economy reflects a sense of responsibility.  

rep. Bulis asked for an update on the correctional facility and Director clough 
said that it is on hold as there is a tentative court date of August 25th.  There may 
be a minimum increase to build of $1.1m if the start date is march 2009 and or 
changes need to be made.  right now they can only wait for the court to play out 
before knowing how to proceed.

rep. harding asked what the legal fees were so far and Director clough said that 
as of June 30th the cost is $115K

rep. aguiar moved to adjourn which was seconded by rep. cooney.  all were in 
favor.  
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Being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 10:06 am

respectfully submitted,

______________________
susan almy, clerk
 
 
 
 
 
eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building ~ unh conference room
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday sept. 29, 2008

Present: representatives mulholland, almy, Williams, aguiar, Dingman, 
Gionet, laliberte, Preston and Friedrich, commissioners Burton, executive 
Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

commissioner cryans arrive at 11:00 am

Chair Mulholland called the meeting to order at 10:25 AM.

rep. Dingman moved to approve the minutes from July 21, 2008, which was 
seconded by rep. laliberte.  changes were made.  rep. Williams abstained 
from the vote, all others were in favor.  

rep. Williams asked if there was a violation to the statutes, as noted in the 
statement made by rep. aguiar in the minutes from July 21st, referring to 
paying elected officials longevity. Rep. Aguiar said that in his opinion, unless the 
delegation voted to approve the longevity for elected officials then it should not 
be paid.  he also questioned the practice of paying longevity at all.  he ques-
tioned whether or not at some time in the past had a delegation voted to approve 
certain compensations such as longevity for a County elected official.

Director clough said that it is the commissioners prerogative to set the policy 
for employee compensation and not the delegation, who only approved the 
budget as a whole.

Rep. Friedrich said that if the delegation votes on the elected official’s salaries 
and that amount includes longevity, then it should be voted on.  rep. Williams 
asked Director Clough if when they voted on the elected official’s salary, did 

•••
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they not vote on the longevity included and she said they did not.

rep. almy suggested that perhaps using the legislators research center in 
Concord to find out about the authority of the delegation regarding this issue.

rep. mulholland said that she would like to defer to this conversation until next 
month as they were under some time constraints, and so the issue was tabled.

treasurer’s rePort

treasurer elliot said that she had cashed in a cD after its nine month maturity 
and made a bond payment. this left a balance in the citizen’s Bank cash account 
at approximately $185,000, which was not reflected on the August cash manage-
ment report as this occurred in september.

in august a tax anticipation note was taken out in the amount of an $8m line 
of credit, at northway Bank at a 2.11% interest rate.  the note will mature at the 
beginning of the year. taxes are due December 17th and a portion will be used 
to repay the tan’s.  so far $1.9m from that line of credit has been used.

rep. Williams moved to approve the treasurer’s report, which was seconded by 
rep. almy.  all were in favor.

Financial rePort

Director clough presented monthly variance reports from July and august but 
reviewed only august as it was up to date.  

Director clough said that the revenues were lagging and there were a few 
expenses that were over expended. 

the prorated report had revenues over at 16.72% or $14,346 and expenses under 
at 14.43% or $737,244.

rep. Williams asked about human services and how all that was going and 
Director clough said that it was starting to work itself out and that an moa had 
been signed.

rep. laliberte moved to accept the Financial report which was seconded by 
rep. aguiar.  all were in favor.  

rep. almy said that she would like to spend a little more money next year and 
get the county some training on its statutory responsibilities, through the lcG.  
Director clough said that the county already pays a lot of money to the nhac 
and that this topic has been in discussion between she and the commissioners 
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just recently.  
commissioner Burton said that he plans to be active in asking the nhac for 
some training to reinvigorate the information for newly elected officials as well 
as asking for other things such as the directories which he has been asking for 
for a long time now.

commissioner rePort:

Director clough gave the committee information about the Grafton county court 
case saying that the last day of court was sept. 22nd and that both sides had 
rested.  there is a post trial memorandum that is due by oct. 6th and then it will 
be up to the Judge to render his decision, which no one knows long will take.  
rep. almy asked how much money has been spent so far and Director clough 
that $251K has been spent through August 31st.  
rep. Preston asked if legal fees have been asked for and Director clough said 
that they hadn’t but it had been discussed.  rep. almy said she thought they 
should be.  rep. Preston asked if it was too late to ask for that and Director 
clough said no.  

rep. aguiar asked when a start date would be if the decision is favorable and 
Director clough said that there would likely be an appeal to the supreme court 
and depending on that, it wouldn’t be until some time next year.  

commissioner Burton gave the commissioners report saying that commissioner 
richards is busy with the Farm advisory committee and the alternative energy 
committee. 
• all three commissioners attended the GceDc annual meeting 
wherein indeck energy services, inc. out of alexandria won the First Business 
award. 
• all three commissioners attended the ribbon cutting ceremony of the 
experimental waste water treatment plant in Woodsville.  
• commissioners Burton and richards attended a transportation forum
• there will be a Governor and council opening on the state coordinating 
council
• commissioners richards and Burton attended a tri chamber of 
commerce luncheon in Waterville Valley which included lincoln and Plymouth.  
• The first GED graduation was ceremoniously held at the jail which 
included all three commissioners and Director clough and was very inspira-
tional.
• Drug court will be taking three successful participants to a conference 
in north conway
• nhac county conference will be held at the mount Washington hotel 
the 5 -8th of October.
• commissioner Burton will bring up the topic of longevity at the 
commissioners meeting tomorrow.  
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Director clough noted that the state surveyors had been at the nursing home 
and it was deemed deficiency free. 

The first graduation ceremony for Drug Court will be held on October 22nd.   

rep. almy asked whether or not a grant was received for Drug court and 
Director clough thought they might hear about that soon.  

commissioner cryans arrived and informed everyone that he had just attended 
the 76th Correctional Academy  graduation ceremony for Correctional Officers 
at the morrill building in north haverhill which was a collaboration of efforts 
between both Grafton and carroll county.

rep. laliberte expressed thanks for receiving minutes from the energy commit-
tee by email.

rep. Gionet moved to accept the commissioners report which was seconded by 
rep. Dingman.  all were in favor.  

11:03 am   rep. Williams moved to adjourn which was seconded by rep. 
laliberte.  all were in favor.  

respectfully submitted,

____________________
susan almy, clerk •••
Grafton county Delegation Vote on Water tank Project
Grafton county ~ unh conference room 
north haverhill, nh
monday sept. 29, 2008

Present:   reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Dingman, Gionet, laliberte, 
Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, eaton, mcleod, cooney, ingbretson, Benn, solomon, 
sorg, estes and lovett.  commissioners cryans and Burton, executive Director 
Julie clough and sec. martino

eXcuseD:  reps. Pierce, matheson, Bleyler, nordgren, andersen, hammond, 
harding, and Bulis.  
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chair mulholland called the meeting to order at 10:00 am

the roll call was taken and it was determined that a quorum of 18 members was 
present.

rep. Preston resolved that the county is hereby authorized to raise and appropri-
ate a sum of up to One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) to finance the construction 
and development of a proposed water main and storage tank as well as related 
costs and expenses, such sum to be raised by the issuance of bonds or notes 
pursuant to the provision of nh rsa 28 and nh rsa33, as amended; and to 
authorize the county commissioners to issue, negotiate, sell and deliver such 
bonds and notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity 
and other terms thereof, which was seconded by rep. Williams.  

rep. mulholland asked if there were any questions or comments and rep. eaton 
asked to be heard.

rep. eaton said that the vote was an affront to the taxpayers and to self and she 
would not be true to either her constituents or to herself to vote in favor.  she 
said that out of respect for the taxpayer and good common sense she would not 
vote in favor. 

there were no further comments and the roll was called.

17 were in favor (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Dingman, Gionet, lalib-
erte, Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, mcleod, cooney, ingbretson, Benn, solomon, 
sorg, estes and lovett) and 1 (rep. eaton) opposed.  Vote passes.

rep. Williams moved to adjourn which was seconded by rep. cooney.  all were 
in favor.  The meeting was adjourned at 10:05 AM

respectfully submitted,
_______________________
susan almy, clerk

•••
eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building ~ unh conference room
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday oct. 20, 2008
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Present: representatives mulholland, almy, aguiar, Dingman, Gionet, 
laliberte, and Preston, executive Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

eXcuseD:  representatives Friedrich and Williams

PuBlic:  harold Brown

chair mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:06 am.

rep. aguiar moved to accept the minutes from the may 21, 2008 meeting in 
concord, which was seconded by rep. laliberte.  rep. Dingman abstained, all 
else in favor.  

rep. Preston moved to accept the minutes from the July 21, 2008 delegation 
meeting to vote to ratify the elected official’s salaries, which was seconded by 
rep. aguiar.  reps. laliberte, Preston, almy and mulholland were in favor.  
rep. aguiar was opposed.  rep. Gionet then said that he had not voted and 
decided that he too would vote in opposition.  

rep. aguiar said that he thought that what had actually happened, as he recalled, 
during the minutes was not what the actual minutes reflected.  Director Clough 
clarified that what had happened had been written correctly.  Rep. Aguiar said 
that he stood corrected and changed his vote to a yes.  rep. Gionet did not have 
any solid reason for opposition though it didn’t seem right to him, but said that 
in the spirit of cooperation, he too would change his vote to a yes vote.  then all 
were in favor.  

rep. laliberte moved to accept the Delegation minutes on the water tank vote 
from sept 29, 2008, which was seconded by rep. Preston.  all were in favor.  

rep. Preston moved to accept the executive committee minutes from sept. 29, 
2008, which was seconded by rep. aguiar.  changes were made.  all were in 
favor.

treasurer’s rePort

Treasurer Elliott said that tax bills will be going out soon and that $3.5M of the 
tan’s  has been used to pay bills so far.  there will be some medicaid money 
coming in but that there is also a state bill that needs to be paid.

rep. Dingman moved to accept the treasurer’s report which was seconded by 
rep. aguiar.  all were in favor.

commissioners’ rePort
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none of the commissioners were able to attend the meeting and Director 
clough gave their report.  
 nhac annual conference was held at the mount Washington hotel 
October 5~8 and Grafton County had many award winners:
  • Tammy Robbins – HIM was awarded Nursing Home Employee of the year
  • Aurilee Achilles – Medical Coordinator was awarded Corrections Medical      
    employee of the year.
  • Nancy Bishop – was awarded Human Services Administrator of the year.
  • Joanne Mann – was awarded Human Resource Director of the year.
  • Dale Paronto, Brenda Paronto and Donne Kimball were awarded team of the 
    year 
  • Julie Clough – was awarded County Administrator of the year.
  • Evelyn Smith – was awarded Profile Service Award for her work with the 
    thresholds program. 
other items:
 • the water main/tank project is underway and there are negotiations 
going on with the Woodsville Water & light.
 • the new maintenance building is almost complete and the county 
received a total of $356,925 in insurance proceeds for the building and 
$27,025.86 for reimbursement of Architectural & Engineering fees, which 
earned $9,177.20 in interest.
 •the longevity issue is still being researched.
 •still waiting to hear from the judge in the court case 
 •There is a new lawsuit filed against the County.  

rep. aguiar asked who was doing the research on the longevity and Director 
clough said that she was doing some of it.

a letter from rep. ingbretson was discussed wherein he asked that the county 
place a moratorium on the use of hP cummings.  Director clough said that she 
has not had a chance to discuss the letter with the commissioners yet as it came 
right after they met last week.  
Director clough said that she had spoken to the superintendent of sau 23, 
Bruce labs and asked him who was doing the investigation at the school, which 
has been closed due to structural issues, and was told that there was a structural 
engineer who was checking everything out. 
hP cummings is the contractor for the jail project, which is currently on hold.  

rep. Dingman asked if the letter would be discussed at the commissioner’s 
meeting tomorrow and Director clough said that since they are meeting in 
littleton tomorrow it may have to wait until the meeting after that.  

rep. Preston asked what the problem was at the school and Director clough said 
that there were multiple problems and including poor structural trusses, water 
leaks and mold.  the school has refused to let hPc on the property to view the 
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problems so it is difficult for them to respond to the allegations.

right now, she said, kids are attending school at the Woodsville armory.  the 
cost to fix the project is expected to run $2.5M.

rep. aguiar asked if there were any legal contracts with hPc and Director 
clough said that the county contracted with hPc in august of 2007 for the jail 
project.  

rep. almy said that she thought there were some bathroom tile issues at the 
nursing home, which was built by hPc and Director clough said that those 
were a contractor/owner issue and they have been fully repaired.  there was also 
a fire damper issue which has also been rectified at no cost to the County and 
they have been very responsive in the past.  

Director clough said that if anyone was interested they could visit the sau23 
website which has very comprehensive information on it.  

rep. Gionet asked if the commissioners have thought about pulling the jail 
project given the bad economic times and Director clough said no. 

rep. almy asked if there were any reasons why the school board won’t let hPc 
in to survey and Director clough said that has not been answered.

rep. aguiar asked if it was just coincidence that all the commissioners were 
unable to attend today and Director clough said that commissioner cryans was 
at a ne Drug court meeting, commissioner richards had a doctor’s appoint-
ment and commissioner Burton was at Dhmc for a governor & council issue.

rep. almy asked about the bonding for the water tank project and Director 
clough said that they will be going through the nh Bond Bank and they sell on 
December 3rd.  if for any reason the market is bad then they will do a Bond 
anticipation note until rates are better.

rep. aguiar said that he had issues in giving the water tank over to Woodsville 
Water & light and particularly with them having an easement on property, in the 
event that the county wants to do something with that part of the property in the 
future.  he said that he would like to stipulate that the easement only cover the 
time that the tank is in place, which rep. Dingman concurred with.  

rep. Gionet asked if there was a hydrology report done and Director clough 
said that she did not know that. he said that he was still harkening back to the 
artesian well concept which he didn’t feel was answered at the public hearing.  
Director clough said that she would look into it for him.
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Director clough informed the committee that at present, the jail lawsuit has 
reached a cost of $302K through september 30th and that there has since been 
another lawsuit filed meaning the County will incur further legal fees.  This 
second lawsuit is in regard to the may 21, 2008 delegation meeting in concord 
and information in a right to know request has been requested for county 
convention meeting/materials from that date forward.  the lawsuit states elected 
officials should not receive compensation due to the illegal vote.

rep. almy said that there are certain things that they (the plaintiffs) are asking 
for which she feels are outside the right-to-know boundaries. she explained that 
these items at a state level are not covered under the right to know law, but that 
the attorney for Grafton county wants her to hand over everything.  rep. almy 
said that she does not want to give up her right to privacy as an individual which 
she feels some of her emails may be.

 rep. Gionet asked when the minutes from this meeting would be available and 
Sec. Martino said she has 5 days to get them out.

rep. Dingman said that  more money is being spent on the lawsuit than amount 
of the elected official’s salaries.  Rep. Aguiar asked if the increases could be held 
back and Director clough said the increases don’t actually take effect until the 
first of the year but the lawsuit suggests that the County stop paying the salaries 
altogether.

rep. Preston asked if the court costs could be recouped and Director clough 
said that they will be requested.

rep. almy said that there really needs to be some formal training from lGc on 
the ancient statutes.

there was a discussion about how the delegation meetings should be published 
for each meeting and whether or not it should be done in the manchester union 
leader.  Director clough said that not as many people up here read that newspa-
per and that the Valley news as well as local papers for each district is a better 
choice for the county.

rep. aguiar moved to accept the commissioners report as given by Director 
clough, which was seconded by representative almy.  all were in favor.

Financial rePort

Director Clough gave the financial report beginning with the monthly variance 
report.  the census at the nursing home is at 127 and was budgeted at 131.  
that coupled with the reduction of the medicaid rate has them below revenue.  
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at present the Farm is running in the black.

Prorated revenue/expense report shows that the first quarter is under revenue 
$21K and under expended $567K.  

there is a undesignated fund balance of $1.9m

rep. Dingman moved to approve the Financial report, which was seconded by 
rep. almy.  all were in favor.

the next meeting will be held on november 17, 2008.  rep. laliberte said that 
she would not be able to attend.

10:19 am  rep. laliberte moved to adjourn, which was seconded by rep. almy.  
all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

___________________
susan almy, clerk

•••
eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building ~ unh conference room
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday november 17, 2008

Present: representatives mulholland, aguiar, Dingman, Gionet, Friedrich 
and Preston, commissioners cryans, richards and Burton, executive Director 
clough and secretary Jeri martino.

eXcuseD:  representatives almy and laliberte

others Present:  harold Brown and register of Deeds Bill sharp.

chair mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:07 am and handed over the 
floor to Grafton County Economic Development Executive Director, Mark 
scarano.

m. scarano said that he liked to meet with the executive committee at least two 
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times a year and stated that even though the government has not labeled the 
economy in a recession, there are currently some critical areas in Grafton 
county that have been shaken up due to the economy.  he sited the auto industry 
and more specifically Freudenberg in the southeastern part of the County, which 
produces parts.  

m. scarano discussed the fact that the local banks have not been hit with issues 
with the subprime loans, however, that does not mean that companies have not 
been affected and that some are tightening their lending standards.  

GCEDC has received a $500K intermediate lending program infusion, which is 
money that is borrowed from the federal government and gets lent out to 
companies.  GceDc is more conservative with the money as it does need to get 
paid back to the federal government and shows as a liability on the books.  m. 
scarano asked the representatives if they would mention to their banks that 
GCEDC as the County’s official economic development entity would appreciate 
their business and their referrals

m. scarano reported the results of the Delegation’s budget increase to GceD 
was that a business loan specialist was hired, who is doing a fantastic job and 
has closed on three loans, two to manufacturing businesses and one to a retail 
business though it was his belief that the names of the businesses should be kept 
confidential.

rep. Gionet asked if hospitals are considered businesses and m. scarano said 
that most hospitals are non profit and the loans are for profit businesses.  He said 
there is a new market tax program that helps owners who invest in private 
businesses by giving them a tax credit, but the paperwork is very extensive and 
somewhat complicated.

there was a discussion as to why the businesses who received the loans should 
be kept confidential if they were loaned taxpayer money.  M. Scarano said that 
he suggested respecting the confidentiality of the businesses but if pushed, he 
would give out the names in a more private setting.  rep. Williams said that he 
thought that m. scarano was on a “slippery slope” not willing to give the names 
of the businesses and said that he felt that as a representative he should have the 
right to know who the loans have gone to.  m. scarano reiterated that if pushed, 
he could give that information out but would prefer to do it outside of the group 
setting.

rep. Gionet said that he understood the need to keep things private as it can be 
detrimental to the parties involved if discovered.  he said that as long as info can 
be given on the side then it’s fine.

m. scarano gave an update on the incubator projects saying that the Drtc is 
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100% filled. He explained that Mascoma Corp has experienced somewhat of a 
downturn.  But that they are continuing with there plan to  move to etna road 
next year. adimab, another business in the Drtc, is expected to do well.

there will be a meeting in Plymouth to look into an incubator there.  m. scarano 
noted that though the site is important, the services offered are by far the most 
important and they need to look at whether they will be able to staff in Plymouth 
as they had in lebanon.  

GceDc had its annual meeting and nh electrical coop was named business of 
the year and a new award of partner of the year was awarded to cDFa.

m. scarano thanked Director clough for her time spent on the board and said 
that they would be getting some new board members. 

rep. Dingman asked what the role of the university plays in the incubator 
project and m. scarano said that Dartmouth had put money into the incubator 
there and that there was a hope that Plymouth would do the same so that they 
would be invested in it but that would be left up to the college to work out.  he 
added that the administrator position was a professional one and that the 
average pay nationwide was around $70K

rep. mulholland thanked mark scarano for coming.  he gave out his card and 
said that he would be happy to speak to anyone later if there were any questions.

treasurer’s rePort

Director clough gave the report in treasurer elliot’s stead saying that at present 
the County has borrowed $5M, which still leaves $3M available.  Director 
Clough said they expected to need $1M to $1.5M until the tax money is re-
ceived.  three towns have already sent their checks in.

the county will be obtaining a bond of $1m for the water tank and that the 
bonds will be sold in mid December.

rep. Williams moved to accept the treasurer’s report which was seconded by 
rep. Dingman.  all were in favor.

commissioners’ rePort

commissioner cryans said that there would be eight new legislators starting in 
December and he then thanked rep. Dingman for his service to the executive 
committee.  

Commissioner Cryans said that he knows that these are difficult economic times 
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and that the plan is to move forward as best as possible to serve the people of 
Grafton county.

the water tank is under construction.  rep. Williams asked what the status of the 
talks were with Woodsville Water & light and commissioner cryans said they 
were still under negotiations and nothing has been resolved yet.

• there will be a ribbon cutting ceremony for the new maintenance 
building on the 25th of November at 9:00 AM.
• there is a preliminary hearing on the second lawsuit on Wednesday.  
(rD sharp said that he would like to be kept in the loop on that situation.)
• There have been no decisions on the first lawsuit as of yet.
• the new treasurer, Vanessa sievers, will be sworn in on January 7th.
• nursing home population is 130
• Jail (in house) population is 109
• there have been two GeD graduations at the Jail for thirteen people in 
total.
commissioner cryans said that Glenn libby, Brenda Paronto, mark Deem and 
Ken stransky have done a great job.  K. stransky is paid by the county.

rep. aguiar asked if the Jail project was on hold and commissioner cryans said 
that it was.

commissioner Burton informed the committee that the nh liquor commission 
has a new Dui van which was on tour last week and Grafton county hosted two 
stops; the sheriff’s Department and littleton and that 400 people have observed 
it.

commissioner richards said that the alternative energy committee toured the 
biomass plant at Hanover High School.  She said that the figures are in and are 
being put together for a report, perhaps in January.  she added that she has 
greatly appreciated all the knowledge that has been offered from the committee.

rep. aguiar moved to accept the commissioners report, which was seconded 
by representative Gionet.  all were in favor.

Financial rePort

Variance report:  revenue is below and is due in part to grant reimbursements 
and of course taxes, which should start filtering in.  Expenses are off as there are 
three payrolls in the month of october and human services is over expended as 
the county pays as billed, instead of equal monthly installments. it is projected 
that Grafton county will have a reduced balance due in may and should make 
no payment in the month of June.
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rep. Williams asked about the hs lawsuit and commissioner cryans said that 
the oral arguments had been heard at the nh supreme court and now it is a 
matter of waiting for a decision to be rendered. 

rep. mulholland presented two questions from rep. almy.
1. regarding the nursing home revenue, Director clough said that it has 
rebounded some from september and is currently shown as close to revenue 
projections through october. Bed tax payments are received quarterly and that 
is some of what helped in october. she advised that she will continue to watch 
and keep the Board apprised. .
2. What about the contingency line?  Director clough said that is the line 
that the legal fees are coming out of.. During Fiscal year 2009  the county has 
spent $197K on outside legal fees and she pointed out that to-date the Jail 
lawsuit is at $308K.

rep. mulholland said that B. hull has a third lawsuit of his own wherein he is 
suing the new Jersey Dept. of motor Vehicles.

rep. Williams asked about the Farm being over expended and Director clough 
said that it has to do with an $8K tractor repair and higher operating expenses.  
Farm revenue is currently in the black but that may change as milk prices are 
falling.

Prorated/expense report:
 At four months into the year the County is over revenue $358K and 
over expended $276K.  there is an undesignated fund balance of $1.3m
Director clough wanted to point out that if this trend continues, there will 
continue to be a depletion of the surplus and that will directly affect the fiscal 
year 2010 budget.  

rep. Gionet moved to approve the Financial report, which was seconded by 
rep. aguiar.  all were in favor.

rep. Gionet asked Director clough about the hydrology report that he had 
questioned at the last meeting and Director clough said that she did look into it 
but didn’t have full recall of what the engineer had told her.  she gave rep. 
Gionet the phone number for the engineer so that he could speak to him directly 
in the event he had further questions.

rep. mulholland said that there would be a Delegation reorganization meeting 
on December 10th at 10:00 am, which would be held in the unh conference 
room.  she asked that all representatives read the statutes that pertain to the 
County which are chapters 24 – 30.

rep. Williams said that the committee relies heavily on Director clough to make 
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sure that all the meetings are posted properly and that he believes that is part of 
her job.  he said that he would hate to have to have a lawyer present at the 
meetings.  

rep. Dingman thanked everyone for having served on the committee and for their 
camaraderie adding that it had been interesting, rewarding and educational.  
the representatives thanked him in return.  

10:27 am  rep. aguiar moved to adjourn, which was seconded by rep. Ding-
man.  all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

____________________

•••
Grafton county Delegation reorganization meeting Grafton county ~ unh 
conference room north haverhill, nh Wednesday December 10, 2008 

Present: reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, 
Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, Ward, taylor, Ford, ladd, smith, maybeck, 
Pierce, townsend, andersen, Gould and harding. commissioner cryans, 
executive Director Julie clough and sec. martino 

eXcuseD: reps. matheson, ingbretson, nordgren, Benn and Pastor-Bodmer

PuBlic: harold Brown and register of Deeds Bill sharp 

Commissioner Cryans called the Meeting to order at 10:05 AM and began by 
introducing himself and the other two commissioners who were not in attend-
ance, each who represent one third of the population. he welcomed everyone for 
coming and asked everyone be sure to give their contact information to either 
Director clough or Jeri.
commissioner cryans said that the way the executive committee has typically 
been chosen was by commissioner District and that it was usually broken down 
into three districts and three members onto the executive committee. the last 
committee was broken down into three republicans and six Democrats. the 
Delegation could choose to do this however they wanted. there was a discussion 
about splitting up into parties and making choices that way.
rep. Williams asked that everyone introduce themselves and tell a little bit about 
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themselves, which everyone did.
rep. anderson suggested that the choosing of the executive committee seemed to 
have been decided prior to the meeting which he felt was unexceptable. he said 
that everything should be done properly. rep. almy noted her perception of how 
things worked, which she said had eventually become a matter of calling around to 
newly elected delegates and see who was interested in serving.
rep. Ward said that his recollection was that it was broken down into districts to 
caucus.
commissioner cryans then noted that he was currently playing a role in this 
meeting because there are no officers at this point but that it is the Delegations’ 
meeting and their decision.
D. Pierce asked if there was a rule or statute that determines the number of people 
who serve on the executive committee, or could they have six. s. almy said it is 
not dictated by statute. she added that if they continued to do it the same way as in 
the past, in particular overseeing all the department. budgets, then you couldn’t do 
it with just six people.
 
r. Bulis asked exactly what the role of the Delegation and executive committee 
consisted of, to which B. Williams answered that the Delegation is the legislative 
body of the county and the executive committee works as a budget committee to 
oversee the financial end. He then read from a list of duties that the Executive 
Director had written up as to the duties of the executive committee such as when 
they meet etc.
J. aguiar said that the only real control that the Delegation has over the county is 
the budget and its bottom line.
D. Pierce asked if the executive committee has any independent authority to enact 
legislation or does that have to go through the Delegation. s. almy replied that the 
only authority is the ratification of the Commissioners decision of line item 
transfers.
J. aguiar said that if they so desired, the Delegation could come up with rules as to 
how they would govern their body, and that would be done at this time.
B. Ward likened the commissioners to the town selectmen and that the executive 
committee is used as a liaison to the Delegation to pass on information. s. almy 
added that it is also the responsibility of the executive committee to voice, on 
behalf of the Delegation, their displeasure at some of the commissioners deci-
sions.
B. Williams said that it is the Delegation’s budget in the end. commissioner 
cryans concurred and then explained the budget process.
J. aguiar said that the Delegation votes on a number and the commissioners can 
spend that money as they want.
there was further discussion as to how the decisions would be made to choose the 
executive committee, whether it be districts or caucuses.
J. aguiar said that it was important that if they break into caucuses that they be 
careful.
Director clough said that if they break out to caucus, then it had best be republi-
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can and Democrat.
r. Bulis moved to continue with a six/three split (Democrat/republican), which 
was seconded by G. andersen. all (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, 
Bulis, laliberte, Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, Ward, taylor, Ford, ladd, 
smith, maybeck, Pierce, townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), were in 
favor.
r. Bulis moved to adjourn to caucus, which was seconded by r. ladd.
rD sharp spoke and said that rules could be made now if they wanted since 
there were no rules in place. adding that if the group breaks up, the whole body 
will have to ratify the decisions.

When the vote came down all (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, 
Bulis, laliberte, Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, Ward, taylor, Ford, ladd, 
smith, maybeck, Pierce, townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), were in 
favor.
10:45 AM Republicans adjourned to the Commissioners Conference Room 
upstairs, Democrats remained and all other parties were removed from both 
areas while the doors were closed behind them. the audio recorder was turned 
off. 

11:30 am everyone returned to the unh conference room, the audio was 
turned back on and the roll call was taken by sec. martino. 

the following members were present: reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, 
Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, 
smith, maybeck, Pierce, townsend, andersen, Gould and harding. B. Ward did 
not return to the meeting at this time as he had been called to appear at superior 
court. 

r. Bulis and the republican caucus nominated e. Gionet, B. Ward and B. 
Williams to the executive committee.
K. taylor and the Democratic caucus nominated J. aguair, c. Friedrich, s. 
laliberte, c. mulholland, P. Preston and s. Ford.
D. Pierce moved to accept the nominations, which was seconded by l. harding.
all (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, 
aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, smith, maybeck, Pierce, 
townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), were in favor.
Commissioner Cryans then asked for nominations of the three officers calling 
first for nominations for Chair.
rep. Bulis moved to nominate J. aguiar, which was seconded by r. ladd.
rep. Preston moved to nominate c. mulholland, which was seconded by l. 
harding.
rep. Bulis moved to close the nominations, which was seconded by l. harding.
all, (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, 
aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, smith, maybeck, Pierce, 
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townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), were in favor.
Both candidates for the position of chair gave small speeches as to their 
qualifications etc.
D. Pierce moved to vote by secret ballot, which was seconded by s. Ford.
s. almy said that she was not sure of the legality of that and said that it might 
need to be by signed ballot or to vote publicly.
D. Pierce withdrew his motion and s. Ford withdrew the second.
G. andersen moved to vote by open ballot, which was seconded by e. Gionet.
19 were in favor (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, 
Preston, Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, smith, maybeck, Pierce, 
townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), 1 opposed (aguiar)
the vote was taken by roll call by sec. martino
twelve members (reps. taylor, Ford, aguiar, cooney, smith, Preston, Pierce, 
laliberte, mulholland, townsend, almy and harding), were in favor of c. 
mulholland.
eight members (reps. Bulis, Gionet, ladd, Friedrich, maybeck, Williams, 
andersen and Gould) were in favor of J. aguiar.
rep. mulholland was chosen as chair.
D. Pierce moved to nominate B. Williams as Vice chair, which was seconded by 
s. laliberte.
D. Pierce moved to close the nomination which was seconded by s. Ford. all
(reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, aguiar, 
Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, smith, maybeck, Pierce, townsend, 
andersen, Gould and harding) were in favor.
on the vote of B. Williams as Vice chair, all (reps. mulholland, almy, Wil-
liams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, 
ladd, smith, maybeck, Pierce, townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), were 
in favor.
B. Williams moved to nominate P. Preston as clerk, which was seconded by s. 
laliberte.
l. harding moved to close the nominations, which was seconded by D. Pierce. 
all (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, 
aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, smith, maybeck, Pierce, 
townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), were in favor.
on the vote for P. Preston as clerk, all (reps. mulholland, almy, Williams, 
Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, 
smith, maybeck, Pierce, townsend, andersen, Gould and harding), were in 
favor.
The Executive Committee and its officers were elected.
G. andersen asked about the Jail project and commissioner cryans began by 
saying that the court decision had been rendered and that it was determined that 
the Delegation vote

stood and that the gathering of two commissioners and two other parties was not 
considered a meeting, though an earlier meeting on the day of the bond vote was 
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considered to be a meeting. now there is a waiting period until the appeal 
process can be pursued
s. almy asked when the appeal process is closed and how the payment of legal 
fees will be determined. commissioner cryans said there is still a negotiation on 
the legal fees and the appeal process begins when the legal fees have been 
settled.
D. Pierce said there has to be a final order by the court and if the fee issue is still 
outstanding the court will have to rule on that first.
commissioner cryans said that he hopes that the process will move along 
because the conditions of the Jail are not improving and there is a huge need for 
it. he encouraged those who have not toured the Jail to do so.
J. aguiar said that at one time there was a suggestion that a committee be 
formed to look at the long term viability of the Farm and perhaps other things 
such as longevity and questioned whether this would be a good time to set that 
up. c. mulholland said that there will be an upcoming executive committee 
meeting and that might be a better time to do that so that specifics could be 
instituted. s. almy said that the full Delegation should be invited should 
someone be interested in sitting on that committee.
c. mulholland said that commissioner richards wants to get the whole Delega-
tion together for an alternative energy information meeting in February.
r. Bulis said that he would like to talk about the Jail project and feels that there 
needs to be a discussion about it.
r. ladd moved that the Delegation set a date and a time to meet to discuss the 
Jail project and that no further activity on the project take place until that 
meeting occurs, which was seconded by B. Williams.
Discussion:
s. almy said that there is no need to get a new cost on what it will be to build 
the Jail until there is a date known as to when it could potentially be built. B. 
Williams agreed but said that it should be done at the call of the commissioners, 
when they know what can be done. r. Bulis said that the new members of the 
Delegation need to know what’s going on and agreed that it should be at a time 
when it can go forward.
J. aguiar said that he would like to see a separation of the motion in that a 
meeting should be held and at that time decide what to do.
e. Gionet referred to a letter from the town of lincoln who met with commis-
sioner Burton, Director clough and superintendent libby regarding the Jail, 
which discussed their hope that the county not continue to pursue continual 
litigation.
l. harding suggested that part of the tour on January 9th include some informa-
tion on the Jail project, which Director clough said it would be.

r. ladd said that living in haverhill, he is familiar with the Jail project and that 
there are concerns from constituents about cost, taxes etc. and he knows there is 
a need for a new Jail but there is also a need to understand costs of the litigation 
and potential bonding, in open session.
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D. Pierce moved to divide the motion made by r. ladd, to have a meeting at the 
call of the commissioners and to go forward when there is an opportunity to do 
so, and the second part would be to stop all progress until that time, which was 
seconded by s. Ford.
Discussion:
r. Bulis did not see the purpose of doing that since there is no progress so far 
anyway.
Director clough spoke and said that the vote taken on February 11th has been 
held valid by the court. this means that things can go forward however, if they 
make a motion to halt the process, then all that will be left is old information that 
will not be pertinent to the future.
e. Gionet asked if that would be prudent to do considering the fact that there is 
still pending litigation.
Director clough said that she thought that they should at least be ready to go 
forward when the time comes.
D. Pierce said that the availability of the appeal period is a consideration and 
that there is a small likelihood of being successful, not saying that they should 
go full forward but that interim work can be done.
s. almy said that it seems prudent to go ahead and re-estimate the project. 
commissioner cryans said that the Board of commissioners has asked Director 
clough to check with the county lawyer and to get some parameters on time, 
saying that if it seems that it may be a short time then that’s one thing though the 
appeal process may take longer.
B. Williams said that he would agree and that their hands are tied until the 
appeal process is done.
Director clough said that they can go forward, however, as there is money in the 
budget and the only thing being held up is the bonding process.
D. Pierce suggested to Director clough that the county direct legal council (if 
appeal is taken) to ask for an expedited hearing.
G. andersen suggested not dividing the question as the actual meat of it (the 
question) is that there should be no going forward.
D. Pierce withdrew his motion to divide the question.
s. Ford withdrew her second.

F. Gould said that he would like to know the current figure first before deciding 
not to continue, s. Ford said that having visited and speaking to supt. libby, she 
felt more up to date but would like an update of what is going on now, which K. 
taylor agreed with.
P. Preston called the question.
B. Williams said that there is a legitimate vote from the Delegation to go 
forward but that he wants to be brought up to date.
m. cooney said that they didn’t need to vote on this, but to just go forward. she 
said an informational meeting will be satisfactory and that she doesn’t want to 
see any more delays.
c. mulholland asked who was in favor of calling the questions and all (reps. 
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eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
Friday January 9, 2008

Present: representatives mulholland (late), Williams, Preston, aguiar, Ford, 
Ward, Gionet, Friedrich and laliberte, commissioners cryans, richards and 
Burton, executive Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

others Present:  harold Brown, register of Deeds Bill sharp, reps. ladd, 
Bulis and ingbretson.

Vice chair Williams called the meeting to order at 9:10am saying that this 
meeting is rescheduled from a cancelled meeting in December.

rep. mulholland arrived

rep. Preston moved to approve the minutes from november 17, 2008, which 
was seconded by rep. aguiar. an edit was made.   representatives mulholland, 

mulholland, almy, Williams, Gionet, Bulis, laliberte, Preston, aguiar, Frie-
drich, cooney, taylor, Ford, ladd, smith, maybeck, Pierce, townsend, an-
dersen, Gould and harding), were in favor.
the motion was repeated by the secretary which r. ladd said was not fully 
correct. the correct motion was read “that the Delegation set a date and a time 
to meet to discuss the Jail project and that no further activity on the project take 
place until that meeting occurs”. P. Preston took a roll call vote.
13 were opposed (reps. taylor, Ford, aguiar, cooney, smith, Preston, Pierce, 
laliberte, mulholland, townsend, almy, Gould, and harding), 7 were in favor 
(reps. Bulis, Gionet, ladd, Friedrich, maybeck, Williams, and andersen). 
motion failed.
rep. andersen moved to adjourn which was seconded by rep. Gionet. all were 
in favor.
the meeting was adjourned at 12:20 Pm
respectfully submitted,
_______________________
Phil Preston, clerk

•••
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Williams, Preston, aguiar, Gionet and Friedrich were in favor, rep. laliberte, 
Ford and Ward abstained.

rep. laliberte moved to approve the minutes from the December 10, 2008 
Delegation reorganization meeting, which was seconded by rep. Preston.  edits 
were made. 
all were in favor.

treasurer’s rePort

Director clough gave the report in treasurer sievers stead saying that the new 
treasurer was sworn in on Wednesday and could not be at the meeting today, 
however, she is expected to be in attendance at future meetings.  

Director clough informed the committee that the outgoing treasurer closed 
many of the money market accounts and placed the $11m left over from tax 
money in a cDars account at Woodsville Guaranty savings Bank earning 1% 
interest until January 22nd so that the incoming treasurer can invest the money.  
treasurer sievers has been signed on as signatory and F. steigler is still the 
Deputy treasurer until June 1, 2009.  Director clough said that they do not 
expect to make their interest budget as that $11m was only drawing 1% interest.

rep. Ward asked if that money was collateralized and Director clough respond-
ed affirmatively adding that the money is distributed out to other banks in 
amounts under the $250,000 FDIC insurance level.

all town taxes have been received with the exception of ellsworth.  

$6.4m tans money was borrowed and was paid back as of December 17th.  
$23,423 of interest was paid on the loan.

rep. Williams moved to accept the treasurers report which was seconded by 
rep. Ward.  all were in favor.

commissioners’ rePort

commissioner cryans welcomed the new members to the committee and began 
by saying the Nursing Home received a five star rating and that Senator Rey-
nolds would be working on a letter of commendation on its behalf.

the water tank project is nearly complete and the road work is done and there is 
electricity to the site.  The tank is expected to go online the first week of 
February.  commissioner cryans said that it does not appear the Woodsville 
Water & light will be taking over the tank as they have voiced some concerns 
about the project.  The need for using the tank for fire suppression remains. 
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Jail lawsuit:  legal fees are still pending.  the attorney for the county is 
refuting fees of $212K to be paid to the litigants and is offering $23K instead.  
this information is in the hands of the Judge.

Elected Officials Salaries:  Still pending final court hearing.

Elected officials were sworn in on Wednesday and there is only one (Treasurer) 
who is new this term.

there was a ribbon cutting ceremony on the new maintenance Building and 
commissioner cryans recommended that the representatives take a tour if they 
could.

the budget process would be starting soon and commissioner cryans said that 
he expected it to be a tough year and that he has already cautioned some of the 
Department heads to be very prudent and that there should be no new positions 
and to cut where they can.  the budget would then be in the hands of the 
Delegation. 

commissioner richards said a feasibility study has been conducted regarding 
energy consumption on the complex and that the alternative energy committee 
has been a tremendous source of information with a magnitude of expertise and 
added that the committee has given so much volunteer time to help out the 
county.  Biomass energy resource center (Berc) out of montpelier, Vt has 
been looking at Biomass for the entire complex and an independent geothermal 
study will be looked at for the Jail itself.  there will be a full presentation to the 
Delegation on February 2, 2009 beginning at 10:00 am and the commissioner 
strongly urged everyone to attend.

commissioner cryans informed everyone that ray Burton was sworn in as 
executive councilor for his 16th term (32 years), which is the longest running 
councilor in nh history.  everyone applauded the accomplishment.

commissioner cryans said that letters from a number of towns have been 
received which voice concerns over building the new Jail during these economic 
times and most ask that the project be put on hold.  commissioner Burton said 
that he encourages the communications and noted that the Board of commis-
sioners are planning to send a letter to congress asking for funding.  

rep. Williams said that he feels as though the county is in an excellent position 
to ask for federal funding for the Jail project.  commissioner Burton agreed and 
said the stars in all in alignment for that.

rep. Williams said that he did not want the commissioners to put the budget 
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process off on the committee and commissioner cryans replied that was not the 
intent but that the committee is the ultimate deciders.

rep. Ward passed out information that he had compiled regarding Grafton 
county taxes and equalized valuations saying that there is a decline in growth of 
the tax base and they are likely to see a decline in equalized values.  he said that 
budget increases are not sustainable and that needs to be addressed as early as 
possible and costs need to be contained.  

rep. Gionet said that he is not surprised to hear about letters from the towns 
about halting the Jail process because it’s what his towns has been saying all 
along.
he also referenced keeping people on the payroll who have no job description 
and that he has heard “rumors” about the water tank and the concrete not being 
poured properly.

Director clough said that the tank was poured at the correct temperature and that 
the shotcrete that was applied to the outside of the tank was also sprayed on at 
the correct temperature.

rep. Gionet asked if there was water in the tank sitting stagnant and commis-
sioner cryans said that they need to have someone such as supt. oakes to 
answer all the questions.

rep. Gionet said that he still didn’t have an answer to a question that he asked 
months ago about hydrology testing.

rep. aguiar asked if they could stay on one topic and rep. mulholland said they 
could continue with the water tank.

rep. aguiar said that he was startled to hear that WW&l is not willing to take 
over the water tank adding that he thought that the project was predicated on this 
assumption, and asked what was in the letter.   Director clough went to retrieve 
the letter.  

rep. Preston asked what the downside was of WW&l not taking over the tank.
rep. Williams said that would put the county in the water business, meaning 
testing and such and said that the commissioners and executive Director need to 
take care of this.

rep. Friedrich said that she recalled that 60K gallons of water were to be potable 
and now it appears that the tank is all about fire suppression.  Director Clough 
said there will be potable water.  

rep. mulholland said they may not get all these questions answered today and 
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suggested they move on.

rep. Ward said that before he can feel comfortable about discussing the new 
Jail, he would like to have further information about the maintenance of it and 
well as general operations and staffing.  

commissioner cryans said that although he was not in favor of this, a meeting 
would likely be taking place with smrt and hP cummings about the  possibil-
ity of reductions or changes.  he said the Board is very aware of what is best for 
the residents of the county.

rep. Bulis was recognized and said that much has changed since the bond vote 
and he feels that constituents are looking to their representatives to take some 
action to halt the process until there is some resolution of the economic situa-
tion.  he said that he felt strongly that action is taken now.

rep. mulholland asked about the appeal process regarding court fees and 
Director clough said that a 30 day appeal time begins after the decision.

rep. Bulis said that there is money in the budget to continue with the project and 
that’s what needs to be stopped and that he would like to have a special Delega-
tion meeting to vote on this.  

Rep. Ward said that he needed clarification on engineering costs and how much 
was tied to the bond. Director clough said there is $330K set aside for the 
project, with $40K of that money spent.

rep. Williams said there was a meeting in December with a motion to stop the 
Jail process and that was defeated.  rep. Ford agreed with rep. Williams.
rep. Preston said that it would be counterproductive to vote to postpone because 
that might lessen the chance to obtain federal funds.  

superintendent oakes arrived to address questions about the water tank.  

supt. oakes said that he feels that the information in the letter from WW&l is 
misleading and contains some untruths and that he thought that WW&l was 
originally in favor of it.  concrete was poured under the correct temperature and 
the greenhouse was used as research by NATGUN to figure their costs, not to 
see if the process worked or not.  

rep. Gionet asked if test wells were drilled and supt. oakes said there were 
hydrology studies done but nothing regarding looking into having a well.
supt. oakes said that they may begin to look into having an artesian well for the 
property and possibly creating an independent piping system to become self 
sufficient in the future.  
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rep. Williams asked how much the county pays per month for water and supt. 
oakes said approximately $3K.  rep. Williams said that he didn’t think that 
WW&l would want to lose that money and reiterated the fact that the county 
does not want to be in the water business.

rep. aguiar asked supt. oakes to explain the greenhouse set up, which he did 
saying that the concrete was poured in good weather and the shotcrete was done 
under the greenhouse at a temperature of 70 degrees.  rep. aguiar asked if there 
could be two separate systems and supt. oakes said it would be far more cost 
effective to have only one.  

rep. aguiar suggested that in the future, no decisions that involve spending 
money be made without being in writing.   

rep. Williams moved to approve the commissioners report which was second-
ed by rep. aguiar.  all were in favor. 

Financial rePort

Director clough informed the committee that the nursing home census was at 
135 and the Jail, 99.

The Medicaid rate increased from $151.54 to $155.41 as of January 1st. 

the bond sale for the water tank took place on December 18th and the money 
has been received.  interest rate is 4.14% on the 10 year bond, which amounts to 
$140K a year repayment cost.

Variance report:  revenue is below and is due in part to low interest rates.  
taxes have been received as of this date. expenses are off as human services is 
working on a capped amount of money and is current with payments.  there will 
be a partial payment in may and no payment in June.  the Farm is down due to 
feed and equipment expenses, as well as lower milk prices.  the capital outlay 
will come back with bond payment. 

Prorated:  Director clough noted the very low undesignated fund balance which 
she said is going to have an impact of the budget this fiscal year.
rep. laliberte asked what the current cost of legal fees is right now and Director 
Clough said that it was $308K for the Jail litigation and another $15K for the 
Elected Officials litigation.

rep. Gionet said that he did not feel that Friday was a good day to meet and 
rep. mulholland said this was a one time schedule and that they would continue 
to meet on mondays.
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there was a discussion about moving the time of the meeting in the winter 
months.

rep. Williams moved to change the meeting time to 10:00 am in the months of 
December through march, which was seconded by rep. Gionet.  all were in 
favor.

rep. Ward moved to accept the executive Director’s report, which was sec-
onded by rep. Preston.  all were in favor.

Rep. Williams asked about the longevity for elected officials and Director 
clough said that it will be put together in the budget.  rep. Preston asked if there 
will be a separate line for longevity and Director clough said that it couldn’t be 
done by person but it would be broken out in Departments.  

rep. Gionet said that he felt that his reference about a “rumor” and not having a 
name associated with it had no relevance to the situation.

rep. Bulis was recognized and wanted to know how many reps it would take to 
call a special meeting. rep. Williams said that he thought that a majority of the 
Delegation could call the meeting.  it was noted that the Delegation would be 
meeting on the 2nd of February for the alternative energy presentation.

commissioner richards asked if register of Deeds sharp could speak.  

RD Sharp passed out some financial information pertaining to the Deeds 
Department and some information on foreclosures in Grafton county.  

rep. Ward said that foreclosures came later to Grafton county than to the rest of 
the state and now they are right in the middle of the situation.

rep. Williams asked about lchiP and rD sharp said there were no complains.  
rep. Ward said those paying the fee are not all that happy about it.

11:55 AM Rep. Williams move to adjourn, which was seconded by Rep. Preston.  
all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

____________________
Phil Preston, clerk

•••
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eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday February 2, 2009

Present: representatives mulholland, Williams, Preston, aguiar, Ford, Ward, 
Gionet, Friedrich and laliberte, commissioners cryans, richards and Burton, 
executive Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

others Present:  harold Brown, register of Deeds Bill sharp, reps. ladd 
and Bulis and John Gregg.

Rep. Mulholland called the meeting to order at 1:45 PM 

rep. Williams moved to approve the minutes from January 9, 2009, which was 
seconded by rep. laliberte.  corrections were made.  all were in favor.

treasurer’s rePort

treasurer sievers was present and after greeting the executive committee for 
the first time, gave the following report:
she said that during tough economic times measures have been taken in order to 
ensure the safety of the county’s money and to try to receive the highest rates 
possible.
currently the county has $10,789,813 collected from taxes.  the money has just 
matured from a CDAR (Certificate of Deposit Account Registry) at Woodsville 
Guaranty savings Bank, which earned around $8,000 in interest this month. this 
money will be distributed to various banks around the county in a variety of 
cDs and money market accounts to try to get the combination of the best rates 
and liquidity in order to keep up with the approximate $1.5M monthly running 
expenses. Bids are currently being sent in to ensure the best rates in every 
investment.  

two accounts that have recently been handled are the Grafton county register 
of Deeds equipment account and the sheriff’s Dispatch capital reserves 
account. the register of Deed’s account was moved from citizens bank to a 
closer location, laconia savings Bank, for ease of access. the amount of money 
currently in that account is $74,190. the money was also invested at a much 
higher rate, going from a municipal checking account earning .04% at the last 
statement to a combination of a one-year cD and money market account earning 
2.3%  & 1.2% interest  respectively. the sheriff’s Dispatch capital reserves 
account was renewed at meredith Village savings Bank in a 16 month cD at 
2.37%. the balance was $100,000  and  $63,000 was added for this year’s 
contribution bringing the total to $165,000.
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she added that Frank stiegler remains Deputy treasurer.
 
rep. Ward asked where the $11m currently was and treasurer sievers said that 
it was still at Woodsville but that it is swept out each night to collateralize it.  
rep. Williams asked when bids were due and she replied that they are due this 
week and she hoped to have the money invested by the end of the week.

rep. Williams asked if anyone has ever looked at bank ratings and Director 
clough said that no one had in the time that she had been here but that could cer-
tainly be done with the banks that we have investments with.  rep. Ward said 
there is an online watch list.

rep. Williams moved to accept the treasurer’s report, which was seconded by 
rep. Ford.  all were in favor.

commissioners’ rePort

commissioner cryans began by thanking commissioner richards and the 
energy committee for providing all the information this morning.  he noted 
there were 52 attendees. 

commissioner cryans said there was still nothing to report on either the Jail or 
the Elected Officials salaries lawsuits  

a response letter was sent to Woodsville Water & light regarding allegations 
that they made in their letter to the county.  superintendent oakes was on hand 
to update the committee saying that natGun’s electricians are hooking up 
everything and the schedule is to fill the tank by the end of the week.

smrt and hP cummings will be meeting with the commissioners tomorrow, as 
a continuation of their morning meeting, at 1:00 to go over the current standing 
of the Jail project. the meeting is open to the public.

members from carroll county visited the Grafton county nursing home in an 
effort to gain knowledge about building their own.  

the budget process has started and commissioner cryans said that it will be an 
extremely difficult year and the plan is to try to present as level a budget as 
possible.  health insurance is always an issue and there is hope that there can be 
a reduction in costs in order to be able to keep jobs.

the annual report is out and recipients of the dedication were in attendance at 
the last commissioners’ meeting.  recipients were Bob & mary crowley of 
Plymouth, Jack & Dorothy Byrne from hanover and howard hatch of north 
haverhill.
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Director clough passed out a copy of the most recent Weekly market Bulletin 
which shows the reduction of milk prices projected at $11 per hundred weight.

commissioner richards thanked everyone for attending the meeting this 
morning.

rep. aguiar asked if Woodsville was planning to take over the tank and Director 
clough said that in the reply to them, that question is still open.  she said there 
has been no reply from them as yet, though they may not have met yet.
  
rep. Ward said that in a conversation with atty. o’Brien, he understood that 
there would be an appeal to the jail litigation.

rep. Williams asked to be enlightened on the direction of the jail.  commis-
sioner cryans said that speaking only for himself, he would like to see the 
project downsized and that there was a sense that supt. libby would be open to 
downsizing in order to move the process along and still try to move in within the 
next 1.5-2 years.  Commissioner Cryans said that he felt the economy plays a 
role and there they have received letters from many of the towns asking that the 
project be put on hold.

commissioner Burton said that he would like to wait for the meeting with 
smrt before making any decisions.

commissioner richards said that she is willing to compromise but not on the 
mental health unit.  she said though that it costs money to draw up new plans.

rep. laliberte said that she understood that adding geothermal would mean 
coming up with a new design and commissioner richards said that even the bio-
mass may alter the size.

rep. laliberte said that she was very impressed with the presentation today and 
that it was very understandable to the average person.  she said that commis-
sioner richards and the committee deserved praise for their efforts.  commis-
sioner richards said that she was very blessed to have had the people she did on 
that committee and was grateful for their dedication.  

rep. Preston asked what the basis of a legal appeal is and rep. Ward, being an 
attorney said that there are many reasons for an appeal which could include error 
by a judge and that the law is fully wide open to interpretation.

rep. Williams said that he would never compromise on the medical portion of 
the facility  either.
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rep. Bulis was recognized and said that everyone agrees that there needs to be a 
new correctional Facility and questioned whether or not it would serve a 
purpose for the commissioners to make a statement that the current facility 
would be cancelled and a new downsized facility would be considered. 

commissioner cryans said that he didn’t think they were ready to make a 
decision that quickly and that it may be more complicated than just that.

rep. ladd was recognized and said that the commissioners need to send a 
positive message to the residents in the county.  he questioned how they were 
going to deal with the operational cost and significant increases.  He said they 
need to relay that fact that something will be done. 

rep. Gionet asked if the water tower was at the proper elevation and if there was 
test drilling going on.  supt. oakes said that the tank is in fact at the proper 
elevation.  he said there is a hydrology study to look at the terrain to see if there 
is a possibility of drilling for water but right now it’s only a study.  
rep. Gionet said that he didn’t see anything about easements and wondered if 
the determination would be made by the selectboard.  it was conveyed that the 
WW&l is in a different precinct and not part of selectman’s decisions, but have 
their own commission.

rep. Gionet asked what the study would do to determine what happens to the 
water tank.  supt. oakes said that they’re looking at options, which may include:

Woodsville  taking over the tank
Woodsville just servicing the tank, though remaining connected or;
Grafton county on its own water supply.

rep. Ward passed out an overview of what new hampshire economists have to 
say and that the state is looking at 2-3 years of declining equalized valuations.

rep. mulholland said that she knows that trillions of dollars has been lost in real 
estate but that doesn’t mean that they have to stop doing things because of the 
decline on paper.
she said that they all have to pay close attentions to what they’re doing these 
days.

rep. laliberte moved to accept the commissioners’ report, which was seconded 
by rep. Ford.  all were in favor.

Financial rePort

Director clough reviewed the revenue and expense report stating that the 
Farm revenue is down and will continue to worsen and that interest shows very 
little recovery. 

•
•
•
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on the expense side, the Drug court treatment service line is over expended.  
the sheriff line will be offset by revenue.  the Farm expenses are up due to feed 
prices, machine repairs and bedding.  the Bond is paid up front and that will 
decrease. other is due to legal fees. there is a large $14-16K bill to come.

Director Clough said that January financials should look better as Medicaid 
reimbursement rate is up and it is a bed tax month.

Director clough informed the committee that the nursing home census was at 
133 and the Jail, 95.

rep. Williams moved to accept the executive Director’s report, which was 
seconded by rep. Ward.  all were in favor.

rep. Williams said that he would like to be kept informed about the progression 
of the jail.

the next meeting will be held on march 16, 2009 at 10:00 am

2:30  rep. laliberte moved to adjourn, which was seconded by rep. Williams.  
all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

____________________
Phil Preston, clerk

•••
alternative energy Presentation to the Grafton county Delegation 
Grafton county ~ unh conference room ~ 10:00 am
north haverhill, nh
monday February 2, 2009

Present:   reps. B. Ward, r. Bulis, e. Gionet, s. Ford, r. matheson, r. ladd, 
J. aguiar, c. Friedrich, m. cooney, s. smith, m. maybeck, B. Williams, P. 
Preston, s. laliberte, c. mulholland, c. townsend, s. almy, G. andersen, F. 
Gould, l. harding,   commissioner cryans, richards and Burton, executive 
Director Julie clough and secretary. martino

PuBlic:  J. Gregg, r. Berti, s. Piper, J. oakes, e. Ballam, P. Gilbert, h. hatch, 
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D. Baxter, P. turley, D. horton, r. Demark, J. Foltan, r. Foltan, h. Brown, D. 
Falkenham, D. calkins, B. sharp, D. horton c. reccia, D. Guy, B. ricker, s. 
moray, m. morns, G. Germain. m. Gale, G. Phetteplace. 

commissioner richards welcomed everyone to the meeting and gave a brief 
overview of how the all volunteer committee got started and the length of time 
(almost 1 year) the committee had been working together and gathering informa-
tion for this presentation.  commissioner richards discussed the people who had 
been instrumental in helping to compile all the information to bring this presen-
tation to fruition and praised them all highly.

Gil richardson, member of the alternative energy committee gave a Power-
Point presentation which further covered the mission and items that were looked 
at by the committee.  *(see attached report)

executive Director chris recchia from Biomass energy resource center 
(Berc) gave his presentation next.  *(presentation can be viewed at website 
www.graftoncountynh.us)

Gary Phetteplace PhD., another aec member presented a brief overview of a 
geothermal energy option that may be viable for the new correctional Facility. 
Geothermal is very costly to retrofit into existing buildings but may work well 
with new construction which is why it is only being considered for the new 
building not the rest of the campus. this will need further analysis and is 
currently ongoing.  *(see attached report)

11:45 AM meeting recessed for break
11:52 AM  meeting resumed.
an energy report was presented by satyn moray and Betsy ricker from energy 
resource solutions (ers).  a full audit was prepared by examining all the 
buildings on the complex.  *(presentation can be viewed at website www.
graftoncountynh.us))

after the reports and presentations were given, commissioner richards opened 
the meeting to a 15 minute discussion.

rep. Williams asked if it made sense to build two systems, biomass and geother-
mal and asked too if energy could be produced with the biomass system.
c. recchia said that the biomass sizing was done according to the possible use 
of other systems.  he said that the heat load estimation of the proposed jail is 
very high and he would like to take a closer look at it. he said that co-generation 
could be added but it depending on what it is used for there would probably not 
be great returns on electricity.  
G. Phetteplace said that doing geothermal will reduce electrical demands on the 
jail.
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rep. Bulis asked about ash disposal and questioned hazardous metals.
c. recchia said that there is only about 3% of ash that remains from burning and 
there is nothing hazardous.  he said that the ash can be used as potash for the 
Farm.

rep. laliberte asked if using geothermal for the proposed jail would mean that 
there wouldn’t have to be a backup system and G. Phetteplace said that was 
correct.

rep. Ward had contacted two people who had experience with biomass in 
Vermont and who voiced some concerns:
 Quality of chips is an issue
 high cost of chips
 emission fee to the state
 no long term contracts 
c. recchia said that Vermont is not able to get the chips they want and it’s not 
the wood but the infrastructure to get the wood out.  he said that low grade 
wood can be used and that there just aren’t any long term contracts.

B. Berti spoke regarding the procurement of chips and said that the cost to make 
chips is predicated on the price of oil.

rep. andersen asked if rather than asking a lot of questions now, if everyone 
could just write there questions down and send them to commissioner richards 
to forward on to the appropriate expert to answer. 

Rep. Gionet felt that he wanted his question answered now and began first by 
thanking the committee for all their work.  he then asked when the geothermal 
study would be complete and what the cost of that will be.  rep. almy added 
that she would like to know why they were not getting cooperation from the 
architects of the jail project.  
 commissioner richards said that it was $3400 for the geothermal study and that 
there has been $44K spend on the other various studies, some with matching 
funds.  she said that there is a planned meeting with smrt (architects of the jail 
project) tomorrow and that she will follow up with questions regarding heat 
loads.

at the end of the meeting commissioner richards praised her alternative 
energy committee members and on behalf of Grafton county, presented them 
all with a letter of appreciation.

12:50 AM  meeting adjourned.

respectfully submitted,
Phil Preston, clerk
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eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday march 16, 2009

Present: representatives mulholland, Williams, Preston, aguiar, Ford, Ward, 
Gionet, Friedrich and laliberte, commissioners cryans, richards and Burton, 
executive Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

others Present:  harold Brown

Rep. Mulholland called the meeting to order at 10:05 AM 

rep. Preston moved to approve the minutes from February 2nd alternative 
energy Presentation to the Delegation, which was seconded by rep. Ford.  all 
were in favor.

rep. Gionet moved to approve the minutes from February 2nd executive 
committee meeting which was seconded by rep. laliberte.  an edit was made.  
all were in favor.

treasurer’s rePort

treasurer sievers gave the committee an update on the investments:
 $2.5M at Northway Bank at 1.8%
 $3.5M at Woodsville Guaranty Savings at 2%
 $1m in a 3 mo. cD at community Guaranty savings Bank at 2.02%
 $1M in a 6 mo. CD at Meredith Village at 2.25% (money for NH bond)
there would be no cDars accounts.

rep. mulholland asked when the money was invested and treasurer sievers said 
that all the money was invested on the Friday or monday following approval of 
the commissioners.  she said that laconia had dropped their bid after the plan 
was approved by the commissioners and so there needed to be a change made, 
which was to meredith Village.  

rep. Ward asked what date the money went to northway at 1.8% and treasurer 
sievers said that happened on the Friday following the commissioners meeting 
that approved her plan  at the latest.  rep. Ward asked why it didn’t get invested 
sooner since the commissioner meeting was on the previous tuesday.  treasurer 
sievers said that the money was transferred to Woodsville at the 2% rate right 
away, and then it was transferred to northway.

rep. Ward questioned why that didn’t happen after the last executive commit-
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tee meeting and treasurer sievers said that the plan was not approved and then 
the interest rate was changed at laconia, but it was invested after that.

rep. Williams asked to have some of the rumors cleared up that he had been 
hearing.  treasurer sievers said that she had come in on February 2nd and a plan 
was created, which was not approved by the commissioners.  During that time 
the money in Woodsville that was earning 1% interest had been upgraded to a 
1.49% interest rate until the money was moved to a higher yielding account.

commissioner cryans said that he had been quoted as saying that money was 
lost and wanted to note that Director clough was instrumental in taking steps to 
increase the 1% interest at Woodsville to 1.49% which was a huge help.
He added the reason that the first plan from the Treasurer had not been approved 
was due in part to the fact that they weren’t sure that the accounts were collater-
alized.

treasurer sievers said that Director clough was helpful in getting the money 
upgraded though she said she didn’t know that the money could be moved 
without an approval.

Director clough said that the money wasn’t actually moved but that the repur-
chase agreement the county has with Woodsville Guaranty was changed.  the 
money couldn’t actually be moved until January 22nd.  

commissioner richards asked if treasurer elliot could have put the money in a 
different account and Director clough said that she did not know what the 
agreement was between treasurer elliott and the bank.

Rep. Aguiar asked for clarification about the “sweep” account which Director 
clough communicated.

rep. aguiar questioned the motives of Woodsville asking why they didn’t step 
up to help the county in getting a better interest rate, particularly if they knew 
there was an issue.  rep. Williams agreed.  
Director clough said that she totally disagreed with the fact that it should be the 
bank’s position to offer something else to their customer but rather it should be 
the customer who asks what can be done.  rep. Ford agreed and added that no 
one really knows what is going on with banks these days and with their stability.

rep. Ward asked if treasurer sievers was coming in regularly to take care of 
business and she replied that she has been coming in regularly though was 
unable to make it last week due to a concussion.  

rep. Ward asked if there was another plan in place for when the cD’s come due 
and treasurer sievers said that there are only two cD’s and that she will be gath-
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ering bids ahead of time for loans.

rep. Williams asked how much money was lost due to the investment being so 
late and commissioner cryans said that it would be hard to calculate because of 
different interest rates but that the worst case scenario would be about $10K.  he 
said that now that the money is invested it’s time to move forward.  commis-
sioner Cryans touted the benefits of having Director Clough.
rep. Gionet said that he was prepared to come and do battle after hearing what 
was out on the streets for rumors but has found that the treasurer has run the 
gauntlet and that he has a lot of confidence in what he has heard today and that 
he thinks they’re off to a good start.  

rep. Ford moved to approve the treasurer’s report which was seconded by 
rep. Preston.  all were in favor. 

commissioners’ rePort

   •   Commissioner Cryans began by saying that the water tank was filled and 
because of the need to be bacteria free the chlorine level is high.  right now the 
water could be used for fire suppression.
   •    the budget season has begun and department heads are bringing forth their 
budgets.  
   •  there has been no new information on the Jail lawsuit at this time.  
   •  The Jail project has been redesigned and reduced from 206 beds to 156 and 
there have been certain items removed.  smrt is doing a redesign on it.
   •  the county is researching stimulus money.

commissioner richards said that the alternative energy plan has been taken on 
by the USDA and the request for $4.8M has passed the first cut which leads to 
optimism.  the geothermal portion for the Jail is still in the picture and things 
are being worked out on that end.

rep. Ward said that he attended a stimulus presentation and there is no money in 
the plan for jails, though there is for energy conservation.  Director clough said 
that she has requested more information.

rep. Williams asked for information on Woodsville Water & light regarding the 
water tank and Director clough said that there has been no further conversations 
with them but that they had given the county rates for maintenance work.  
Director clough said however that Grafton county will be doing their own tests 
and maintenance and that supt. oakes and his assistant will be getting licenses 
to operate the tank should it come to that.  rep. Williams felt that was a duplica-
tion of effort.  
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rep. Williams asked if the biomass and geothermal could work together and 
commissioner richards said that there would be no biomass energy in the Jail, 
only geothermal.  

rep. Williams said that he was disappointed that there was a plan to eliminate 
the mental health area of the Jail.  commissioner richards agreed but said that 
Supt. Libby is finding a way to work that out.  

rep. Gionet said that there is a lot of information about the stimulus package on 
a website which he will pass on.  he also said that he thought that it would be a 
good idea to break away from WW&l and for the county to operate their own 
water supply.  he then asked when there might be new information available 
regarding the Jail.
commissioner cryans said that there isn’t any information as of yet but as soon 
as there is it would be conveyed to the committee perhaps april or may.  

rep. Friedrich said that she was concerned about the mental health area of the 
Jail being eliminated and that area needs to be looked at.  
commissioner cryans said that the county had received many letters from 
concerned towns and citizens and that because of the economic downturn they 
felt there was a need for cuts, though there is still a need for the Jail.    he said 
they can likely still run some of the mental health from the medical area.  he 
added that mental health is the most costly portion and that supt. libby was 
aware of the sacrifice he was making.
rep. Friedrich said she was still confused on which areas were being eliminated.  
Director clough said that the medical unit will still exist, though there will be a 
removal of the mental health.  With the elimination of the mental health portion 
comes a reduction in operational costs.  

rep. mulholland asked how much square footage has been cut and Director 
clough said that they didn’t know that yet.  

rep. mulholland asked if mechanical room space would be freed up with the use 
of geothermal and Director clough replied that there are discrepancies between 
the engineer on the alternative energy committee and smrt’s engineer.

rep. Gionet said that he didn’t see any issue with the removal of the insane 
asylum from the Jail when these people need to go to an actual asylum that takes 
care of them rather than the Jail, which is where they don’t belong.

commissioner richards said she took offense at the use of the words insane 
asylum saying it was not politically correct and that the proper wording would 
be mental health.

rep. laliberte said that she heard in an interview on nPr that the corrections 
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superintendent for the state said that the biggest problems in the Jails is mental 
health so she said she did not want to see it eliminated.

rep. laliberte asked if there will be cuts from the state down to the county and 
whether or not that had been considered in preparing the budgets.  Director 
clough said that the Governors commission Fund for education had been cut 
and that there will be a cut to incentive funds.  commissioner cryans said that 
hhs will be doing some cutting when it comes to substance abuse and asked the 
committee to voice their opinion if that comes to vote.

rep. Ward said that he heard that there will be an increase to the medicaid 
reimbursements to nursing homes.

rep. Ford said that diversion and prevention funds are being cut.  

rep. Williams reiterated that addiction is a part of mental health and not to 
eliminate it.

rep. aguiar said that eliminating mental health from the Jail doesn’t have to 
mean an elimination of services and that they may have to be contracted out.
commissioner cryans said that many of the social service agencies could very 
well likely be closing altogether because of cuts.

commissioner richards brought forth the possibility that a community service 
area in the old portion of the Jail when it is vacated could be in the future.

rep. laliberte moved to accept the commissioners’ report, which was seconded 
by rep. Williams.  all were in favor.

Financial rePort

Census at the Nursing Home is 135 and the in-house at the Jail is 96 with 14 in 
the drug court program and 9 out of the electronic monitoring bracelet.

Director clough reviewed the revenue and expense report stating that the 
Farm revenue is down and will continue to worsen as the price of milk declines 
and that the registry of Deeds is down and interest will show very little recov-
ery. 
on the expense side after the cap ends hs will level and other is due to legal 
fees.

rep. Gionet asked where the hs personnel went at the beginning of the budget 
and Director clough said that one staff member transferred to human resource 
and the other is working in various departments at present. rep. Gionet asked if 
it was fair to keep these two people on and Director clough replied that it was 
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and that they are both long term employees.  rep. Gionet asked for their salary 
information and Director clough said that she would get that.  
rep. Williams agreed with rep. Gionet and said that this is an area that needs 
looking into.  

The Prorated Report shows over revenue $252,525. and under expended 
$691,296. with an undesignated balance of $1,650,751.

Director clough asked that there be a discussion as to which departments 
committee members would like to review budgets for.  

rep. Ward passed out information regarding county expenditures pertaining to 
the increase of community taxes.  he said that he expected there to be a 20-30% 
drop in real estate values and that new construction was negligible.  he said that 
he would like to set budgetary goals or targets.

rep. Ward moved to set budgetary goals for a 10% tax reduction, which was 
seconded by rep. Gionet.

Discussion:  

commissioner cryans said that he had instructed the departments to try to stay 
at 0% this year which is a very difficult goal.  10% would mean cutting some 
important services.  

rep. Williams said that he feels that 2009 is going to be the worst year ever.

Rep. Aguiar asked Rep. Ward for further clarification as to how he got to that 
number.  Rep. Ward didn’t have a specific formula and said that he couldn’t 
know what the equalized valuation would be but it was his intention to try to 
lessen the burden on citizens.
Director clough said that a 10% reduction would mean layoffs because the 
county facilities such as the Jail and the nursing home are very staff intensive.  
rep. Ward said that strafford has eliminated 40 positions.  commissioner 
cryans said that in all fairness many of those positions were vacant positions, 
saying again that 10% would be hard to imagine.

rep. Preston wondered  aloud if 10% is realistic or if it were just a number 
where the dart hit the wall.

commissioner richards asked where the committee felt in regard to putting 
money in the budget for the biomass facility if by chance they didn’t get a grant 
and rep. Williams said he was in favor of that because it is the future.  Director 
clough asked how could you cut the budget 10% and put $4.8m in it. 
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rep. Gionet said that regarding the economy and everything that is happening 
that some things may have to be put on the back burner.

rep. Williams said that this is the year to take a good look at county govern-
ment and commissioner cryans said that he felt that is being done this year.  he 
added that some construction projects had to be done in past years but that this 
year is different.  he said again that a 10% reduction would be dramatic.  he 
said that it takes a large percentage of numbers to operate the departments.

commissioner Burton said that the commissioner’s job is to present the budget 
and the delegation chooses what to do with it.  he said commissioners propose 
and Delegation disposes.  

commissioner richards informed everyone that there would be a GeD gradua-
tion at the Jail at 10:00 tomorrow morning. 

rep. aguiar asked if there has been discussion about early retirement and 
commissioner cryans said that there is only one person retiring this year and 
that a new position created will cover two areas.

rD sharp was recognized and said that it appears that income will be lower than 
expected and that his budget is almost done.  

the meeting for next month is set for april 20th at 9:00 am

the question was called on rep. Ward’s motion (rep. Ward moved to set 
budgetary goals for a 10% tax reduction, which was seconded by rep. Gionet)
3 were in favor ( reps. Gionet, Williams, and Ward) and 6 were opposed ( reps. 
laliberte, mulholland, Preston, Friedrich, aguiar and Ford)  motion failed.

12:05 PM  Rep. Aguiar moved to adjourn, which was seconded by Rep. Ward.  
all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

____________________
Phil Preston, clerk

•••
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eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday april 20, 2009

Present: representatives mulholland, Williams, Preston, Ford, Ward, Gionet, 
Friedrich and laliberte, commissioners richards and Burton, executive 
Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

eXcuseD:  representative aguiar and commissioner cryans

others Present:  harold Brown

rep. mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:08 am 

executive Director mark scarano from Grafton county economic Development 
council presented the committee with the 2008 annual report which he said 
covered the information for the past year.  

the last time Director scarano visited with the committee there was some 
discussion about whether or not certain loan information, in particular clients, 
could be divulged. m. scarano said that after doing informal surveys with other 
economic development councils and others, it was discovered that most loan 
companies do not have confidentiality policies so it was decided that GCEDC 
will provide the client, the amount of the loan and how many people will be 
employed as information.  he said for community Development Block Grants 
that there is federal oversight with the public hearing.   

Due in part to money funded by the County for a part time loan officer, nine 
loans have been provided over the last year:
 o River Glenn in Littleton – providing 25 jobs
 o Littleton Bike Shop – Their loan is paid up
 o Ranch at Etna Road – 15 jobs
 o Dci in littleton
 o aBm machine shop in Bridgewater
 o Harmony Landing Holdings in Plymouth – 6 jobs
 o littleton co-op
 o littleton area learning center 

rep. Williams asked the total of the nine loans and m. scarano said that he 
didn’t have that figure but the total money to loan was around $2M.  Rep. 
Williams asked about interest on the loans and m. scarano said it varies but that 
they try to be in harmony with the leading bank and GceDc is the second or 
even third position on security.
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rep. laliberte asked about working with lebanon college and m. scarano said 
that they met with them. 

rep. Ward asked about receiving any stimulus money and m. scarano said that 
has been a disappointment to all the block grant programs as cDBG is the 
ultimate in stimulus building.  rep. Ward recommended that GceDc get ready 
to lobby in the event of a second round of stimulus money.

Rep. Gionet said that he attended the first meeting for the Co-op and that it was 
packed.  He said that there was a lot of local interest and created 45 jobs.

rep. laliberte asked how Grafton county compared to other economic develop-
ment corps. and m. scarano said that he feels that GceDc has done very well 
and has a healthy balance reserve now.

there was a discussion about the general economy of both Grafton county and 
the state.
m. scarano said that the problem is global now too.

rep. Ward motioned that the commissioners, along with GceDc, draft a letter 
to the congressional leaders urging that cDBG money be funded in the event of 
a second round of stimulus money, which was seconded by rep. Williams.  all 
were in favor.   

m. scarano said that the GceDc has moved to Plymouth above the meredith 
bank.  Their new phone number is 536-2011 and their 800 number remains the 
same 888-535-0002.

the committee thanked m. scarano for coming.

rep. Williams moved to approve the minutes from march 16, 2009, which was 
seconded by rep. laliberte.  there were additions/corrections made.  all were 
in favor.

teasurer’s rePort

Director clough said that treasurer sievers could not be in attendance because 
she had a class this morning as well as mid-term and a paper due this week.  
treasurer sievers sent the committee a bank stability chart. *(see attached)

Director Clough went over the cash management and cash flow report.  She said 
that the county is drawing down the Woodsville account and it will probably be 
depleted by the second week of may and they will have to draw off northway 
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Bank until the community Guaranty savings Bank cD matures.

rep. Ward asked when they would expect to need a tax anticipation note and 
Director clough said probably late July or early august and she’ll have to see 
what amount will need to be borrowed.  

rep. Williams asked Director clough if the treasurer was doing her job properly 
and Director clough said that depended on what is meant by properly and that 
she comes in and signs checks but doesn’t spend any time looking at reports and 
noted that she is a different kind of treasurer than what they’ve been used to.  
commissioner Burton said that he looks to see that the bills are paid and that the 
money is invested at the highest rates and borrow at the lowest.  he said that he 
is concerned that when it comes time for the treasurer to borrow money that she 
is ready to do so.
Director clough said that she has the northway bank checkbook and the 
treasurer’s signature stamp if needed but that the Deputy treasurer is still not 
listed as a signer on any of the investment accounts. 

rep. Ward moved that the treasurer be requested to place the Deputy treasurer 
as a signer on all accounts no later than april 28, 2009, which was seconded by 
rep. Ford.  all were in favor.

rep. Williams said there is a lot here to be desired but that the executive 
Director should not be doing the job for the treasurer.  

rep. Gionet asked if the commissioners have brought forward what should be 
expected from her and commissioner Burton said that Director clough has tried 
to do that and if Treasurer Sievers spent some time here to find out what was 
going on it would be clear, but that hasn’t happened.  

rep. Ward moved that the treasurer present a plan for tax anticipation notes, at 
the may 18, 2009 executive committee meeting, which was seconded by rep. 
Gionet.  

Discussion:
rep. Preston asked how much of her job description is in the rsa and commis-
sioner Burton said that he would have to get his book but that in the past the 
NHAC has run a workshop for newly elected officials, though he didn’t know if 
that were the case this year.

rD sharp asked to speak and was acknowledged.  he said it might be best to get 
a hold of the constitution and rsa and read what it says about the treasurer 
before making new demands that may or may not fit. 
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rep. Preston said that he felt that the previous motion regarding putting the 
Deputy Treasurer on the accounts was fine but the TANs motion may be 
micromanaging.

rep. Ward said that the idea was not to tell her how to make a plan but rather to 
be sure there is one.  
Director clough said that the county can not wait to have to borrow money 
because when it’s needed it’s needed.  she said that with the lack of communica-
tion she doesn’t know whether or not the treasurer even understands where the 
County stands financially.   

rep. mulholland asked if the Deputy treasurer can handle the transferring 
money if his name is on the accounts which he can, said Director clough.

rep. Ford felt the motion makes the situation more imminent and that if there is 
no motion in place who knows how this might go.  

rep. Williams agreed that the motion should be voted on and is in order.

rep. Gionet said that he didn’t think that they should have to rely on the Deputy 
treasurer to do the job of the treasurer.  

rep. Preston asked how long it usually takes when looking at tans and 
Director clough said that it’s usually looked at a couple of weeks before, which 
may be the beginning of July.  rep. Preston said that perhaps it’s better to 
confront her at the next executive committee meeting in may, face to face.  
rep. Ford said that sometimes when you are new to something creating the 
process takes a little longer and this motion allows her to go through the process 
ahead of time.  

rep. Williams reiterated that he thought this was a good motion.  

rep. Preston asked if the plan produced were to be approved by the commis-
sioners and not the Delegation anyway and Director clough said the Delegation 
approves the amount of money and authorizes the county to borrow up to a 
certain amount.  

commissioner Burton read from rsa 29:8
29:8 Borrowing. – Whenever the money in the treasury of any county shall be 
insufficient to meet the demands upon the same, the treasurer, upon the order of 
the commissioners with the approval of the executive committee of the county 
convention, and such approval shall not be given until the treasurer has appeared 
in person before the committee to testify in support of any such request, may 
borrow such sum as they shall deem necessary for the purpose, and give the note 
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of the county therefore; provided, however, that if the sum to be borrowed, 
together with the collected taxes of the same fiscal year, shall exceed by 10 
percent the total appropriations made for that year by the county convention, the 
approval of the county convention for such excess borrowing must be secured, 
unless the convention has not acted upon the appropriations for the ensuing year. 
nothing in this section shall be deemed or construed as authority to exceed 
appropriations made by the county convention.

rep. Gionet said he thought the motion was in order and rep. Williams asked to 
call the question.  

When the vote was taken reps. mulholland, laliberte, Williams, Ward, Gionet 
and Ford were in favor.  reps. Preston and Friedrich were opposed. (rep. aguiar 
was absent from meeting)   motion passed.  

rep. mulholland said that she will speak with treasurer sievers regarding the 
passing of the motions.  

commissioners’ rePort

commissioner richards reviewed items as commissioner cryans was away.

Lawsuits – 
Jail Lawsuit – Appeal was filed on April 15th at the NH Supreme Court. 
Elected Officials Lawsuit – Hearing on Summary Judgment Motions will be 
may 22nd @ 11:00 am.
Total Legal Fees paid out in FY 2009 - $265,641.95
$220,876.45 – Jail Lawsuit
$28,266.42 – Elected Officials Lawsuit
$16, 499.08 – General Legal Fees
Total Legal Fees paid for Jail Lawsuit since Feb 2008 - $335,805.78.

Water tank Project
tank is on-line.
county has had no further negotiations with WW&l
Very little maintenance involved – being done by County Personnel who 
have received training.
Contractor is finishing clean-up work and Commissioners’ approved an 
extension of the job to finish upgrading road to the tank and re-routing road 
to safer entrance/exit on route 10.

Budget –
Commissioners have finished meeting with Department Heads
still in negotiation with employees

•
•
•
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Public hearing has been scheduled for may 26, 2009 @ 7:00Pm
Budgets will be mailed out to the Delegation after may 08, 2009

Jail Project –
core committee met with smrt & hP cummings on april 10th to review 
proposed re-design.
Building has been reduced by approximately 20,000 square feet of occupied 
space.
There are 150 beds – 118 Male & 32 Female
udes re-design fees by architect and all other associated costs. approximate 
building cost is $28.2m
smrt & hP cummings will formally meet with the commissioners on 
april 30, 2009 @ 10:00 am to present this plan to them.
Funding has been put into the Fy 2010 budget to continue with re-design 
work.

alternative energy 
no information received yet regarding grant submitted to usDa.
looking at other sources of funding for the project
commissioners voted 2 -1 (commissioners richards and Burton)  to put 
funds into Fy 2010 budget for bonding of the project.
smrt has met with Dr. Phetteplace (alt. energy committee member) 
regarding geothermal for the jail.  right now that is on hold as there are 
oppositional concerns and not quite enough information.  

rep. Williams asked if the geothermal study needs more tests and commissioner 
richards said that right now, Dr. Phetteplace feels there is adequate water supply 
but it has not been well tested.  Director Clough said that first the decision has to 
be made whether to do a closed or open looped system and there seems to be 
disagreements between the two engineering sides.   

rep. Gionet asked if there were hydrology tests done and commissioner 
richards said somewhat but only comparables and that no test wells have been 
drilled.

rep. Gionet asked what the operational cost of the Jail would be and commis-
sioner richards said they don’t have that answer yet.

rep. Gionet asked if they were considering the geothermal without the Jail and 
Commissioner Richards said it is specifically for the Jail only.

commissioner Burton said that he was in favor or anything that would get them 
unhitched from the powers of the middle east.  

commissioner Burton said that there will be a Governor & council breakfast to 
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kick of county Week at the merrimack county nursing home on may 6th 
beginning at 8:00 am.

commissioner Burton said that he was visiting his selectboards and invited any 
of the reps. to join him if so interested.

rep. Williams said that there has to be test wells before going any further with 
the geothermal.  commissioner richards continued on with the commissioners 
report.

spring clean-up going on around campus.  
No official activities for County Government Week this year – Commission-
ers voted to donate $2,000 to Barbara B hill children’s Fund vs. doing 
formal county Day this year.

rep. Ward asked if the attorneys for the Jail lawsuit gave any indication of a 
timeline and Director clough said that atty. Bailey thinks that it may be 
wrapped up by late summer and there is a bond interest payment added to the 
budget.  Director clough said they are $190K over budget for legal fees and she 
will be recommending that the commissioners take that money out of the Fy09 
Jail bond money.

rep. laliberte discussed the article that was written in the Valley news regard-
ing the legal fees and asked if anything had been done to address that.  Director 
clough said that she felt that the article was slanted and that the survey they did 
on local attorney fees was done in 2004/05.  She said in her opinion the legal 
team has done a fantastic job and has won the cases.  

rep. Friedrich asked how much of the article was true and whether or not the 
county knew in advance what the attorney’s fees were going to be.  Director 
clough said that she did know what attorney Bailey’s hourly rate was because 
the County has used this law firm in the past.  Director Clough did not have any 
idea that this lawsuit would last as long or be so labor intensive. Director clough 
added that different lawyers were used but only a few hours and in no way 
would they create large fees.  she said that attorney Bailey’s fee is $290 an 
hour. 

rep. Ward asked what the expected cost of the appeal will be and Director 
Clough said she thought it would be around $15K.

rep. Ward passed out the original tax impact information on the Jail bond, 
which was given out at the Feb.11, 2008 meeting. he said that there has been a 
70% increase in taxes within the last two years and he feels that is too much for 
the taxpayers to absorb.

rep. Ford moved to accept the commissioners report, which was seconded by 

•
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rep. Williams.  all were in favor.  

Financial rePort

census at the nursing home is 130 and the census in-house at the Jail is 96 with 
14 in the drug court program and 11 out on the electronic monitoring bracelet.

in the monthly variance report, Director clough said that the sheriff’s revenue 
should self correct and that, hs will only have to pay until the cap is reached 
and then that figure will stabilize.  Under Other, the expense is legal fees.

rep. Gionet asked what the two people’s salaries who were eliminated from hs 
add up to, which Director Clough estimated around $72,554 which doesn’t 
include benefits which are around $30K
he asked if those two positions will be kept on the payroll and Director clough 
said that one person works in hr and the other position will not be funded. rep 
Gionet asked what the person in hr does and Director clough said that she 
carries out the functions of hr and that she could get a job description if he 
would like one, which he said he would.

Prorated:
Director clough said they are slated to receive around $600K from FmaP 
funds, which she believes the state currently has. the question is how they will 
be distributed, be it cash or credit. the hope is that it will be in cash.  there may 
be another $200K for Fy09 and additional payments in Fy10.
there is a $1.9m undesignated fund balance.

rep. laliberte asked how the county is planning to use the stimulus money and 
Director clough said that the FmaP money is different and comes into the state 
first.  There is no designation  or distinction as to how this money can be used.  
the commissioners have not designated it at this time.

rep. laliberte moved to approve the executive Director’s report which was 
seconded by rep. Williams.  all were in favor. 

Rep. Friedrich asked for clarification as to whether or not the new Treasurer 
invested the money appropriately.  commissioner richards said it took time but 
has since been invested.  rep. Friedrich then asked if the previous treasurer’s 
investment at a 1% rate was deemed inappropriate, which was also questioned 
by rep. Gionet.  Director clough suggested that this was in the past and that she 
was not privy to what other rates may have been available at the time.  

Director clough said that to say that the current treasurer did not invest appro-
priately is not the right statement, adding that treasurer sievers did not invest 
the money in a timely manner as it took five to six weeks for her to do so.  
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executive committee assignments for department budget reviews are almost 
fully decided:
 rePresentatiVe  DePartment
 Gionet    maintenance
 Preston                  nursing home
 Ward    Jail
 Ford   HS –Drug Court – County Attorney’s
 Williams   not assigned
 aguiar    sheriff/Dispatch
 Friedrich   not assigned
 mulholland   not assigned
 laliberte   Deeds

chair mulholland recognized h. Brown who said that there were good state-
ments made by rep. Ford and commissioner Burton and that it was time to 
extend the olive branch to the new treasurer.  

11:15 AM  Rep. Ford moved to adjourn, which was seconded by Rep. Laliberte.  
all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

____________________
Phil Preston, clerk

•••
eXecutiVe committee meetinG
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday may 18, 2009

Present: representatives mulholland, Williams, aguiar, Preston, Ford, Ward, 
Gionet (arrived late), Friedrich and laliberte, commissioners cryans, richards 
and Burton, executive Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

others Present:  harold Brown and rD sharp

rep. mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:10 am 
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rep. Preston moved to accept the minutes from april 20, 2009, which was 
seconded by rep. laliberte.  

rep. Friedrich stated that there was information in the draft of the minutes that 
she felt should be removed saying that although it was an accurate account of 
what was said, she felt it presented the treasurer in a negative light and didn’t 
think it needed to be included.  rep. Ward disagreed saying that accurate 
accounts should not be taken out.  a discussion ensued as to what everyone 
thought.  

a motion was made by rep. Preston who suggested that everything in the 
paragraph after “investment account” in the draft minutes should be removed, 
which was seconded by rep. Friedrich.  

reps. Preston, Friedrich, aguiar, mulholland and Ford approved the removal of 
the wording, reps. laliberte, Ward and Williams opposed. the motion passed.

the representatives then voted on approval of the minutes.  reps. Preston, 
aguiar, mulholland, Ford and laliberte approved, reps. Williams and Ward did 
not approve.  

Rep. Ward then asked how the minutes from today would reflect this vote 
without the wording that was removed and it was decided that it would be 
presented as it is written above.  

teasurer’s rePort

treasurer sievers informed the committee that she has gotten a second signature 
on all the investment accounts but one which she is having difficulty with.  She 
said that the securitization agreements have been received and attorney st. 
hilaire is reviewing them.  

treasurer sievers said that she discussed the tan’s with Director clough and 
they will probably need to borrow around $7m around the end of July.  she said 
that she will be looking for an attorney around the end of June to handle this.

treasurer sievers said that she would like to recommend Frank stiegler as 
Deputy treasurer for the next year.

rep. aguiar asked the treasurer for information on mr. stiegler and she said that 
he was the Deputy treasurer for the past treasurer.
Director clough said that the treasurer recommends who she would like for 
Deputy treasurer and the commissioners vote to appoint the person.  
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rep. Preston asked which bank treasurer sievers was still waiting on and she 
said it was meredith Village and that somehow the information was not reaching 
its destination even thought phone calls and emails have been sent.  rep. 
laliberte suggested a personal visit to the bank when phone calls and emails 
don’t do the job.  

there was a discussion about getting bids from outside the county when it came 
to investing money.  rep. aguiar suggested that better rates may be had by 
doing so. 
treasurer sievers said that she considered looking into that perhaps next year 
and rep. aguiar said he for one would be in favor of that.  rep. Ward said that 
he was opposed to that saying that  property taxes that are collected should be 
put back into Grafton county for the economic value and that there should be 
good rates that can be found here.  he said it had long since been a practice of 
doing it this way.  
rep. Williams said that he didn’t have a problem looking outside the county but 
this is only short time money and it was probably better to stick within the 
county.  rep. aguiar said that he was aware of the tradition but didn’t think that 
they should fall into the habit of always doing things the way they’ve always 
been done.  he said that maybe the taxpayers would want to see that the county 
is doing the best they could with the funds.  

rep. aguiar moved to accept the treasurer’s report, which was seconded by 
rep. Ford.  all were in favor.

commissioners’ rePort

commissioner cryans began by information the committee that the commis-
sioner’s hearing on the budget will be on may 26th at 7:00 Pm in the unh 
conference room if anyone wanted to attend.

the commissioners will be attending a retirement party at the nursing home on 
that same day at 2:00 Pm for four retirees who cumulatively have over 100 
years of service.

there was another GeD graduation at the Jail on the 13th for 9 graduates.  this 
makes 44 people who have received their GeD through the program, which 
commissioner cryans said was phenomenal.

on June 24th the Drug court will have a graduation and will celebrate its second 
anniversary.  attorney General Kelly ayotte will be the guest speaker.  the 
ceremony starts at 10:30 at the courthouse.

on may 29th at 11:00 am there will be a hearing on the summary judgment 
motions in the Elected Officials lawsuit.  
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nothing has been heard regarding the Jail lawsuit and the supreme court.

rep. laliberte noted the article in the Valley news about Billy the cow and said 
that it made the county sound insensitive.  commissioner cryans said that 
unfortunately, that is the life of an animal on the Farm.

rep. Ward asked how many Drug court graduates there have been and commis-
sioner cryans replied two.  he asked how many people are in the program and 
Director Clough said 15 at present.  Commissioner Cryans explained how 
people progress in the program and the rewards and disciplines.  
rep. Ward asked when the program began and commissioner cryans said 2007.

rep. Williams asked where the Jail was headed as far as the budget goes and 
commissioner cryans said that it has to be heard by the supreme court and he 
didn’t really have a time table yet.  rep. Williams asked if there was money put 
in the budget for it this year and commissioner cryans said they had taken some 
money that was in this current budget to use for the re-design and currently have 
received a new estimate of around $33m.  he said they want the process to 
continue.  there are no new positions in the budget except a part time person for 
maintenance.  
rep. Williams asked when the architects would be ready with the re-design and 
Director clough said that if they could move forward, they could do some site 
work in september but the full building documents won’t be ready until late fall 
or early winter.  she said that they hope to begin construction in the spring of 
2010.

rep. Friedrich said that there may be something that the county could do to get 
reporters on their side.
rep. Friedrich asked if there will be a re-vote on the Jail bond vote and com-
missioner cryans said that he didn’t see why there would need to be.  rep. 
Friedrich said that she thought she heard commissioner Burton say that their 
selectboard meeting.  commissioner Burton said that he didn’t recall saying that 
and didn’t think there was a need for another vote. 

rep. mulholland asked about geothermal and test drilling and commissioner 
cryans said that it is being looked into by smrt although ultimately there will 
come the time when testing will have to be done to see if geothermal will even 
work.

rep. Ward asked if the Jail operating budget and the bonding costs for the new 
facility  have been revised since the reduction and Director clough said they had 
not as of yet and are still working the redesign. they hope to be able to nail 
down all the numbers including the principal and interest by mid summer.  
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rep. Ward asked about the biomass project and commissioner cryans said that 
it was originally voted on to proceed two to one and then he asked if the motion 
be reconsidered saying that without grant funding it just seemed like too much to 
ask given all the other things going on.  commissioner richards said that after 
rethinking it, she agreed that maybe this wasn’t the time so she voted to take it 
back out of the budget. commissioner Burton stayed steadfast on his vote.  she 
said that she was still looking for outside funding.  commissioner cryans said 
that he wasn’t insensitive to the issue and noted there would certainly be no 
grant money if in fact it did make it into the budget.  
 
rep. Williams said not to give up on this as he thought that there would be more 
stimulus money coming and that biomass at the county would keep the local 
wood industry busy in this area.

commissioner cryans said that the commissioners had a tour of the geothermal 
plant at the merrimack nursing home.

rep. Ward asked how much savings there would be if the biomass was used at 
the Jail and commissioner cryans said that there would still need to be a 
redundant oil system for backup.  commissioner richards said that the geother-
mal used in merrimack didn’t need a redundant oil system because of the 
number of working wells.

rep. Preston went back to the question for the need of another bond vote for the 
Jail project and Director clough said that the delegation originally voted to 
allow the commissioners to spend up to $38m and right now it is the same 
project so legally there doesn’t need to be another vote, and that information the 
Director said, is a legal opinion from an attorney. 

rep. Friedrich said that she has heard a lot from constituents about going 
forward with this project in bad times and asked if there had been any reconsid-
eration of the matter.  commissioner cryans said that the reduction of the 
project is a response to letters that were written but stated that there is still a very 
real need for a new jail and he felt that the Board responded in a responsible way 
by asking for a reduction.  
commissioner richards said that the costs would not be seen in the taxes for a 
while and deferred to Director clough for further information.  Director clough 
said that they would probably bond a couple of times to spread out the impact.  
She said that after bonding, the first payment which would be due in six months 
would be interest only and then at a year it would revert to principal and interest. 
.  she said it would take a couple of years before the full impact was felt.  

10:17 am  rep. Gionet arrived.

Director clough added that the costs for geothermal is not included in the 
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estimated $33m, so that number will increase.

rep. aguiar said that he would like to be sure that the county took into consid-
eration exploring all measures of conservation.  commissioner richards said 
much of that had been done and that maintenance superintendent oakes could 
supply more information on that, including the energy audit.

rep. Williams moved to accept the commissioners report which was seconded 
by rep. Ford.  all were in favor.

rep. Ward offered congratulations to the commissioners and Director clough 
saying that they had a great start on the budget.  

Financial rePort

census at the nursing home is 131 and the census in-house at the Jail is 103 
with 15 in the drug court program and 13 out on the electronic monitoring 
bracelet.

monthly Variance report:
in the monthly variance report, Director clough said that the Farm, Deeds and 
Interest were off and will finish behind in revenues.  In expenses, the Drug Court 
will be over expended by the end of the fiscal year but Human Services has met 
the cap, meaning no more bills will need to be paid, and then that number will 
level out.  under other, the expense is legal fees.

Prorated:
the FmaP money has been approved and will be received covering the period 
from oct. 1st to mar 31st.  the county will then receive money quarterly 
through next year (Fy2010) but it is not shown in the commissioners budget.  
there is an undesignated fund balance of almost $2.3m.

rep. Ward asked about pro-share money and Director clough said she didn’t 
know if it would be received but had heard that the increase in bed tax payments 
will reduce the pro-share dollar for dollar.

rep. laliberte moved to accept the Financial report which was seconded by 
rep. Williams.  all were in favor.  

rep. mulholland recognized haverhill citizen ron Willoughby who asked to 
address the committee.

mr. Willoughby asked that the county reign in their spending and questioned the 
need for continuing with the Farm as it loses money.  he then listed items he 
would like to see:
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• all contracts should be put out to bid and the county should accept the 
lowest bidder regardless.
• there should be minimum project spending and anything over that 
should go to the voters to agree on.
• there should be complete and honest explanations of planned projects 
including cost of maintenance once complete, administrative costs, etc.
• there should be an obligation to the taxpayers.
mr. Willoughby commended the reduction of the Jail.  
he stated that the middle class is being wiped out and this has to stop.  he said 
everything rides on the backs of the taxpaying property owners.  he suggested 
allowing gambling in the state and said that he was in favor of a sales tax but not 
an income tax.
he said that the legislators could either be a part of the solution or a part of the 
problem and asked for more fiscal restraint.

10:36 am  rep. Ward was excused.

commissioner Burton said that he and senator reynolds were sponsoring a 
meeting on the state budget at Glencliff home for the elderly beginning at 7:00 
Pm this evening.

rep. aguiar said that times are frustrating for everyone who pays taxes includ-
ing everyone in the room.

rep. mulholland thanked mr. Willoughby for his observations.  

Director clough said that the delegation meeting to approve the budget was set 
for June 29th at 10:00 am.

the committee discussed when they would be presenting their overview of the 
Departments budgets.  it was decided that meetings would be held on monday, 
June 8th, 15th and 22nd for committee members to present their reviews. 

there was a discussion as to how the process works.

11:10 am  rep. Preston moved to adjourn, which was seconded by rep. Ford.  
all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

___________________
Phil Preston, clerk
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eXecutiVe committee Fy10 BuDGet reVieW
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday June 8, 2009

Present: representatives mulholland, Williams (arrived late), aguiar, 
Preston, Ford, Ward, Gionet, Friedrich and laliberte. commissioners cryans, 
richards and Burton (arrived late), executive Director clough and secretary Jeri 
martino.

others Present:  robert Bleckyl-caledonia record, sheriff Dutile, 
Director andross, supt. oakes and rD sharp

rep. mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:16 am 

sheriFF DePt ~ rep. aguiar   ( sheriff Dutile and Director andross present)

rep. aguiar passed out handouts for each Department he reviewed wherein he 
had chosen key items for review.  

rep. Ward questioned the overtime for Deputies saying that line shows that it is 
only expended $6500 per quarter and is now being budgeted at $9000 per 
quarter, though he was not questioning the workload of the Department.  sheriff 
Dutile said that some of that is due to step increases and the cola and that the 
hours do go up in the summer.  

rep. aguiar questioned why the bailiff line is listed if it is reimbursed and 
Director clough said that it is a wash item as opposed to the special duty line 
which the county makes money from.  she said that the auditor suggested it be 
kept that way.  rep. aguiar asked why the Forest Patrol isn’t done that way and 
Director clough said it probably could be.  

there was a question about the variance in the sheriff’s salary and Director 
clough explained that much of that has to do with it being voted on in a calendar 
year and that last year’s figure included longevity.  She added that now there is a 
separate longevity line. the salary stated now is exactly what was voted on by 
the Delegation in 2008.

there was a question regarding whether or not the social security and work-
men’s compensation figures were right and Director Clough said that they are 
calculated by classification, law enforcement being a high classification, and 
talked about how the payments are made.  
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9:45 AM  Rep. Williams arrived.

sheriff Dutile noted that the state has negotiated a gas cap in the amount of 
$2.09 which should help greatly.

there was a discussion about the General liability insurance increase and 
Director clough said that the county had looked into insurance with Primex, as 
the nine other counties carry insure with them, and found that they were 
comparable to lGc, which is the county’s carrier.  

there was a discussion about the increase in retirement and rep. Ward sug-
gested that the increase is higher than the salaries.  Director clough said that 
retirement costs have gone up from 8.74% to 9.09% for group i and 11.84% to 
12.68% for group ii, which is what Deputies are.  Full time special duty is 
included in those figures too.  

rep. aguiar said that the sheriff’s budget showed a modest increase of 1.9%.

Rep. Gionet asked why the County is on a fiscal, not calendar year.  Director 
clough said that seems to be the biggest problem for maintenance because of 
capital projects but that all the benefits are on fiscal and it is the same schedule 
as the state which makes it less difficult to adjust to changes. She said that in her 
opinion, it works well.

DisPatch ~ rep. aguiar  

rep. aguiar went over the Dispatch budget and there was a discussion about the 
telephone lines.  Director clough said that the county gets one bill and then it is 
allocated out to the various departments.  Director andross said that there are 
also 911 calls, mobile calls and the alarm calls which are tied into his telephone 
fees.

Dispatch showed a decrease of .56%

10:06 am commissioner Burton arrived.

rep. Friedrich questioned the cost the codered system and wondered why it 
was included in the capital expense and asked if this truly was a capital expense.  
Director andross said that when doing the budget, this was explored and yes that 
it is a “one time per year expense”.  he said if it ends up being a long term thing 
then it should be put into the operating budget.

rep. Friedrich suggested that this is not a tangible item which is purchased, such 
as equipment, and therefore should not be considered a capital item.  Director 
andross discussed possibly moving it to a capital reserve expense account.
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Rep. Aguiar questioned what qualified as full time.  Director Clough said that 35 
hours qualifies as full time.  Sheriff Dutile said that law enforcement and 
firefighters can work 42 ½ hours and be considered full time with no overtime 
pay.  

sheriFF DePt. reVenue ~ rep. aguiar

rep. aguiar reviewed she sheriff’s revenues which are up.  

rep. Ward questioned why the special duty numbers are not budgeted and the 
sheriff said there is no concrete way of doing it and that the amount only shows 
as profit.  Director Clough said that it’s not meant to be carried forward into the 
general fund but to be used as a special fund for the needs of the special duty 
assignments, which was voted on by the delegation some years back.  

there was some discussion about the alarm monitoring services and Director 
andross said that amount may increase with more subscribers coming on board.  
there could also be more income with the increased the number of writs served.  

sheriFF caPtial eXPense:  ~ rep. aguiar.

there will be only one new cruiser purchased as opposed to the usual three.  

10:40 am rep. Ford was excused.

rep. aguiar said that he felt that the sheriff/Dispatch budget was pretty lean and 
didn’t see areas to reduce any further. 

Rep. Aguiar said that he was philosophically opposed to elected officials 
receiving longevity and that the committee should address longevity as a whole.  
he said that he would be recommending an increase in the sheriff’s salary in 
2010 as comparably he is lower than other counties.  
he added that personally he feels that longevity should be done away with.  

maintenance ~ rep Gionet (supt. oakes present)

rep. Gionet began with the supt. salary which has been moved up one grade per 
recommendation of the wage consultant though added that he was not a propo-
nent for merit increases and longevity.  

10:55 AM Commissioner Burton was excused

it was noted that contract service costs have been reduced which is due in part to 
the supt. looking for better values.  
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there was a discussion about taking care of items which would make the county 
more energy efficient.  

supt. oakes noted that the fuel bid was locked in early this year at $2.17 a 
gallon as opposed to $3.88 last year which contributed to the largest reduction in 
the maintenance budget.  

supt. oakes said that the new ozone laundry system in the nursing home will 
hopefully result in a 40 gal a day fuel reduction.  

the total maintenance budget, which is not listed due to it being allocated out to 
all departments, is $1, 724,160,which is a decrease of $105,495 from last year, 
or (6%).

there was a brief review of the capital expense budget.  

rep. Gionet touted the exceptional work that supt. oakes does for the county.

rep. Gionet said that he wanted it noted that the county has the potential for 
their own water source across the road.  

DeeDs ~ rep. laliberte ( rD sharp was present)

rep. laliberte reviewed the revenues and thought that they were a bit low but 
deferred to rD sharp and the commissioners decision.  

rep. Ward suggested that he thought the revenue could be a little higher than 
what was budgeted.  

rD sharp had presented a revised budget sheet which took into account the 
grade increase for the Deputy register.  rep. laliberte and rD sharp also made 
specific reductions to other line items which resulted in a total budget of 
$572,543 which is a $34,322 reduction from last year.  

rep. Friedrich asked why the lease with connor & connor isn’t also considered 
a capital expense like the Dispatches 911 system.  Director clough said that the 
sheriff decided to put codered in the capital expense budget but it can just as 
easily be moved to their operating budget.  

there was a brief discussion about the repair of books whose amount is being 
paid for monthly.  

in regard to the new equipment fund, rD sharp said that the money is not for 
new equipment but rather for replacement of equipment that breaks.
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Director clough said that the delegation will be asked at their meeting on the 
29th to approve that $4867 be expended from the Deeds surcharge account.  
this money will be used for new computer equipment in the viewing room.

commissioner cryans said that when they looked at the Deeds revenue a few 
months ago the numbers weren’t as up to date as they are now and things 
weren’t looking as positive.  He said that perhaps adding another $50K would be 
appropriate.  

commissioner cryans discussed how the department heads were asked to bring 
in their request and that the commissioners then take it from there.  they were 
asked to try to bring in a level budget but the commissioner said, it was impor-
tant to be able to offer the same services, have the same projects and do the same 
jobs while also preserving jobs.   

rep. mulholland suggested approving the minutes from the last executive 
Committee meeting at the next budget meeting on the 15th.

12:17 Pm.  rep. laliberte moved to adjourn which was seconded by rep. 
Preston.  all were in favor.

respectfully submitted,

____________________
Phil Preston, clerk

eXecutiVe committee Fy10 BuDGet reVieW
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
Monday June 15, 2009

Present: representatives mulholland, Williams, aguiar, Preston, Ford, Ward, 
Gionet, Friedrich and laliberte, commissioners cryans, richards and Burton, 
executive Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.

others Present:  rep. ladd, Fm Kimball, supt. libby, atty. st. hilaire, 

•••
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ofc. mgr. a. Farina, hsa Bishop and itm ruggles.

rep. mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:10 am 

Farm:  rep. mulholland (Fm Kimball present)

rep. mulholland reviewed the Farm budget.  Fm Kimball said he has cut  the 
herd by ten cows and will be cutting another ten in the upcoming budget.  
the capital expenses have been reduced from last year but a new, used Farm 
truck will be purchased.  
Revenues are down due to the price of milk and in FY10 milk is budgeted at $15 
per 100# weight.  
the Farm will be increasing the number of piglets which are currently being 
sold at $65 each.  
there will be no wood for sale this year.

rep. Preston asked about the wood and Fm Kimball said that there would 
probably not be a wood cut this year and he didn’t think the farm made that 
much money on it anyway.  

rep. Williams asked how many inmates are used on the Farm and Fm Kimball 
replied that he usually has five inmates in the barn and an additional four, five 
days a week.  While they were haying they had eleven inmates with them.  there 
is one inmate used at the Farmstand and inmates are also used for picking crops.  

commissioner cryans said that supt. libby had provided them with a list of 
inmate hours calculated at an hourly wage of $7.25 for the work.  The following 
are totals for an 11 month period:
 milk/haying/chores etc.  
 19,438 inmate hours @ $7.25 = $141,000
Rep. Williams suggested that with that figure, it costs about $400K to run the 
Farm.

rep. Friedrich said that she wanted to note that even if milk were up to $20, the 
Farm would still be losing money.  

rep. Williams asked if the Farm would ever be on a pay as you go basis or will 
it be at a cost every year.  Fm Kimball said that that in the twenty-eight years 
that he has been on the Farm, it has only made money perhaps ten of those 
years.  he said that he is working to produce more revenue by cutting back on 
the milk production and adding more crops.

rep. Preston asked when the last time was that the cows were grazed and Fm 
Kimball said the mid 1980’s.  he said that they stopped because of the loss of 
land to do so.  he said grazing was more productive because the milk production 
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came from the food on the land.  Right now he has 25 acres of crop land.  

rep. aguiar questioned how the Farm is covered regarding man hours and Fm 
Kimball explained.  

commissioner richards talked about the return to the land movement and niche 
marketing and the possibility of changing the Farm.  

there was a discussion about inmate supervision.  

rep. Williams said he supports progressive changes to the Farm.  

county attorney ~ rep. Ford (attorney st. hilaire present)

Rep. Ford did a breakdown of the Atty’s Office and said that there was $12K 
less in personnel costs. 
next was the Violence against Women act budget which is funded primarily by 
a grant.  Atty. St. Hilaire spoke briefly about this program and how it ties in with 
the Victim Witness program, which is also additionally funded by grant money.  

atty. st. hilaire discussed the rise in crime rates which equate to more cases.  
He said that coming in with a level budget this year was very difficult but said 
they can likely manage for a year.  

the medical referee line was discussed which is out of the control of the county.  
atty. st. hilaire discussed how autopsies are determined, which is by the state, 
and that each time a medical examiner is called in, the county pays a fee.  the 
state pays for the autopsies.  

rep. Preston asked atty. st. hilaire his opinion on gambling coming into the 
state and he said that he was very opposed to it, stating crime and other addi-
tional costs.  rep. Gionet said he was sorry to hear that as he was in favor of it 
bringing in new revenue.  
there were discussions between those who agreed and disagreed.

Rep. Ladd asked how the reduction in police officers affect the Attorney’s Office 
and atty. st. hilaire said that he would probably not even see certain cases.

there was a discussion about the child advocacy center and the work they do. 

Rep. Williams asked how many police officers were needed per capita and Atty. 
st. hilaire said he wouldn’t know that and referred the representative to the 
chief’s of Police for that answer.   
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there was a discussion about the investigative services and atty. st. hilaire said 
that the hours had been cut back but that person has done an incredible amount 
of work and has been a great help.

rep. mulholland thanked atty. st. hilaire for being such a wonderful attorney 
and then asked why he wanted that job.  he replied that he was proud to be a 
prosecuting attorney and is very grateful to his staff and all their hard dedicated 
work.  he did add that wavering county pay scales lead to attorneys that tend to 
wander and that right now Grafton county is competitive but is degrading and 
he thinks that is due in part to the economy.

corrections ~ rep. Ward (supt. libby present)

rep. Ward began by noting that supt. libby had a $43K budget increase 
adjustment from last year which came from an error in calculations.  

there was a discussion about the GeD instructors and supt. libby said that last 
year the state stopped funding special education.  he then requested that the 
commissioners fund the line for GeD instructors, which they did, and this has 
resulted in 44 inmates receiving their GeD thus far.  he said that increased 
education leads to a lower recidivism rate which is far greater than the state’s.  
so far only 3 out of 44 people who have received their GeD have returned to 
Jail.  he said that there will be arrangements to do some job planning in the new 
facility.

The cost of meals has been reduced by .50 each which is due to a collaborative 
effort between the nursing home administrator and supt. libby.  

the Jail is now doing their own laundry in the female section. Washers and 
dryers have been put in and there is a reduction in laundry fees which are done 
at the nursing home.  the new facility will have washers and dryers in both the 
men and women’s section. 

there was a discussion about the reduction in the cost to medical/dental and 
supt. praised his medical coordinator saying that having her there has made a 
big difference.  she now monitors the inmates and the facility is non-narcotic 
medications only.  

there was a discussion about stainless steel toilets that were purchased and supt. 
libby said they could be sold or perhaps installed in the new facility, and that 
they were purchased to have on hand when needed.

community corrections 

supt. libby explained that community corrections handles Drug court supervi-
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sion, electronic bracelet monitoring, work release, community work program 
and operation impact.  

there was a discussion about electronic monitoring and the role that the police 
departments play in the program.  

 GoVernors commission Grant  

this grant covers a substance abuse counselor and funds consultants (headrest)
this year the grant was cut down to $69K and the commissioners have agreed 
to budget funds for remaining amount to level fund from last year.  supt. libby 
said that the State confiscated the money which comes from the sale of alcohol 
and is supposed to be used specifically for this program.  The County will be 
funding approximately $12K for this program.

corrections reVenue

rep. Friedrich wanted it noted that she opposed the county making money off 
of inmates and specifically their use of the telephone.  She also opposed charg-
ing inmates for the electronic bracelets.  rep. Ward said that the bracelets were 
an elected benefit and that inmates did not have to participate if they chose not 
to.  rep. Ford suggested looking at it as monitoring fees.  supt. libby said that 
fees are always charged which include medical co-pays and such.  Fees are 
resource based.

11:15 AM  The Executive Committee took a brief break
11:25 AM  The Executive Committee resumed their meeting.

human serVices ~ rep. Ford (hsa Bishop was present)

other than personnel costs this budget is primarily mandated by the state.  at 
present there is only hsa Bishop in this department as the responsibilities have 
diminished in the way of juvenile care.

incentive funds are now going to be taken over by the state as well and are no 
longer being done by the counties.  rep. Ford said that she sees this as a huge 
issue particularly for coos and Grafton county and she wanted the other 
representatives to be aware of it.  rep. Williams said that he is sorry to see that 
they have lost local control.  
hsa Bishop explained how incentive funds were done before and how they will 
now be done.  
there was further discussion about this issue.
hsa Bishop said that she sent letters out to all the agencies that had applied to 
the county so that they would be informed.  
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commissioner cryans said that with it being done by the state, he can’t see the 
money getting disbursed on a local level as it had in the past nor coming back to 
Grafton county.  rep. Ford suggested keeping an eye on it.

rep. Williams asked what hsa Bishop now handles in the department since 
many of the responsibilities have been eliminated.  she replied that she process 
some bills, still does some administration for the current incentive funds and that 
she is also working with the executive Director on some special projects.  

12:00 Pm  the executive committee broke for lunch.
12:18 Pm  the executive committee resumed their meeting.

it DePartment ~ rep. mulholland (itm ruggles present)

rep. mulholland said that the commissioners approved increasing the part-time 
person from 20 hours to 32.  she said that the it budget is similar to the mainte-
nance budget in that it allocates out to all the other departments.  she said that 
given the size of the campus and the amount of technology, this department is 
stretched.  

the t-1 line that was used through unh to operate the internet has been 
removed from use and ITM Ruggles had fiber optic run in order to use Charter 
Communications.  This has saved the County approx. $350 a month.  

ITM Ruggles discussed all the things he has implemented including free office 
software which saves on licensing.  

rep. Ward asked about contracted services and not having that line expended.  
itm ruggles said that there is still a plan to do the project, which is running 
more fiber optic lines over to the Sheriff’s Dept.  He said that he will ask to 
encumber the money.  rep. Ward asked if he was planning to add more money 
to that line and itm ruggles said that he was and that this was planned to be a 
two year project but lack of time due to other issues has prohibited him from 
getting to it this year however.  

rep. Williams asked if outside contractors had been reduced since his arrival 
and he said that his department has replaced the need to have most of them.  

rep. Ward asked about costs in the repair and maintenance line and itm 
ruggles said that a large amount was put in that line for repair on some laptops 
that the sheriff’s Dept has and whose warranties had been exhausted.  

itm ruggles asked that the committee bear in mind that the it Dept. is fairly 
new and that he is still finding his way.  
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rep. mulholland said that she is still of the mind that the part-time person be 
made full time and thought that the cost of that would be an additional $28K.

rep. Williams moved to approve the minutes from may 18, 2009, which was 
seconded by rep. aguiar.  all were in favor.

12:45 PM Commissioner Richards was excused. 

rep. Williams moved to approve the budget minutes from June 8, 2009, which 
was seconded by rep. Preston.  all were in favor.  

other Business

rep. Gionet had a question about one of the commissioners’ meeting minutes 
regarding something that the nh administrator has said.  Director clough said it 
had to do with the medicaid auditor and the administrator’s opinion of that 
person.  
rep. Gionet then questioned another issue about retirement and commissioner 
cryans said that he would prefer to address that next week after the matter had 
been dealt with as it was a personnel matter that the commissioner did not feel 
was appropriate to discuss at this time.

rep. aguiar stated that he was uncomfortable about people going on and giving 
glowing accolades to a department head during the presentation.  he said they 
were there to deal with the budget and didn’t think this was the appropriate place 
for it.

rep. aguiar also stated that there is money in the budget for the county attor-
ney’s longevity and that he had not been a previous employee of the county.  in 
the past it was explained that some of the elected officials received longevity 
because they were employees of the county prior to their being elected.  he said 
that there were a number of practices that the county engaged in that he did not 
care for and that just because it had been done in the past did not mean that it 
needed to continue.  

There was a discussion about longevity for elected officials and longevity for 
regular county employees.  

commissioner cryans said that he was in favor of longevity and that it allowed 
the county to reward people who have been here over six years.  he said that 
there are 250 employees who have been with the County four years or less. He 
said this issue has come up every year and either you love it or you hate and he 
was aware that rep. aguiar didn’t like it.  
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rep. aguiar said that he understood there was going to be a report on longevity, 
although he has not seen one.  

there was a discussion about what authority the delegation had and whether or 
not it was within their power to eliminate longevity.  Director clough said that 
the delegation has control over the final budget but that they do not set or control 
policies.  she said that if the delegation chose to eliminate the total amount for 
longevity, the commissioners at their discretion, could remove that amount from 
other areas and still give employees longevity.
commissioner cryans said that his concern was for the regular employees but if 
the delegation wanted to eliminate longevity for elected officials that would be 
fine with him.  Rep. Williams thought there should be a discussion about 
longevity for elected officials.  
rep. laliberte asked what other counties do in the way of longevity and 
commissioner cryans said that he did not know.

commissioner cryans said that it would not seem fair to anyone currently in the 
system to be affected by this.  rep. aguiar said that he thought there was a place 
for longevity with someone who was maxed out with no further possibility for 
pay, but not other than that.  

Director clough informed the committee that the commissioners voted to 
increase the Deed’s revenue line for fees  by $50K

rep. Ward asked Director clough for information for next meeting including the 
amount of the undesignated fund balance, stimulus money status and the new 
medicaid rate.

rep. Ward asked the committee if everyone was in agreement with leaving $1 in 
the incentive fund line in the event that the incentive fund money does come 
back to the county, which they all agreed upon.

1:11 Pm.  rep. Ford moved to adjourn which was seconded by rep. Gionet.  all 
were in favor.

respectfully submitted,
 
__________________
Phil Preston, clerk
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eXecutiVe committee Fy10 BuDGet reVieW
administration Building 
3855 Dartmouth College Highway
north haverhill, nh
monday June 22, 2009

Present: representatives mulholland, Williams, aguiar, Preston, Ford, Ward, 
Gionet, Friedrich and laliberte, commissioners cryans, richards and Burton, 
executive Director clough and secretary Jeri martino.
others Present: (at various times)  h Brown, rD sharp, hsa Bishop, K. 
Jablonski, m. mcleod, nha Bolander, supt. libby, Dir. andross and lt. 
morris.  

Rep. Mulholland called the meeting to order at 9:05 AM 

rep. Ward prefaced the meeting by saying that the equalization numbers show a 
reduction of 2/100 of a point which is good news.  he added however, that will 
only get worse in the next couple of years.

nursinG home ~   rep. Preston (nha Bolander was present)

rep. Preston said that the nh revenue was up 3.4% and the total revenue for all 
departments was down 1.1%.
Proshare and FmaP monies are not included in the revenues.
medicaid reimbursement rate will be increasing $3.61, and that money has not 
been calculated into the revenue.

9:15 AM Rep. Aguiar arrived.

the nursing home retiree health insurance has been moved from the commis-
sioners budget into the nursing home which will allow the nh to put it on their 
cost report.  hopefully this will affect the reimbursement rate in the future. 
adding this to the nh budget creates a 10.7% increase for the administration 
budget.

 9:20 am rep. Friedrich arrived.

rep. Preston then reviewed the other departments within the nursing home.  

Knowing that longevity has been a talking point, nha Bolander wanted to note 
that longevity is a very large reason why people stay at the county.  she said 
that nurses can opt to go wherever they want and the benefit package which 
includes longevity is a consideration. she said that losing good nurses has an 
effect on the overall standing of the nursing home which so far has been very 
good.  she said she would hate to see that end.  
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there was a discussion about the probability of stimulus money coming in and 
nha Bolander said that long term health care is at the bottom of the list.  

it was noted that the laundry and housekeeping departments have merged into 
one department, Environmental Services, in an attempt to be more efficient.  
there was a discussion about the need for new equipment since there was no 
request for any and nha Bolander said that when preparing the budget, it was 
strongly suggested that no new equipment be requested.  she added that she 
thought they would be alright with what they had for now.

nha Bolander passed out information showing how revenue is determined.

rep. Gionet asked nha Bolander to clarify her comment during a commission-
ers meeting regarding the medicaid auditor and she explained the reasons why 
she thought that person was unprofessional which included spending a lot of 
time discussing personal matters.

there was a question about the Doc taking over doing their own laundry and 
nha Bolander said that the Jail is doing their own personal items but the nh 
still does some other things for them.

unh cooPeratiVe eXtension ~ rep. Friedrich (K. Jablonski & rep. m. 
mcleod present) 

K. Jablonski who is the Office Manger for UNHCE began by saying that this 
department is funded in part by the county, unh and some grant money.  

rep. Ward questioned why money was being encumbered for special projects 
which K. Jablonski said was for a position that works under the master Garden-
ers.  he questioned why more money was then being put in on top of the 
encumbered money and K. Jablonski said it was needed to run the program.

K. Jablonski also stated her opinion that longevity is important.

the atm line has been reduced due to the it manager setting up a different 
structure; however, there will remain a connection to the unh learning network 
which K. Jablonski said can be used by other county personnel.

rep. martha mcleod is now the chair of the unhce advisory board and said 
that the advisory council advocated for the hiring of a new forester and agricul-
ture agent after the other’s retired because of the need and use in the county.

there was a discussion about certain items being in the capital expense budget 
rather than individual budgets.
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DruG court ~ rep. Ford

there has been a large increase in treatment services as the program has been 
increased to accommodate up to 25 participants.  At this time there will be three 
graduates since the program began.  

rep. Ward asked about the evaluation process saying that three graduates at a 
cost of $50K per year seems like a lot of money. Commissioner Cryans said that 
B. muh has a model of the evaluation program and there was further discussion 
as to how the program works.  

there has been no grant money obtained for this program and it was noted that 
this budget is very young and it has been quite difficult to determine the actual 
costs.  

social serVices ~  rep. Williams (hsa Bishop was present)

Because the Vna will no longer be providing services for family support, the 
money that was originally budgeted will be transferred over to the Diana love 
center who will be picking up that service.  other adjustments were made due to 
that change, however, there is no effect to the bottom line of the budget 
$582,350., but rather just a shifting of monies to different agencies. 

rep. Williams noted that Grafton county was one of the few counties that 
support social service agencies and he feels that it is money well spent. 

c. swart is the consultant for the commissioners and reviews each agency then 
supplies a report to the commissioners. rep. Williams recommended that this 
budget remain as is saying that it was a good budget.  

human resources ~ rep. Friedrich 

hr Director mann was unavailable to consult with rep. Friedrich so Director 
clough gave an overview.  
Director mann will be retiring as of July 1st ,so there needs to be some changes 
to the budget.  Director clough said that mann’s payout will come out of this 
budget so the salary line may increase.   she said however that the longevity line 
will decrease.  
there was a question about hr mann coming back to work after retiring and 
Director clough said that the retirement system has dictated the she can not 
come back to work once she is retired.
there was a discussion about hiring and the timing of that and commissioner 
cryans said it could take anywhere from one to three months.
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rep. aguiar asked about a retired and then rehired person here at the county and 
commissioner cryans said that this is a personnel issue that is being handled 
through the Board of commissioners.  he said that the retirement system has 
informed the Board as to how they believe this should be handled and there is a 
process underway.  he noted that he didn’t view this as a major tax issue for 
people but more of an issue for the person going through it.  
rep. Williams asked what the retirement policy is and commissioner cryans 
explained that a person can not come back to work under the same conditions 
and draw retirement pay at the same time.  
rep. aguiar asked why this wasn’t looked into at the time of retirement and 
commissioner cryans asked why they should have since it seems to be done all 
around.  he said it was easy to look backward and ask why but he is still under 
the impression that the county did nothing wrong in this matter.  
rep. Ward said that historically you could not retire from one position and then 
come back with the same position.  
rep. Williams said that he didn’t think that the commissioners did anything that 
he wouldn’t have done in the same situation.  
rep. Gionet asked if perhaps there should be a question about the person’s 
credibility and commissioner cryans said not at all.   

Director clough continued on with hr budget saying that one of the hr clerk 
positions had been eliminated and that drug testing, which is done for all new 
employees, is now going to be done in-house which saves money.

there was a lease on a copier and rep. Friedrich said that it would be helpful to 
keep continuity throughout the budget by putting leases in the same areas.  

commissioners’ oFFice ~  rep. Williams

Director Clough reviewed the Commissioners Office budget saying that it had 
been reduced 1.46% and that she tried to cut as many items as possible.  the 
travel line for the commissioners had increased.  

Director clough then reviewed the following budgets as well
treasurer 
GceDc
ncc
Wage & Benefits
tans
Bonded Debt
Jail capital improvement (money will be encumbered from Fy 2009)
contingency
unemployment insurance
other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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• Delegation (which has increased)

Rep. Williams asked Director Clough for an overview of the fiscal budget in her 
opinion.  she said that this budget was a lot of hard work for everyone and that 
she along with the department heads feel that eventually these cuts will catch up 
with everyone.  her concerns are that in 2011 the long term cap on healthcare 
will go away, leaving the County with significant increases.  
rep. Ward said that they need to be aware that they will begin to see a decrease 
in equalized values which could be 20-30%, which will mean a huge increase in 
taxes.

Director clough said the projected surplus will be around $2.9m with pro-share 
money expected at $606,895.  FMAP money will be about $432K and that the 
state is taking about 17%.  Director clough said that no FmaP funds are 
accounted for in Fy10.

there was a discussion about the incentive funds and the take over by the state 
of those funds.  

12:00 Pm  the committee broke for lunch.
12:27 Pm the committee resumed the meeting.

rep. Williams moved to approve the Fy10 Grafton county budget in the 
amount of $32,657,053 with the amount to be raised by taxes at $18,707,142, 
which was seconded by rep. Preston.

Discussion:
Director clough pointed out that the commissioners had voted to increase the 
Deeds revenue to $750K.  Rep. Preston asked what prompted the change and 
commissioner cryans said that the Board felt that the number was a little too 
conservative and that after listening to rep. Ward talk about the real estate 
market, they agreed it would be feasible to do so.

rep. Ward said that he had some motions and asked chairman mulholland how 
they should be handled.  rep. mulholland said there was currently a motion on 
the floor and since there would be a change in the Deeds budget, there would 
need to be an amendment.  
rep. Williams and rep. Preston withdrew the original motion. 

rep. Williams moved to approve the Fy10 Grafton county budget at 
$32,535,765 with $18,657,142 to be raised by taxes, which was seconded by 
rep. Preston.  

rep laliberte moved to amend the motion and increase the expenses in the 
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Deeds department by $995 which followed the recommendations made at the 
time of her presentation of the Deeds budget, which was seconded by rep. Ford.
rep. Williams opposed, reps. Gionet, laliberte, mulholland, Preston, Friedrich, 
aguiar, Ward and Ford were in favor.  motion passed

Rep. Ward moved to fund longevity at 50% of the current amount, which was 
seconded by rep. aguiar.

Discussion:
rep. Ford asked if this was contractual amount agreed on by the union and 
Director clough said that it was.  rep. Ward said that this would only be for 
those who are not union contracted and who are maxed out.  rep. laliberte 
commented that this would not be fair to those who are not under contract 
saying it could cause protest and should be all or none.  rep. Ward said this was 
only a budgetary action.  commissioner cryans said that he is also opposed to 
this and said that if they wanted to end this practice, it could be done with new 
hires.  he said that this will cause turmoil if this is taken away and noted that not 
all county employment is high end and that some people live paycheck to 
paycheck.  
rep. aguiar asked if this passed, would the commissioners follow through on 
the motion and commissioner cryans replied that it would be an abdication of 
the Board of commissioners authority to do so and said that he felt it was a good 
program.  rep. aguiar said that amount of longevity has increased over the years 
and has become significant.  Director Clough said that the Collective Bargaining 
unit’s longevity has increased to $100 this Fy.  
Rep. Ford said that she feels it is an important benefit to the continuation of 
service which, if taken away, could lead to loss of personnel.  
rep Preston said he didn’t think this was the time to be reviewing this and that if 
the Delegation chooses to try to influence this policy, it should be done at 
another time.  

rep. Williams said to take it away for some and not for others sends a poor 
message although he does agree that the policy should be reviewed.

Director clough explained the union/employee council negotiation process.
commissioner cryans said that on the other hand, the county have negotiated to 
increase contributions that the employees pay for health benefits in the past and 
changed the health insurance benefit.  He added that the private sector is able to 
give bonuses.  

rep. aguiar said that there is a place for longevity which is when an employee is 
maxed out on the wage scale.  he said that what the county is doing is giving 
out $100K in christmas bonuses.  

Rep. Laliberte said that what the County is doing by offering this benefit is 
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retaining long term knowledge.

rep. Ward said that he is looking at this because of the economy and he went on 
to discuss the tax increase that the taxpayers will be paying.

rep. aguiar asked when the delegation can recommend that the county cease 
longevity and Director clough replied that the delegation does not set policy so 
it can be recommended at any time.  

rep. Friedrich asked if the county could just add more steps and commissioner 
cryans said that would be a far more costly venture.   rep. Friedrich said that 
she is opposed to a two tiered system but not opposed to it beginning with new 
hires.

rep. Preston moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Ward.  all 
were in favor.

The vote was taken to fund longevity at 50% of the current amount.
reps. Gionet and Ward were in favor. reps. laliberte, Williams, mulholland, 
Preston, Friedrich, aguiar and Ford were opposed. motion does not pass

rep. Williams commented that this is something that needs to be considered 
next time.  

rep. aguiar moved to encourage the commissioners to cease and desist the 
practice of longevity.  rep. Preston said this was non germane to the motion on 
the floor.  

rep. Ward moved to not fund the cost of living adjustment in the budget, 
which was seconded by rep. aguiar.  

Discussion:
rep. Ward said that his community did not fund a cola and having a cola 
and step increases is too much.  
rep. Preston said that he sees this as another decision by the commissioners and 
it is not in the control of the delegation.  rep. mulholland asked if the union had 
agreed to this as a negotiation and Director clough said they did.  rep. laliberte 
said just as in the longevity, she would not agree to a two tier system.

rep. Preston moved to call the question, which was seconded by rep. Ward.  
reps. Gionet, laliberte, Williams, mulholland, Preston, Friedrich, Ward and 
Ford were in favor. rep. aguiar opposed.

in the vote to not fund the cost of living adjustment in the budget, reps. 
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Gionet and Ward were in favor.  reps. laliberte, Williams, mulholland, Preston, 
Friedrich, aguiar and Ford were opposed.  motion does not pass.

Rep. Ward moved that the Deeds revenue be increased to $875K, which was 
seconded by rep. Ford.

Discussion:  
commissioner cryans said he would be concerned about that number but if the 
register of Deeds agrees than he would defer to him.  rD sharp said it could be 
done. 

Williams moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Ford.  all 
were in favor.

In the vote to increase the Deeds department revenue to $875K, Rep. Mulhol-
land was opposed and reps. Gionet, Ward, laliberte, Williams, Preston, 
Friedrich, aguiar and Ford were in favor. motion passes.

rep. Ward moved to add $10K each to the revenues of the sheriff, Doc, 
interest, and Div/misc. category, which was seconded by rep. Williams.

Discussion:    
rep. Ward said he had reviewed the numbers and said they are already over 
revenue at this point.  rep. Preston asked where the numbers came from that 
rep. Ward was proposing.  commissioner cryans said that he hadn’t heard 
about the department heads being talked to about increasing these numbers and 
said he was particularly concerned about the interest saying there was no way to 
gauge that.  

rep. Williams said that it’s only a $40K increase and doesn’t seem like it will 
make that much difference to add those figures in.  

Director andross said that the revenues have been looked at very closely and 
have been given as a best projection.  he said the department will try to work 
with whatever number is given but feel that what is there is already a good 
number.

Supt. Libby said that 50% of his revenue is grant money which has already been 
cut so he didn’t know where that money would come from.  

rep. Preston said that he feels that the $40K is an arbitrary number.  

rep. laliberte moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Wil-
liams.  all were in favor. 
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in the vote to increase revenues $40K, rep. Gionet, aguiar, Williams and Ward 
were in favor and reps. laliberte, mulholland, Preston, Friedrich and Ford were 
opposed.  motion does not pass.  

Rep. Ward moved to add $500K of revenue to the Nursing Home from the 
FmaP funds, which was seconded by rep. aguiar.  

Discussion:  
commissioner cryans said that he was a little concerned about doing that as it 
might be only one time money which would throw things off the following year.  
rep. Preston agreed that it shouldn’t be done.  
rep. Ward said that the money should be used to offset expenses.  
rep. Williams asked if the FmaP money has to be spent and Director clough 
said that it did not and that this money is going away in 2011. there was further 
discussion about stimulus money. 
commissioner cryans said that he felt that they had brought forth a good 
budget.  rep. Ward said that taxes have been raised 70% in the last two years 
that include the water tank bond and the Jail bond and he said that the tax payers 
needed a break and to not use the stimulus money to handle expenses is just 
hoarding cash.  
commissioner cryans disagreed with rep. Ward and noted that not a large 
percentage of county taxes show up on a bill.  he said that the Jail had been 
downsized in response to the taxpayers.

rep. Williams moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Ford.  
all were in favor.

In the vote to add $500K of FMAP money to the Nursing Home revenue, Reps. 
Friedrich, Gionet, Ward and Williams were in favor.  reps. laliberte, mulhol-
land, Preston, aguiar and Ford were opposed.  motion did not pass.  

Rep. Ward moved to use $500K of Pro-share money as revenue in the Nursing 
home budget, which was seconded by rep. aguiar.

Discussion:  
rep. Ward said that in the past the pro-share monies have not been used as 
revenue.  these monies have been in place for many years and has not been used 
to reduce expenses.  
rep. mulholland asked where the past pro-share money went and Director 
clough said that it became part of the surplus.  rep. Ward said that it’s like not 
actually counting the money and should be used for the benefit of the taxpayers.  
commissioner cryans said that he was concerned as to how they would calcu-
late the money. Director clough said it is used as surplus to offset the taxes 
which is a benefit to the taxpayers.
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rep. Williams moved to call the question, which was seconded by rep. lalib-
erte.  all were in favor.

In the vote to add $500 of pro-share money as revenue in the Nursing Home, 
reps. Gionet, Williams, Friedrich, aguiar and Ward were in favor.  reps. 
laliberte, mulholland, Preston and Ford were opposed.  motion passed.  

rep. Ward moved to use $2m from surplus to reduce taxes, which was seconded 
by rep. Friedrich.

Discussion:  
Director clough said she was extremely uncomfortable with that suggestion 
because there is no guaranty that money will be there at the end of the year and 
Dra will want to know why. 
rep. Ward said that there are a large number of encumbrances and that he has an 
issue with this practice.  if there were less encumbrances there would be more 
money for the budget.  
rep. Williams said he didn’t think it should be tinkered with and that the 
commissioners are more familiar with those numbers.  
rep. laliberte said that there should also be money for unanticipated expenses 
and to leave the surplus alone.  
rep. Friedrich asked where that extra money would come from that rep. Ward 
proposed and he replied that it should come from the pro-share and FmaP 
money.  
Director clough did not think it was prudent to try to budget the FmaP money.

rep. Williams moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Preston.  
all were in favor.  

in the vote to increase the surplus to reduce taxes to $2m, rep. Ward, Friedrich 
and Gionet were in favor.  rep. laliberte, Williams, mulholland, Preston, aguiar 
and Ford were opposed.  motion did not pass.  

rep. Ward made a motion to not fund the pig barn roof project in the amount of 
$140K, which was seconded by rep. aguiar.  

Discussion:  
commissioner cryans said that he views this as a continuum of needed repairs.  
he said that the county looks good and he would like to see this go forward.  he 
noted that once a roof goes, then there are some real problems.
Rep. Gionet said that he had helped to save $25K by securing sand and eliminat-
ing the need for a shed.
rep. Williams said that the roof is in real bad shape and if not done this year it 
will have to be done next year.
rep. Friedrich noted that they ought to consider the taxpayers and postpone the 
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maintenance for a year.
rep. Preston said he didn’t think it made sense to put it off as it will only worsen 
and then you’re asking for bigger problems down the road.  rep. Gionet agreed

rep. Gionet moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Williams.  
rep. aguiar opposed and reps. Gionet, laliberte, Williams, mulholland, 
Preston, Friedrich, Ward and Ford were in favor.  

in the vote to remove $140K from the capital out budget for the repair of the pig 
barn, reps Friedrich, aguiar, Ward were in favor.  reps. Gionet, laliberte, 
Williams, mulholland, Preston and Ford were opposed.  motion did not pass.

rep. Ward moved to encumber $390K from the Fy09 budget for the Jail bond 
and to delete $390K from the Fy10 budget, which was seconded by rep. 
Williams.

Discussion:   
rep. Ward said that he didn’t think there should be any use of the bond payment 
money on anything else but a bond payment.  there shouldn’t be another 
payment in the budget since they haven’t used the first payment.  He said that 
bond money payments should not be spent on something else.  
Director clough said she envisioned using those funds to cover the over-
expenditure in legal fees.  there will still be a balance left in there.  
commissioner cryans noted that they have achieved success with the legal 
situation which is important.  
rep. Ward said that there is money in other funds that could be used and that he 
didn’t understand why they’re raising the money twice. 

rep. laliberte moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Ward.  
all were in favor.  

in the vote to encumber $390K from the Jail bond and to delete $390K from the 
budget, reps. Gionet, Friedrich and Ward were in favor while reps. laliberte, 
Williams, mulholland, Preston, aguiar and Ford were opposed.  motion did not 
pass.  

Rep. Ward moved to delete $350K from the budget which is to be used for 
architectural and engineering fees which was seconded by rep. aguiar

Discussion:  

rep. Ward said that under similar circumstances, the engineering and architec-
tural 
Fees are paid for out of the bond fees.  there is money in the bonds to pay that 
fee.  interest generated from the bonds will also help to pay those fees.
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Director clough said that right now, the bond funds are unavailable because of 
the legal issues and that’s why that money is there.  it also includes money for 
the redesign.  
rep. Ward said nobody pays for architectural and environmental fees. 
rep. laliberte said she understood that the money to pay for the geothermal test 
well drilling would come from this money too.  
rep. aguiar asked if there was any long term advantage to adding the engineer-
ing and architectural to the bond and rep. Ward said that the reason is to spread 
out the money over a longer period of time.  he said that the fees should be a 
part of the project and that it is to the advantage of the taxpayer.
there was some further discussion.

rep. Gionet moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. laliberte. 
all were in favor.

In the vote for removal of $350K for engineering and architectural fees, Reps. 
Gionet, Friedrich and Ward were in favor.  reps. laliberte, Williams, mulhol-
land, Preston, aguiar and Ford were opposed.  motion does not pass.

rep. Ward moved to add $100K of revenue into the nursing home from the 
increased medicaid rate and $200K of revenue into the nursing home from Bed 
tax money, which was seconded by rep. Williams.

Discussion:  
rep. Preston said that he reviewed the nursing home budget and felt that it was 
pretty well thought out and he is against second guessing it.
rep. laliberte said that she has a problem with increasing the revenue from the 
medicaid rate as the increase is only for six months and then there is a possibil-
ity of it being decreased.  

rep. Williams moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Ward.  
all were in favor. 

in the vote to increase the nursing home revenue a total of $300K, reps Gionet, 
Friedrich, Williams, Ward, mulholland, Ford and aguiar were in favor.  reps 
laliberte and Preston were opposed.  motion passes.  

rep. Williams moved to amend the original budget motion and approve the 
budget in the amount of $32,512,093 of which an amount of $17,775,452 will be 
will be raised by taxes, which was seconded by rep. Gionet.  
(decrease in overall budget of 1.22% and a decrease of 5.46%)

rep. Williams moved to pass the budget as amended which was seconded by 
rep. laliberte.
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rep. aguiar suggested that everyone think about supporting the budget as a 
whole.

Rep. Ward moved to increase the budget in an amount not to exceed $15K in 
order to make a part time it person, full time as of Jan 1, 2010, which was 
seconded by rep. Ford. 

those in favor of calling the questions were reps. laliberte, mulholland, Ward, 
and Ford.  those opposed were reps. Preston, Gionet, aguiar, Williams and 
Friedrich. motion to call question does not pass.

Discussion:  
rep. mulholland asked for discussion as to why members were opposed to 
calling the question.  
rep. aguiar said that he did not feel that this was the right time for a full time 
position to be added. 
rep. Williams agreed saying that the recommendation should have come from 
the commissioners, which it was not, plus there is probably money elsewhere in 
the budget that could be used if needed.
rep. Ford said she would like to see an additional full time it person  and added   
that good it service means less work time lost.
rep. Ward said that this will allow the lead person to follow his plan while the 
other person handles other things. 
Director clough said that there is a need there.
rep. Preston said that he would defer to the commissioners budget.
rep. Gionet questioned why the it manager didn’t mention it when he was 
here.  

rep. Williams moved to call the question which was seconded by rep. Ward.  
all were in favor.  

In the vote to add up to $15K to increase a part time position to a full time 
person in the it department, reps. laliberte, Gionet, mulholland, Ward and 
Ford were in favor.  reps. aguiar, Friedrich, Williams and Preston were op-
posed.  motion passed.

After all the amendments were made a final motion was made.

rep. Williams moved to approve the amended budget which was seconded by 
rep. laliberte. reps. laliberte, Gionet, Williams, Friedrich, aguiar, Ward and 
Ford were in favor.  rep. mulholland and Preston were opposed.  Budget has 
passed as amended.

rep. aguiar said he would like to suggest other ways of handling pay increases 
rather than by percentage.  rep. mulholland said that they will schedule this as a 
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Grafton county Delegation Vote
Proposed Budget Fiscal year 2010
Grafton county ~ unh conference room 
north haverhill, nh
monday June 29, 2009

Present:   reps. Ward, Bulis, taylor, Gionet, Ford, ladd, ingbretson, aguiar, 
Friedrich, cooney, smith, maybeck, Williams, Preston, Benn, Pastor-Bodmer, 
Pierce, laliberte, mulholland, almy, White, Gould and harding.  commission-
ers cryans, richards and Burton, executive Director Julie clough and sec. 
martino

others: s. cunningham, B. ruggles, c. Putnam, l. rock, l. Klein,  D. 
Dutile, t. andross, K. Jablonski, J. oakes, n. Bishop, s. leavitt Doubleday, m. 
Tyler, T. Gahn, B. Sharp, H. fisher, H. Wetherbee, B. Paronto, G. Libby, H. 
Brown, D. Kimball, r. Bleckyl  (and others who did not sign in)

Chair Mulholland called the Meeting to order at 10:05 AM

the roll call was taken by rep. Preston and a quorum declared.

rep. taylor moved to take a recess to caucus, to return at the call of the chair, 
which was seconded by rep. Benn.  
reps. Ward, Gionet, ladd, ingbretson, maybeck, Williams were opposed.  reps. 
taylor, Ford, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, smith, Preston, Benn, Pastor-Bodmer, 

•••

topic for the september meeting.

rep. Gionet moved to adjourn which was seconded by rep. Williams.  all were 
in favor.

2:38 Being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.   

respectfully submitted,

____________________
Phil Preston, clerk
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Pierce, laliberte, mulholland, almy, White, Gould and harding were in favor. 
(rep. Bulis had not arrived yet)  motion passes 16 in favor to 6 opposed.  

10:09 chair called a recess to caucus.
 
Democrats moved to the commissioners conference room to caucus.  republi-
cans also chose to caucus and moved to another conference room.

10:20 am  rep. Bulis arrived and joined the republicans.

10:46 am  everyone returned and the chair called the meeting back to order.

Rep. Williams moved to appropriate $32,522,390 for Fiscal year 2010 budget of 
which $17,785,749 is to be raised by taxes, which was seconded by Rep. Aguiar.  

Discussion:  

rep. almy moved to make an amendment and to reduce the nursing home 
revenue on line 02-5020-102 by $100K, line 02-5020-108 by $500K and line 
02-5020-113 by $200K, increasing the reduction of amount to be raised by 
property taxes by $800K, which was seconded by rep. taylor.

rep. almy stated that to increase the revenue for the increase of the medicaid 
rate would mean that you would need to add two more people to the census.
in regard to the Pro-share money, she said that money is likely to be removed 
altogether as the federal government would like to use it for their healthcare 
program, so it is unlikely to continue to come in. 
she said that the Bed tax is proposed for removal but at the very least, the 
amount will decrease.  

nursing home administrator Bolander spoke in agreement with rep. almy 
saying that when putting the budget together, she looked at all aspects as to what 
was possible.  she said that they were realistic and responsible.  she said it was 
very likely that both the Pro-share money and the Bed tax money would be 
taken away and that she had great concerns about using them as revenue.  

rep. Pierce asked about the probability of receiving the money and nha 
Bolander said it would depends on whether there is money to fund the programs 
or not.

rep. Bulis said that the loss of money is pure conjecture and nothing will change 
until next year anyway.  nha Bolander said that if it were to happen it would be 
in the federal fiscal year 2010 and the other changes would come over time.

rep. Ward who had proposed the adjustments to the executive committee spoke 
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and said that there was a $3.61 increase to the medicaid reimbursement rate 
which would bring in approximately $131K for a six month period and the 
proposal is for only $100K.  he said the proposal was approved in vote of 7 to 2 
with the executive committee.

rep. Ward stated that the Bed tax money had been received over the past years 
and that the budget operated on a surplus over the last two years.  he said that 
the executive committee voted 7 to 2 in favor of adding $200K of that money to 
the nursing home revenue.

rep. Ward then said that the Pro-share money has always been off budget 
though the money was always received.  he said that the revenue had not been 
included to reduce the property taxes and they needed to do that.  he said the 
executive committee voted in favor off adding $500K to the Nursing Home 
revenue 5 to 4.

rep. Ward noted that the FmaP money had not been included in the budget 
revenue to reduce expenses and that using this money for revenues will decrease 
taxes.  

nha Bolander wanted it noted that you can not increase the medicaid rate 
without increasing the care.  

rep. Pierce further discussed putting revenue in the budget without the possibil-
ity of it always being there. nha Bolander said that in her opinion it would be 
taking a risk.  

rep. Bulis said there was a risk to all revenues and that he believed they should 
stick with the numbers agreed upon by the executive committee.  

rep. almy changed her mind and said that now she would be accepting of 
keeping in the increased medicaid reimbursement revenue and made an amend-
ment to her amendment, to remove only the $100K Bed Tax and the $500K Pro-
share money from the nursing home revenues, which was approved as accepted 
by K. taylor (who originally seconded the amended motion).

rep. ladd said that he wanted to know more about the FmaP money and read 
some information from a website which discussed how that money can and can 
not be used.  he wanted to make a separate motion but could not since there was 
already one on the table at present.

rep. Benn said he was concerned about the surplus interfering with the bond 
rating if it were to drop too low and Director clough said that the commission-
ers adopted a policy to keep 5% in the undesignated fund balance.  She said that 
her biggest concern is that there won’t be enough money there for next year.  
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she said that a steady fund balance is what they would like to see as opposed to 
a fluctuating fund.

rep. Ward said that not using the Pro-share money to help the taxpayers would 
be irresponsible.  

commissioner cryans said that the budget is created with the concerns of the 
taxpayers.  he said that he thinks this is a good budget and does not feel that 
county taxes are out of sight.  he did not agree with the changes that the 
executive committee made and said that he thought it would have consequences 
next year.  he said that the medicaid increase came in after the budget was 
approved by the commissioners and he is okay with adding in that revenue, but 
he is not comfortable with adding in the Pro-share and Bed tax money and said 
that he thought it would be risky.

rep. Pierce moved to call the question.  rep. Ward seconded the move. all were 
in favor.

rep. almy re-read her amended amendment as follows:
 
rep. almy revised her amendment to reduce the nursing home revenue on line 
02-5020-108 by $500K and line 02-5020-113 by $100K, increasing the reduc-
tion of amount to be raised by property taxes by $600K, which received its 
second from rep. taylor.

reps. taylor, Ford, aguiar, cooney, smith, Preston, Benn, Pastor-Bodmer, 
Pierce, laliberte, mulholland, almy, White, Gould and harding were in favor.  
reps. Ward, Bulis, Gionet, ladd, ingbretson, Friedrich, maybeck and Williams 
were opposed.  Motion passes, 15 in favor, 8 opposed.  

rep. ladd moved an amendment that FmaP revenue in the approximate amount 
of $100K and known to most as stimulus money, be applied as revenue to 
support this year’s budget in the amount of $400K, or thereabouts, and in the 
amount of $600K or thereabouts in the 2010 budget to offset property taxes, and 
that these funds not be placed in surplus, which was seconded by rep. Ward.

rep. ladd said that FmaP money is for relief of property taxes and cannot be 
applied to the surplus as he understands it.  

rep. almy asked to hear from Director clough who said the money for this 
fiscal year has to go into the surplus as it was an unanticipated revenue.  She said 
that next year is the only place to put the $600K and that the following year that 
money will not be there.  She said that the County is definitely getting $400K for 
Fy09 and will get some money for Fy10 but she was not exactly sure how 
much or when.    
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rep. Ward said that $400K could be used to reduce taxes and that next year the 
$600 could go t the nursing home as revenue to offset taxes.  

rep. laliberte said that this was only a two year deal at best and that she didn’t 
like the idea.  she also suggested that there may be unexpected expenses that it 
may be needed for.  rep. Williams did not agree with that.

rep. ingbretson said that if there was ever a time for a cut it was now and rep. 
ladd said that they need to start ratcheting down and use the one time shot.

rep. taylor asked commissioner cryans if he was comfortable with the 
amendment and he replied that he did not want to use something on a one time 
basis and that knowing it is not coming in again, it would not be prudent to do 
so.

rep. almy made a friendly amendment to take $600K in FmaP money and 
place it into the human services budget line 01-9072-102, which was agreed 
upon by rep. ladd and that this money was to be used to reduce property taxes 
by $600K.

reps. Ward, Bulis, Gionet, Ford, ladd, ingbretson, aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, 
smith, maybeck, Williams, Benn, Pastor-Bodmer, Pierce, almy, White, Gould 
and harding were in favor.  reps. taylor, Preston, laliberte and mulholland 
were opposed.  amended motion passes 19 in favor, 4 opposed.  

rep. Williams moved to call the question on his original budget motion which 
was seconded by rep. Ward.  all were in favor.  

The motion is:  to appropriate $32,522,390 for Fiscal year 2010 budget of which 
$17,785,749 is to be raised by taxes.
all were in favor.  Budget passes 23 to 0

rep. Preston moved to authorize borrowing up to $9m in anticipation of taxes 
which was seconded by rep. Williams.  all were in favor.  motion passes.

rep. laliberte moved to expend $4,861 from the register of Deeds surcharge 
account for equipment in the registry which was seconded by rep. aguiar.  all 
were in favor.  motion passes.

Rep. Aguiar moved to contribute $64,511 from the Dispatch Fees for fiscal year 
2010 to the Dispatch capital reserve Fund, which was seconded by rep. 
Gionet.  all were in favor. motion passes

Rep. Williams moved to expend $4500 from Dispatch Capital Reserve for the 
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purchase of a voicemail system, which was seconded by rep. Ward.  

Director andross spoke to the motion saying that the current voicemail system 
in the administration area has gone down and needs to be replaced.  after some 
discussion the vote was taken.

In the vote to expend $4500 from Dispatch Capital Reserve for a new voicemail 
system, all were in favor. motion passes.

rep. aguiar made a motion that beginning in the 2011 budget year, the commis-
sioners of Grafton county shall terminate the practice of providing “longevity” 
payment to all elected officials of Grafton County.  The authority and responsi-
bility of establishing compensation for Grafton County elected officials rests 
solely with the delegation, which was seconded by rep. Pierce.  

Rep. Aguiar said that he has disapproved of giving longevity to elected officials 
saying that the delegation should be the ones who determine their salary. he said 
his personal opinion is that the county cease all longevity but this motion speaks 
only to full time elected officials.  

Rep. Pierce asked about the worth of health and other benefits and Rep. Aguiar 
said that was not part of this current motion.
Rep. Williams said that the delegation votes on the elected officials salaries but 
then longevity is added in later by the commissioners.  he said the amount 
should be voted on as a whole.
rep. aguiar said this deals with 2011 and forward and does not take this budget 
into consideration. he wants to make it clear that the commissioners do not 
have the authority to give elected officials longevity.  

While discussion the elected officials, Commissioner Cryans informed everyone 
that the summary judgment regarding the elected official’s salary has been 
decided and the county has prevailed.  he said that the salary decision is 
applicable. 
commissioner cryans also noted that he feels that longevity is valid and has 
been in place for quite some time.

rep. aguiar said he is trying to determine who has the authority to decide on 
this. 

rep. ingbretson made a friendly amendment to eliminate a portion of the 
motion, perhaps making it a bit clearer.  

amended motion would read: 
 
Beginning in the 2011 budget year, the authority and responsibility of establish-
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ing any longevity payments for Grafton County elected officials shall rest solely 
with the delegation.  rep. aguiar agreed.  

There was some further discussion and clarification of the motion and its intent.

rep. Williams moved to call the question, which was seconded by rep. Ward. 
all were in favor.

in the vote to leave the responsibility establishing any longevity for elected 
officials to the delegation, Reps. Bulis, Taylor, Gionet., Ford, Ladd, Ingbretson, 
aguiar, Friedrich, cooney, smith, maybeck, Williams, Preston, Benn, Pastor-
Bodmer, Pierce, mulholland, almy, and harding were in favor. reps. Ward, 
laliberte, White and Gould were opposed.  motion passes 19 to 4.

12:35 PM  With no further business, Rep. Williams moved to adjourn and was 
seconded by rep. Ward.  all were in favor.  

respectfully submitted,
_______________________
Phil Preston, clerk

•••
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